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TECHLINETm Tools

Come in for Your FREE
Radio Shack Catalog!
The most important part of your next
project is the all-new, 172-page 1993
Radio Shack catalog. It's yours for the
asking at our store or dealer near you.
Hurry in today—supplies are limited!

The new standard in strength and precision!
•Precision-crafted with top-quality materials
•Designed for long life and ease of use
•Backed by Radio Shack's 1-Year Limited Warranty
New TECHLINE tools represent Radio Shack's uncompromising dedication to quality. Each is precision-crafted of
long-lasting, hard-working materials and employs the latest design innovations for comfort and ease of use. And,
each is backed by our full 1-year limited warranty.

Speedy service and low prices on thousands of parts and accessories!
• FREE delivery to Radio Shack on orders $5 and up
•Semiconductors and ICs u Hard-to-find batteries
•CB and scanner crystals •Long-life vacuum tubes
• Phono cartridges/styli •SAMS® service books
Why pay more for mail-order? Your Radio Shack stocks 1000 electronic
components, and another 15,000 are available fast from our special-order
warehouse. Ordering is easy! Bring in the exact part number (or old part).
We'll check availability and order by phone. Delivery time to your nearby
Radio Shack for most items is a week.

(1) Picofarad 50-Pack. Delight
for tweakers. 50 ceramic capacitors, assorted 1to 33 pF values. 50
WVDC. #272-806
2 99

Test-Equipment Adapters. Great
for use with scopes, frequency
counters and multimeters. Hook up
with the best.

Resistor Assortments. Popular
values—stock up and save.
Description
Metal-Film 1/
8W
Carbon 114W
Carbon-Film 114W
Carbon 1/
2W

Cat. No. Set of
271-309
50
271-308 100
271-312 500
271-306 100

Price
2.29
2.99
7.95
3.49

(2) Efficient PC-Mount Piezo
Buzzer. Tiny yet has 70 dB output
and requires only 7 mA at 12VDC.
#273-074
2 99
(3) Omnidirectional
Electret Type Mike Element. 30-15,000
Hz. 4 to 10 VDC. #270-092, 2.99

(1) Binding Posts to BNC Plug.
50 ohms impedance.
#274-715
8 95

(3) Stackable Dual-lnline Banana Plug. #274-717
2 99

Mini Audio Amp With a Built-in
Speaker. Many uses! Tough 33/
8"
high case. Low Radio Shack price.
#277-1008
11.95

High-Speed 12VDC Mini-Motor.
Produces an amazing 15,200 RPM
at no load. Ideal for projects, robotics, fun! About 2" long (with
shaft). #273-255
2 99

PC/XT Circuit Card. Epoxy. Fits
computer expansion bus. 10 1/
16"
long. #276-1598
29.95
Right-Angle D-Sub 25 Female Connector for Above. 4276-1504
.2.69

Infrared Project Box. Ideal for a
remote. Has removable infraredtransparent end panel and space
for 9V battery. 7/
1
3x23/
8 x41
/
4'
#270-294
4 49

Prices apply
at participating
stores and dealers.

(2) Binding Post to Banana Plug.
#274-716
Set of 2/4.95

(1) Magnet Wire Assortment. For
custom coil winding. Includes 40
feet of 22-gauge, 75 feet of 26gauge and 200 feet of 30-gauge on
spools. #278-1345
4 99
(2) Dial Cord Fix-It Kit. Our exclusive! Includes six feet of highstrength cord and three tension
springs. Put a radio back into
action! #274-435
996

100-Watt Soldering Gun. For big
jobs! Reaches full temperature in
seconds. Built-in work light. Replacement tips in stock. UL listed.
#64-2193
11.95

Radio /hack
AMERICA'S TECHNOLOGY STORE

SINCE 1921

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION
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ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS USA
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Courteous Service

• Discount Prices

•

ALL ELECTROINICS CORP.
P.O. Box 567 -Van Nuys, CA 91408

ULTRASONIC
TRANSDUCER
Panasonic

in.

IZ

EFR RCBK40K54
An ultrasonic
microphone
coreisting of abimorph type
Pieza electric ceramic yearator. Nom. Freq. 40 kHz. Max
input: 20 Volts. 15/16" dia. X
3/8 high. 5/8' long leads,
CATS( UST-1
$1.00 each

20 AMP RH/
EMI FILTER

RADIOSONDE WEATHER
INFORMATION TRANSMITTER

12 VDC
STEPPER MOTOR

-

Airpaxif A83712 -M1
12 Vdc, 36 ohm coil. 15 degree/
step. 225' dia. X 0.95' thick,
0.25- shaft X 0.6- long.
CATI SMT-9 $6.00 each

MOTOR SPEED
CONTROL A/VD
TIMER

• I ,--%
MI

r'âi
i

With aminimum of external wiring. this PC board will control the
speed and duration of a 120 Vac
motor or other load up to 300
watts. When activated, motor will
operate for 10, 20 or 40
minutes or continuously at high,
medium or low speed. To simplify
hook-up we recommend using
our membrane keypad,
(CAT/ KPM-12 $1.25 each)
which. with slight modification,
works well with this device.
Instructions included.
CATI IASC-5
$3.03 each

The Ku-band satellite TV "bible"
• Operation, installation and troubleshooting of Ku-band satellite systems

theory, Installation and Repair

•

Footprint maps and video standards

• and much more

l
eit7.10$

432 pages,

8.5

x11"

TO ORDER -Send $30 plus $3 s/h to:
Baylin Publications
1905 Mariposa, Boulder, CO 80302
CREDIT CARD orders also accepted
303449-4551

Request our FREE CATALOG of other
books about Satellite & Private Cable TV

Micro Video Cameras
Small size 13/8" x11/4" x21/4" Light Weight 2.5 oz. Low
Power 7-14 volts. @ 80ma. Low Light @ 2Lux. Camera
comes complet in metal case with 3ft. plug & cable for video
out and power. Camera is presently in use in R/C airplanes,
helicopters, cars, tanks and robots. Camera output is NTSC
or PAL ,240 line resolution with electronic iris. Full stock
on hand. VHS video available for $10.
Satification Guarenteed!

Epoxy encapsulated
power supply for up to
2mW lasers. 4 UT X
11/2' X 17/16 -.
Input: 9Vdc @ 1amp.
Output starting voltage:
7to 8kV. Operating
voltage: 1.1 to 1.5 kV
Operating current: 4to 5mA.
Recessed 0.250 quick connect terminals for output.
Color coded wire leads for input.
CAT # LPS-1 $35.00 each

14

•

SATELLITE TV'

e

Laser Power Supply

-

Ku-Band

•1 .'

Viz(r) Radiosonde
A radiosonde" is aweather
strurnent usually released at high
altitudes, designed to transmit
temperature, humidity, winds and
pressure at various heights above
the ground. These are new units.
discontinued from NOAA National
Weather Service. Contains kits of
interesting parts: asolid state transmitt«, barometric pressure sensor,
humidity sensor and a24 volt battery
which is activated when submersed
in water. Great for school science
demonstrations or as asource for parts.
CATI WIT-1 $4.75 each • Case of 16 for $64.00

Corcom I2086
20 arrp RFI /
EMI general
purpose
commonmode fitter.
Controls
line-to-ground
noise. Small size, low
leakage. 3.46* X 1.16- x
2.81'. UL and CSA listed.
Threaded stud terminals on
input and output.
CAT* RR-201 $8.50 each

JOIN the SMALL DISH REVOLUTION

Fast Shipping

All Cameras Factory New.

For product information
and ordering. Call 1(800) 473-0538 FAX (714) 545-8041

PIEZO ELEMENT

MICRO VIDEO PRODUCTS

3Wire Piezo Element
Taiyo Yuden Co. ICB35BBK R4.
Self-excited plazo electric diaphram.
1.40" diameter x0.021' thick. Resonant
resistance: 400 ohms. 5" color-coded leads.
CATI PE-12 $1.00 each • 10 for $8.50

1334 So. Shawnee Dr. Santa Ana, California. zip 92704

ELECTRONIC FLASH
In Magicilash

originally designed for

Polaroid One-Step and
Pronto cameras. Nice
bright flash can be
triggered by external
./..___•''eq—
3Vric pulse. Operates on
6Vdc. 4AA cells (not
included). Useful for
special effects of flash
lighting. Circuitry includes avery desirable 600 uF
330V photoflash capacitor which is, by itself, worth
the price of the unit.
CAT* FS1-1-2 $6.00 each

ELE

COMPONENTS
Whether you order 1 part or
all 40,083...MOUSER stocks
and... can ship today!!

RECHARGEABLE
Gell Cell Battrery
12 VOLTS @
10 AMP/HOURS
T 6volt 10 A/H
batteries, asserntied
as asingle 12 volt

>«.-.«'''''-•
,--,çm<v
----rg

%B.O

Packa ge'Package
size: 6' X 3.94" X 3.75'
CATS/ GC-1210
$35.00 each

RONIC

(Mr)

CALL...
(800) 992-9943
for your

FREE

TOLL FREE ORDER LINES

CATALOG

1"e800-826 -5432
CHAROEORDERS...to Visa, Mastercard or Alscover.e
TERMS: Minimum order $l0.00. Shipping and handling for the 48 continental U.S.A. $3.50
per order. All others including AK HI, PR or Canada must pay full shipping. All orders
delivered in CALIFORNIA must include state sales tax (7.2 7.5, 7.75, 8.25 or 8.5%).
Quantities Milted NO aap. Prices subject to change without notice.

CALL OR WRITE FOR OUR FREE 64 PAGE CATALOG

ALL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
P.O. Box 567. Van Nuys, CA -91408

2401 Hwy 287 N.
Mansfield, TX 76063

MOUSER.
ELECTRONICS
Sales & Stocking Locations Nationwide
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ELECTRONIC

TAPTO KITS

Our high quality kits will provide you with educational projects. After you complete your kit, you will have ahigh-tech product that will provide years
of reliable operation. Assembly instruction in English, French, Dutch and German. Over 1(10 kits available. Call of write for afull-line catalogue.
K1771 FM Oscillator

$16.95

K1803 Universal Mono Pre-Amplifier

$8.95

K2622 AM-FM Antenna Amplifier $17.95

Mini FM transmitter with good frequency
stability (100-108MHZ). Built-in pre-amp
(5mV Sensitivity). Interfaces to all
microphones. Requires 9-12 VDC.

Ideally suited as amicrophone amplifier,
signal matching of tuner or tape outputs.*
Supply voltage: 10-30 VDC (stabilized).
Gain: typ. 40 dB* Adjustable output level.
Frequency range: 20 Hz to 20 KHZ (+/- 3
db)* Maximum input voltage: 40 mV.

Do away with noisy signals! The K2622
gives you 22 dB gain where it's needed. DC
supply direct or via the coax cable (50-75
Ohm impedance), metal box included.

K2637 2.5 Watt Mini Audio

K2666 Precision Stereo Vu-Meter

K2032 Digital Panel Meter

"!
7Z

1

.-

-1-•+ t eitig#301
'6`.,
AF

$13.95

This small kit comes with apre and power
amplifier. No adjustments required. Short
circuit protected. Power supply: 4,5 to 15
VDC' Input sensitivity: power-Amp: 150
mV (12V)• Pre-Amp: 20 mV (12V). Max
output 2.5W (4 Ohm, 12V)* Size: 42 x32
x27 mm.

K2653 Digital Voice Record/Playback

$61,95

T.

$79.95

Extremely precise VU-meter' 2x30 LED's
"flying dot" readout* dB-linear scale from
+ 6 to -6 dB (0.75dB per LED)* Steadily
increasing scale partitions under -6dB•
Peak measurements. No adjustments*
Maximum error 0-5dB.

K2645 Geiger-Muller Counter

$139.95

Record your voice message on a IC and
play it back! Short messages (10-12
seconds) can be repeated to welcome your
guests in your home or store. Use your
imagination. Tech data: Loudspeaker output: 2W at 4Ohm* 9VDC regulated.

Reliable acoustic indication of radiation
level. Excellent sensitivity to Gamma rays
and high energy Beta rays. Battery
operated (9V). Battery life exceeds 2
months in continual use and in normal
natural radiation surroundings. Very compact: 99 x 54 x 25 mm. Light weight;
assembled pcb weighs only 55 gr.

K2651 Digital Volt Meter

K4300 Audio Spectrum Analyzer $109.95

$39.95

$39.95

A compact kit that can be incorporated
into many housings or into existing equipment. Power supply: 5VDC, 250 mA
(regulated)' Read out: -999 mV to +99
mV, 1mV resolution* Overload indication
(positive and negative)* Linearity 0.1%*
Input impedance: 100 Mohm.

K2659 Morse decoder Ns/LC-display

$109.95

Decode Morse messages on your shortwave
receiver. This decoder keeps up with the
quickest signallers or automatic stations,
and "notes" message on LCD.AIphanumeric LCD' 1line of 16 characters*
decodes Morse at almost any speed.

ORDER INFORMATION

Call for a catalogue!
Call:
Fax:

(303) 480-7544
(303) 480-7553

1-800-758-2786
This kit provides an easy-to-read display
Because of the simple power supply requirement and compact size of the kit, it
can easily be incorporated into avariety of
applications. Technical specs: Selectable to + 200 mV or -to + 2V• Power supply:
8to 15 VDC of 9V battery.

Provides visual composition of an audio
signal. Kit consists of two boards and attractive front panel with 10 frequency
bands. Technical specs: 10 bands: 32, 64,
125, 500, 1K, 2K, 4K, 8K and 16 KHZ•
Range: 20 dB (10 LED's, 2dB per LED)*
Line input: adjustable from 100 mV to 2V
rms, impedance 100K• Power supply 2 x
9v transformer: 12-15VDC• Current consumption 0.75ADC max, 70mA in stand-by.

WorldRadioHistory
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Mad: Tapto Corporation
2650 West 18th St.
Denver, CO
80211

PAYMENT METHODS
-VISA
-MASTERCARD
-CHECK

$5 Shipping charge per order
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HEAR EVERY SOUND
OVER 1 MILE AWAY!

Our Best Oscilloscope Value
Ever...
MILITARY HP
AN/USM-338
Ruggedized
Oscilloscope

Simply attach the VT 75 microtransmitter to any 3V
to 12V battery and you can hear every sound in an
entire house over 1 mile away! Super-sensitive circuit on a single chip even picks up footsteps from
across a large room. Tunable from 80 to 130 MHZ.
Hear everything on any FM radio or wideband scanner tuned to the secret frequency you select. Unlimited uses for security, baby monitor, remote mic, etc.
Not a toy. The VT -75 meets many U.S. Govt Military Specs and with
100mW RF output, it is the smallest, most powerful miniature transmitter you
can buy. Easily assembled even by a youngster in only 5 minutes and performs
so well that It is the only miniature transmitter available anywhere that comes
with a full unconditional moneyback guarantee! Complete kit includes
VT -75 microtransmitter chip, miniature microphone, 9V battery connector and
instructions -$49.95 +$1.50 S&H or save- buy 2 for $45.00 each with free
S&H! Call toll free or send money order, Visa, or MC acct number for immediate shipping by U.S. Mail. COD's add $4. Checks allow 21 days.

usv.e

(Same as HP-1707B
opt. 300)
• Power Sources: 115/230VAC
(48-400 Hz) or 11.5-38VDC
line.
• Vertical Section: The military
specified that this unit have a
50 MHz Bandwidth, but fi normally meets the specs
of the 1707B (75MHz Bandwidth)
• Time Bases: Both regular and
delayed sweep included.
• Weighs 27 pounds
• Front cover included
• Graticule 6x10 cm
• CRT 15 kV post accelerated
P31 phosphor

DECO

Military Paid $3360
Tucker Bargain Price

1-800-759-5553

$299

INDUSTRIES

BOX 607
BEDFORD HILLS, NY
10507

(U.S. ONLY) ALL OTHER 914-232-3878

MAKE CIRCUIT BOARDS THE NEW EASY WAY

To Order Call, Write or Fax:
National: 800-527-4642 • In Texas: 800 749 4642
local: 214-348-8800 • Fax: 214-348-0367
1717 Reserve St. -Garland, TX 75042

TUCKER

WITH TEC-200 FILM

ELECTRONICS & COMPUTERS

JUST 3 EASY STEPS:
• Copy circuit on TEC-200 film using any
plain paper copier or laser printeretch

Call, Write or Fax aRequest for Our All New

• Iron film on to copper clad board
• Peel off film and

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Bargain Hunters
Discount &Closeout Catalog

convenient 81/
2 x 11 size
5-Sheets for $3.95 10-Sheets only $5.95
add $1.50 postage
NY res, add sales tax

The MEADOWLAKE Corp.

Dept B, P.O. Box 497, Northport, NY 11768

RECOMMENDED SOURCES FOR
ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS USA
EUROPEAN PARTS

CELLULAR TELEPHONE
MODIFICATION HANDBOOK

Borbely Audio
Emo Borbely

How are hackers making

Melchior Fanger Strasse 34A
8031 Neu-Gilching
Germany
Tel 49-8105-5291
FAX 49.4105-24605 (24H)

cellular phone calls forfree?
•Techniques for decoding & changing
cellular phones' NAMS & ESNS
•Where to buy programming devices
•The "roaming technique" scam!
•Chip supplier's phone numbers
•Instructions on how to change phone numbers on all models
•Cellular phone manufacturer's ESN codes
Complete Manual only

$79.95

M.O. or C.O.D. to

SPY Supply

Meek It Electronics
Rob Planken

250 Portland Road
Hove
Sussex BN3 5QT
United Kingdom
Tel 44-0273-203500
FAX 44-0273-23077

Paveljoensgracht 35A
2515 BL Den Haag
The Netherlands
Tel 31-70-3600357
Tel 31-70-391-4381
FAX 31-70-397-9707

DIL Elektronika

Technomatic

Jan LigthEutstraat 59 61
3083 AL Rotterdam
The Netherlands

Technohouse
486 Church Lane
London NW9 8UF
United Kingdom
Tel 44-081-205-9558
FAX 44-081-205-0190

EasyTech, Inc.
2917 Bayview Dr.
Fremont, CA 94538
Tel (800) 582-4044
FAX (800) 582-1255

Bedford, NH 03110
(617) 327-7272

Sold for educational purposes only
WorldRadioHistory
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Bull Electrical

FAX 31-10-4841150

7Colby Court Suite 215

ELV France
BP 40
F-57480 Sierck-les-Bains
France
Tel 33-82-83-72-13
FAX 33-82-8341-80

SAY YOU SAW IT IN ELEKTOR!

MABUCHI R/C HOBBY

8032 MICROCONTROLLER

MOTOR

Speed: 12MHZ. 44 Pin PLCC

#RS-550.
Wide
Range: 4to
15 VDC.
e.4.. Perfect for
R/C planes
or cars
using either 7.2V or 14.4V Nicad.
Approx. 12,000 RPM. Motor: 2 1/4

package. Mfg. by Signetics. $1.49.
11.059 MHZ crystal -- $1.25

CMOS EPROMS
0'11
VPP=12 5V

27C64-12
27C256-15
27C512-15

$2.95
$2.95
$2.95

In. X 17/16 In. Dia. $2.95 or 4/$10

12VDC
COMPUTER 't
FANS

$6.95

$1.19
99it
$1.49
$1.99

FET OP-AMPS
TL072

490

TL074 -- 69e

HITACHI LCD

DISPLAYS
SIEMENS SMART LED DISPLAY
#DLO-7135. 5X7 Red. With built in logic !

35,000 MFD 40 VDC Mallory CGS Series
Computer Grade. Can. 2X 5 4 IN. $3.95

ASCII Input. #H2570.
w/Data. $6.95

Requires only achip select and an ASCII
input. Operates on 5VDC. 1Inch tall. w/

IRF723

99¢

IRF730

$1 29

Data. New Units !Displays entire 128 char.
set ! $3.95 ea. or 8for $24.95

EPSON LCD
GRAPHICS DISPLAY

PALS & GALS
TI
BPAL 16L8-15
MMI
PAL 16R8ACN
LATTICE GAL 16V8-25
LATTICE GAL 16V8A-20

HI-TECH
1line X 16 characters.

POWER FETS

3 1/8 sq X 7/8 In thick

DELAY RELAY KIT
Operates from 12VDC. Very accurate and
repeatable. Delays from 1second to approx. 30
minutes. Output is aSPDT relay with 5Amp
contacts. Complete kit with documentation. Board is 2in.
X 3 1/2 in. $14.95

CAPS FOR POWER SUPPLIES

HIGH VOLTAGE N-CH

Most common
size 'TOY0

SOLID STATE TIME

STEPPER MOTOR
IBM Surplus. 8wire. 4windings. 7V @
350 mA 1.8 deg. (200 steps per rev.)
DC. res. 20 ohm ea. 25 oz in. torque.
Works great on 5VDC. W/Data. $3.95
GREAT FOR ROBOTICS '

o

640 X 240 dots -Super twisted nematic type.
Built in drivers -4bit TTL interface. Viewing
area 10-7/16" X 4-5/8". Overall 11-3/8" X
6-1/16". 14 pins for signals and power (+5V,
-12V). Complete 27 page manual.
$19.95 ea. or 6/$100
#EG-7004S-AR

TANNER ELECTRONICS
Phone: (214) 242-8702

1301 W. Beltline Rd. #105 Carrollton, TX 75006
TERMS: Send check, or use Visa, MC. NO COD. USA, Canada only. Add $3.85
min. for UPS. Texas add sales tax. 90 day Imt. warranty on all items. $15 min.

ALPHA-NUMERIC
RED LED ARRAY
7X5 LED Matrix. For moving
message signs, Etc. By IEE.
#2057 -c/c rows.
#2058 - c/a rows. 2X 1.5 In.
w/Data.
Your Choice:
$2.95 ea. or 8for $14.95

o

o

NOT FOR BEGINNERS

SIEMENS 4 DIGIT
LED DISPLAY
Red or Green. With built in
logic. 5X7 Matrix. Full
ASCII Input. 5VDC. .2 In.
char. with Data.
#PD2435 -RED - $4.95
#PD2435 -GREEN -$4.95

Weather Radio

SCANNING ACTION!
National Scanning Report is
America's fastest-growing scanning magazine. That's because
every issue of National Scanning
Report offers the latest in:
*Law Enforcement
Communications
Fire and Rescue
*Emergency
Medical
*Listening Tips
*Frequency Lists
*New Products
*Aeronautical
*Railroad
*Federal
*Much More!

From first alarm to final
clean up, National Scanning
Report is crammed with up-todate information written by and
for the pros. National
Scanning Report is your #1 guide to
the scannerbands.11.^
Order your subscription
today: $17.50 gets you one
year (six issues) plus a free
custom frequency print-out for
your county and more.

National Scanning ReportTM
1-800-423-1331
OR SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO BOX 291918, KETTERING, OHIO 45429

A complete guide.
NOAA Weather
Radio, VOLMET
aviation weather,
FAA, military, maritime weather
services. Where to tune and
what you'll hear. 125 pp.
$14.95 plus 2.00 book rate or
3.50 UPS.

$14.95 POSTPAID
1993 Passport!
New, 1993 edition. Offer
expires August 15 .Don't
wait! Order now. Get it first!

SCANNER POCKET
FREQUENCY
GUIDE - $2.00
Never get lost on the scannerbands again! Handy, laminated, credit card-sized
guide. Covers police, fire,
EMS, marine and aero
emergency, powe & water,
railroad, weather, more. Cash
only. Include SASE.

DX RADIO SUPPLY
P.O. BOX 360
WAGONTOWN, PA 19376
215-273-7823

WorldRadioHistory
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AUDIO TECHNOLOGY at its BEST is
ALIVE and INNOVATIVE in our THREE
UNIQUE JOURNALS

doseuDlo

SpeakerBuilder
THE LOU

The magazine
that finally deals seriously with

The newest publication from
the folks who bring you
Audio Amateur and Speaker Builder
Glass Audio features the best vacuum tube
designs for audio reproduction—past and contemporary. The new designs take advantage of improved components and control techniques that
make the end results far superior to anything possible during the early days of audio's rebirth after
World War Il.
That's why tubes are having such arenaissance
of interest as aperfectionist approach to good
sound. And that's why tubes are reappearing in
original equipment, in high end consumer and professional audio systems.
Published quarterly, Glass Audio will inform you
about new innovations in the field and about parts
sources. We'll also include modification projects,
reviews of technical basics and regular columns
such as Tube Troubles, Tube Tips and much more.
Subscribe today!

the art and craft of speaker building

AudioAmateur
THE

JOURNAL

FOR AUDIOPHILE

The innovative, independent
audiophile journal for the thoughtful
and capable music lover
Audio Amateur's articles deal with how audio
equipment works, as well as how to build or modify it. Construction and modification articles are
plentiful, supplying all needed parts, performance
and assembly details. Exceptionally high quality
designs.

For asmall investment you can make your music
system sound better—very probably alot better.

Li One year, (4 issues)
Canada add $4 per year postage

$35
$20

The Art of building aspeaker is to optimize that
mixture of design and engineering to balance all
the parameters for the most beautiful sound possible. The Craft is knowing how and why.
Speaker Builder gives you knowledge—from
driver parameters and crossovers to woodworking—to develop and refine your techniques, and
to get the most out of your system.

CRAF •

Audio Amateur offers anumber of features in each
issue that abound with useful ideas. The Letters
column is an open forum for problem solving and
information interchange; Classic Circuitry reprints
schematics of state-of-the-art gear—old and new;
Audio Aids relates readers' experience with simple modifications to equipment and construction
techniques. We also feature many useful and practical hi-fi accessories you can build to further your
audio enjoyment.

GLASS AUDIO
(1] Two years, (8 issues)

DSPEAKER JOURNAL

Speaker Builder helps you explore new designs
with how-to construction articles, and can show
you how to modify your old speakers and make
them sound better than ever. Learn from our writers who turn abstract theory into practical approaches, and from the experience of other
readers who have been down the road before you.
Speaker Builder is the best investment you can
make in your system—six issues per year filled
with stimulating and exciting ideas.

SPEAKER BUILDER

AUDIO AMATEUR
CI Two years, (8 issues)
E One year, (4 issues)

$35
$20

Canada add $4 per year postage

Li Two years, (12 issues)
E One year, (6 issues)
Canada add $6 per year postage

$45
$25

NAME

STREET & NO

ZIP

STATE

CITY

EXPIRE

MC OR VISA NUMBER

AUDIO AMATEUR PUBLICATIONS, INC.
PO Box 576, Dept. E92, Peterborough, NH 03458-0576 • (603) 924-9464 • FAX: (603) 924-9467
Answering machine for credit card orders only: before 9:00 a.m., after 4:00 p.m. and weekends. Have all information plus MC/VISA available.
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A LAST LETTER TO YOU
After two years plus one final issue, we must, with deep-

attitudes, is not aquestion Ithink we can answer posi-

est regret, suspend publication of Elektor Electronics USA.

tively with any real hope.

Doubtless the recession has been amajor factor in the

On page eleven Iam pleased to offer you arather rich

need for our decision. But other causes, as well. Adver-

menu of alternative publications. We naturally begin

tisers were reluctant to use anew, untried medium, and

with our own three which specialize in do-it-yourself

apparently we did not always find the vendors to whom

audio design and construction. Details of how those may

you were interested responding. Advertisers' phones did

be chosen to fulfill your unexpired subscription are

not ring, orders did not pour into advertisers' mailboxes.

stated there.

And no magazine of this size and quality can survive

May Irequest, as strongly as Ican, that you help us

on an annual circulation price of $28 per year without

by FAXing or mailing your choices of alternative peri-

advertising support and reader response to them.
The larger picture in the US is a theme Ihave ex-

odicals as promptly as you can. Also, Iam sure you can

pounded upon to readers and other friends ad nauseam.

are likely to get a busy signal. We will process your
choice as quickly as possible—but we have only three

But Americans are rapidly losing their ability to make
things with their hands. The number of helpless, hapless

understand that if you call about your subscription, you

individuals grows steadily with each new generation.

phone lines servicing subscriptions, and they cannot be
useful if everyone on the list calls. Our FAX is open 24

Most people consider this unimportant. The advertis-

hours, 7days aweek.

ing moguls love it. The end user is being offered less

The cooperating magazines, other than our three, will

and less in the way of handcraft projects which are

require some time to enter your request and for the

seriously challenging. But ado-it-yourself revival is, I schedule to deliver your first copy. Most of the larger
believe, underway, fueled largely by necessity in bad periodicals have asix-week to two-month time lag on
economic times.

"new" subs. Since your name is on our integrated sub-

A new company formed last month to assist Amer-

scriber list already, achoice of one of our periodicals

icans in learning to use their computers, or to get them

could be quicker, but keep in mind they are all bi-

running again, is named "Rent-a-Nerd." Thus, the abil-

monthly or quarterly in schedule.

ity to make something, repair it, or even understand it,

Lastly, Ithank you all for your response to Elektor

makes you some kind of weird aberration, somehow

Electronics USA. Ihave been proud to publish it. Ire-

comic and subnormal. Whether this has anything to do

main convinced that it is the best electronics design

with the United States continuing to be the world's most

periodical available—and sorry that it will no longer be

innovative and productive industrial nation, given our

available here in the USA.--E.T.D.
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ELECTRONICS SCENE

WOMEN'S TECHNET ON-LINE

Women's Technet, an organization dedi

REMOTE SOFTWARE
Remote-Console announces the release of
Version 4.0 system software, which adds

cated to improving opportunities for women
in pro audio, video, broadcast, recording and

CGA, EGA, and VGA graphics capability.

related industries, is now on-line. Both men

The new version also reduces memory over-

and women are encouraged to become apart

head to 18K-bytes when running text-mode

of this organization in its quest to promote,

applications. All programs fit on a single

educate, and support women in these tech-

360K floppy disk, and password data is

nical industries.

placed on removable media for system security. Remote-Console ® works with DOS

Technet has established two private conferences on anon-profit telecommunications

3.0 and higher, DR-DOS, Windows 3.0,

network, the Institute for Global Commu-

VM/386, and OS/2, among others.

nications (IGC), which provides all the typ-

The software is aremote access and con-

ical services at extremely competitive prices,

trol system, and is designed to link two per-

including electronic mail, FAX and telex
using computer and modem. You can participate in hundreds of public conferences
worldwide, and send electronic mail to doz-

sonal computers via modem or direct cable.

I

It can be used to run any program on an unattended host computer from aremote loca-

SPEAKER DESIGNER, 2.0

Stuart Bonney is now offering an enhanced

tion, and runs on all IBM PCs. Host and

version of Speaker Designer, aprogram for

remote sides, afull-screen text editor, acal-

The cost of an IGC subscription is $10/

loudspeaker system design and modeling.

endar program, and diagnostic software are

month, with an initial sign-up fee of $15,

Release 2.0 accommodates closed or vented

included for $119. Version 4.0 is available

which includes one hour of off-peak connect

system designs and is based on Thiele/Small

on both 5.25" and 3.5" disks.

time to the network each month. Technet

parameters. It models both small- and large-

Contact Louis Wheeler at Remote-Console,

solicits the participation of people with ex-

signal performance over the frequency range

PO Box 888, Oceano, CA 93445, (805) 481-

pertise, knowledge, information, and ade-

of 10-300Hz.

5687.

ens of popular co fs,miter networks.

sire to contribute to the advancement of

Enhancements include user-designed input files which you can save to or retrieve

women in these technical careers.
For more information send a self-ad-

from disk; input error trapping and correc-

dressed, stamped envelope (with postage for

tion functions; new sample input files for less

two ounces) to Women's Technet, PO Box

experienced users that include closed,

966, Ukiah, CA 95482.

vented, single driver, and dual-driver designs,
and an on-disk user's guide with revisions,
expansions, and instructions for modeling

1;1
1 Pressumal Mobile Antenna Guide

g

elIM

multiple-driver systems.
Other features include English/metric conversion, ASCII format, menu-driven selections, and speed. Speaker Designer runs on
any IBM PC or compatibles, MS-DOS version 2.0 or higher, and comprises 38K-bytes
Speaker Designer, 2.0 (#SOF-SPD1B5,
$27.50 plus $2 S/H) is available from Old Colony Sound Lab, PO Box 243, Peterborough,
NH 03458, (603) 924-6371, FAX (603)
NEW DAIWAS

924-9467.

I

The PS5OT is the latest in Daiwa's series of
power supplies, which are available from

ANTENNA GUIDE

Antenna Specialists has produced a Pro-

Electronic Distributors Corp. This 5A

fessional Mobile Antenna Guide, afull-color

low-capacity power supply has a cigarette

illustrated wall chart depicting 150 mobile

lighter plug (meter not provided). The multi-

antenna models grouped by frequency range

purpose 12V DC power source can be used

from low-band through 800-900MHz, and
cross-referenced

to

various

mounting

I

with hand-held scanners and transceivers,
and mobile scanners. List price is $49.95.

POWER OUTLET

MFJ Enterprises announces the new MFJ-

Daiwa's DX10 series duplexers cover 1.6-

The chart, which measures 54" x 38", also

1116 Deluxe DC Power Outlet strip with

150MHz and 400-460MHz. Insertion loss is

presents antenna solutions for special appli-

built-in voltmeter, master switch, 15A fuse,

less than 0.1dB. The DX 10D ($27.95) comes

cations such as transit, motorcycle, and rail-

and eight terminals for connecting rigs and

with two PL259 connectors; the DX1OM

road. Each antenna is illustrated, and its

keyers, TNCs, and tuners. Each of the outlets

($36.95) is supplied with cable and two con-

uses heavy-duty five-way binding posts,

nectors; the DX ION ($37.95) comes with ca-

with standard spacing for dual banana jacks.

ble, one PL259 and one N connector.

schemes.

components identified by part number.
For more information, contact the Marketing Department, Antenna Specialists Co.,

Order through any MFJ dealer, or MFJ

For adealer near you, contact Electronic

30500 Bruce Industrial Parkway, Cleveland,

Enterprises, Inc., PO Box 494, Mississippi

Distributors Corp., 325 Mill St., Vienna, VA

OH 44139-3996, (216) 349-8400, FAX (216)

State,

22180, (703) 938-8105, FAX (703) 938-6911.

349-8407.

647-1800, FAX/Telex (601) 323-6551.
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Continued on page 12

A MENU OF MAGAZINE CHOICES
This November, 1992 issue of Elektor Electronics USA is the last to be published by Audio Amateur Publications, Inc. We
deeply regret this but the economic times were afactor we could not have anticipated in laying our plans three and one
half years ago. Below we list amenu of alternative periodical choices for your consideration. Each title is followed by a
description and the number of copies the publisher will send you to fulfill unexpired issues of Elektor Electronics USA.
We ask your cooperation and patience in this transition period. You will help us greatly and expedite this changeover by
doing the following:
1. Please fill in the postcard you will find between pages 4 and 5 indicating your choice of alternative magazine. Next,
peel the label from the front of the magazine and place it on the card.This tells us how many issues are clue you and your
customer number. Please remember that your EEUSA subscription was for 11 issues per year. Make a copy of your
customer number and expiration date for your records.
2. Mail or FAX this card as quickly as you can. MAIL: Elektor, PO Box 876, Peterborough NH 03458. FAX (603) 924-9467.
3. If you are already asubscriber to the magazine you choose, your subscription to it will be extended by the number of
issues at the fulfillment ratio remaining in your 11-issue per year EEUSA subscription.
4. Please do not telephone our circulation department since we have only two circulation clerks on duty and any
significant use of the phones will clog the lines. If you wish to leave messages about problems, our answering machines
are open at 4:15pm EST, M-F and are on all night until 8:00am. They are also open 24-Firs on weekends.

MAGAZI NES

Fulfillment Ratio

COMPUTERCRAFT (MONTHLY)

2CC for 1EEUSA

The practical magazine for "hands-on" users of IBM/compatibles, microcontrollers and single-board computers. How-to articles cover
upgrades, enhancements, and construction projects enabling readers to get more out of their machines. Electronics projects that relate to computer
technology are also presented, such as adding video or musical instrument digital interface (MIDI) capabilities. Also included are incisive technical
articles, product reviews and new products. (Formerly: Modern Electronics)

ELECTRONIC SERVICING & TECHNOLOGY (13 ISSUES/YEAR)

1ES&T for 1EEUSA

For professional servicers of consumer electronics and computers, it will also appeal to anyone who enjoys working on such products.
Detailed servicing articles, troubleshooting tips, and frequently-encountered diagnostic problems are offered for TVs, VCRs, audio/video equipment,
personal computers, microwaves, and more. Each issue includes aschematic on apopular consumer product, and aspecial 13th issue is devoted to
numerous schematics and component sourcing.

COMMUNICATIONS QUARTERLY (QUARTERLY)

1CQQ for 4EEUSA

Technically-oriented amateur radio magazine gives in-depth coverage to the science of communications. Each issue, over 100 pages of purely
technical material examines state-of-the-art subjects like direct digital synthesis, digital signal processing, station control by microprocessor, clover
technology, and computer-aided antenna design. Authors and editorial review board are drawn from amateur radio's most knowledgeable and
experienced operators.

CQ AMATEUR RADIO (MONTHLY)

1CQ for 1EEUSA

The largest independently published amateur radio magazine, it covers awide variety of amateur radio's most popular aspects. Contesting,
DX'ing, construction projects, radio fundamentals, equipment updates, and more, are all presented in a friendly, entertaining format Technical
information and product reviews are practical and easy to understand. World-renowned contributors include Bill Orr, W6SAI; Buck Rogers, K4ABT;
Dave Ingram, K4111VJ; and Lew McCoy, W1ICP.

POPULAR COMMUNICATIONS (MONTHLY)

1PC for 1EEUSA

For scanner monitors and world band shortwave radio listeners and enthusiasts. Regular columns cover new stations and schedules, car
phones, CB radio, satellites, pirate broadcasters, FCC activities, beginning ham radio, old-time radio and much more. Anon-technical magazine, it is
written and edited to help the average enthusiast get more out of this hobby.

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS (UK) (11 isslyr)

1EEUK for 2EEUSA

Identical editorial content to US edition, British advertising, reader support services for circuit cards, panels, firmware,books, and software will
continue to be available through Old Colony. ELEKTOR UK offers one for two because of the heavy postage costs. Readers choosing this alternative
will be offered areduced rate of US $48./yr. at renewal time rather than the regular $56 rate.

BACK ISSUES OF EEUSA ARE ON SALE AT WA OFF UNTIL JANUARY 31, 1993. See pp. 52-3 for order card.
PLEASE TURN TO PAGE FOUR, FILL IN THE BIND-IN CARD AND RETURN IT. THANKS.
WorldRadioHistory
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ELECTRONICS SCENE

I

RELOCATION

I

LINE TESTER

The Model 485T Tester from B&B Elec-

Circuit Works, manufacturer of printed cir-

tronics can be used to check signal condi-

cuit boards, has relocated to anew facility

tions at any node on an RS-422 or RS-485

for production of microwave circuits, as well

network, to determine if the maximum per-

as single- and double-sided boards. All cam-

missible negative or positive voltages are be-

era work and step-and-repeat process is done

ing exceeded. The tester also checks for the

in-house; prototypes and small runs are usu-

existence of minimum required differential

ally one-week delivery.

voltages, and uses the data that is transmitted on the line to check the voltage value.

Circuit Works' is located at 85 W. Syl-

The unit runs on either a 9V battery, or

vania Ave., Neptune City, NJ 07753, (908)

from an external 12V power supply. Also in-

774-1811.

cluded are an instruction manual, and an
RS-232 output that can be used to monitor
the network data. The tester is priced at
$139.95, and the external power supply costs

COLOR GENERATOR

$14.95.

The Model 1221 from B +K Precision is a
portable television/video signal generator
which generates 14 patterns of stable video
signals for testing, servicing, and adjustment
of television and video equipment. Applica-

Contact B&B Electronics, 4000 Baker Rd.,

I

PO Box 1040, Ottawa, IL 61350, (815) 434-

TEST ADAPTER

tions include color or monochrome video

signed to monitor and test socketed 44-pin

monitors, CGA computer monitors, video

plastic-leaded chip carrier (PLCC) or pin grid

cassette

array (PGA) type components.

recorders,

television

receivers,

closed-circuit television systems and com-

0846, FAX (815) 434-7094.

Antona Corp.'s Model ANC-4044 is de-

Oscilloscope and logic-analyzer test leads
can be attached to any of the component

ponents, and cable TV systems.
Powered by an AC adapter (provided) or

leads by means of numbered test points.

an external 12-18V DC source, it comes

Two LED status circuits visually indicate

complete with output cable and manual for

user-selected signals. The user's manual in-

$369. For immediate delivery or complete

cludes atemplate sheet of the adapter, which

specifications, contact your local distributor

designers can use as asignal-to-pin designa-

or B+K Precision, Division of Maxtec Inter-

tion guide.

national Corp., 6470 W. Cortland St., Chi-

The unit sells for $122. For additional de-

cago, IL 60635, (312) 889-1448, FAX (312)

tails, contact Bob Mikkelson at the Antona
Corp., 1643 1
2 Westwood Blvd., West Los
/

794-9740.

Angeles, CA 90024, (310) 473-8995, FAX
(310) 473-7112.

I

I

the printer port of any IBM PC compatible,

model ATH3 Dual Temperature

and to the audio output of your receiver.

which converts the signals from two K-type

SIGNAL PROCESSOR

Digital Interactive's DSP-120 connects to

I

DATA CONTROLLER

TEMPERATURE HEAD

Fieldpiece Instruments has introduced the
Head,

Real-time digital signal processing frequency

thermocouples to display them as tempera-

and time-domain techniques are brought to

ture on adigital multimeter, and can be cal-

the computer, which is used to store previ-

ibrated in the field to an accuracy of ±1°F.

ously defined filter responses for rapid re-

It converts the Fieldpiece HS20 "Stick" ser-

call, calculation of filter coefficients, sound

ies meter to aone-piece temperature meter,

Applications, the DSP-1232 Multi-Mode

recording and playback, fast high-resolution

but works well with any digital multimeter

Data Controller featuring digital signal pro-

graphic display in both the frequency and

with "Fluke style" jacks and input imped-

cessing. The single-port version ($799) fea-

time domain, and control adaptive DSP

ance of 9-10MSt.

tures packet,

algorithms.

Now available from Advanced Electronic

AMTOR,

Baudot,

ASCII,

Morse Code, NAVTEK, WEFAX, all satellite

Inputs from two thermocouples are ac-

Enhance weak voice or music signals with

cepted simultaneously, with a conversion

digital modes, automatic identification of

the mouse or cursor, or draw atight band-

ratio of 1.0mV DC output per 1.0°F input.

most digital signals, software switchable

pass filter around the signal to eliminate as

The converter is powered by a9V battery,

radio port selection, and complete 18K-byte

much as 95% of the noise bandwidth in the

and automatically goes off after 45 minutes.

personal mailbox.

audio frequencies. The hardware supports

The list price of $89 includes two K-type

future software application extensions for

thermocouples; test leads cost $12.95.

For aproduct data sheet and list of authorized dealers, contact Advanced Electronic

easy upgrading.

For more information, contact Fieldpiece

Applications, Inc., PO Box C2160, 2006

For more information, contact Digital In-

196th St. SW, Lynnwood, WA 98036, (800)

teractive, Signal Corp., 2317 NE 168th Ave.,

Buena Park, CA 90621, phone/FAX (714)

432-8873, (206) 774-5554.

Vancouver, WA 98684, (206) 256-8654.

992-1239.
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Instruments,

Inc.,

8322B Artesia Blvd.,

I

MINI PC

The Saelig Co. now offers GCAT from DSP
Design, the first commercially available
credit-card-sized PC compatible, measuring
3.4" x 2.6". The 14MHz F8680 PC/chip processor has built-in graphics hardware, and
will drive aCGA LCD screen or CRT with-

I

PROGRAM MOTOROLA

The 8-bit Motorola 68HC711E9 ('E9) is now

out additional boards. The serial port is fully

programmable using the 27C256 footprint

COM1 -hardware compatible, and the board

and programming algorithm available from

has 1M byte of DRAM and a 512K-byte

Logical Systems. Adapters make the proper

ROM disk capability as standard features.

connections between the EPROM program-

With DOS and BIOS installed, about 400K-

mer's 28-pin socket and Motorola's 52-pin

byte of application space remains for diskless

'E9, making it usable in products requiring

applications.

device serialization, small volume produc-

Under normal conditions, the board con-

tion, or one-time calibration. Just set the pro-

sumes 73mA from asingle 5V rail. In suspend

grammer for 27C256, and plug in the adapter.

mode, consumption drops below 600µA

The PA711E9 ($145) and PA711E9B ($145)

z•
•

8he 7

•

Sici ic
°5 C8Ftv ;

I

PAGING ENCODER

The PE-15 from Communications Special-

(300µA with 3V supply). Expansion to I/O is

adapters feature a 52-pin Auto-Eject PLCC

ists is aminiature sub-assembly capable of

via PCbus, and aGCAT Development System

test socket. The PA711E9-ZIF ($165) and

sending codes in the POCSAG format. In-

is available.

PA711E9B-ZIF ($165) feature alidded 52-pin

tended for operators of local "in-house" ra-

For further details, contact Carol Gold-

PLCC ZIF test socket. The test sockets can

dio systems wanting to signal tone-only

smith, The Saelig Co., 1193 Moseley Rd.,

be serviced without replacing the adapter.

pagers, it has 15 available codes which may

Victor, NY 14564, (716) 425-3753, FAX (716)

Contact Logical Systems Corp., PO Box

be used to activate up to four distinct alert

6184, Syracuse, NY 13217-6184, (315) 478-

tones on each pager, 15 individual pagers,

0722, FAX (315) 475-8460.

or any combination of these.

425-3835.

The PE-15 ($99.95) is factory programmed

I

to your specific address codes, or may be
field programmed by means of an available

HAND-HELD INTERCEPTOR

keypad. For more information, contact Com-

Optoelectronics has developed the pagersized Model R20 AM Communications In-

munications Specialists, Inc., 426 W. Taft

terceptor ($119), a modern version of the

Ave., Orange, CA 92665-4296, (800) 854-

crystal detector radio with microwave diodes

0547, (714) 998-3021, FAX (714) 974-3420.

and transistors. A ten-LED bargraph provides arelative signal level display using 3dB

I

I

amplified and processed using automatic

perimental camera system—together with a

and Canada through Electronic Equip-

level circuitry.

high-speed communications network—will

ment Bank. HF150 is the most recent ad-

Contact Optoelectronics, Inc., 5821 NE

allow an unlimited number of people in sep-

dition, converting 30kHz-30MHz, AM, SSB,

steps, for all RF signals that are detected. The
frequency range covered is from 0.5MHz to
over 2.5GHz. The detected audio output is

REMOTE CONTROL

Dubbed electronic panning, Bellcore's ex-

HIGH TECH RADIOS

Lowe receivers are now available in the US

14th Ave., Fort Lauderdale, FL 33334, (800)

arate locations to view ascene from an infin-

and Synchro detection. Equipped with 2.5

327-5912, (305) 771-2050, FAX (305) 771-

ite number of directions. The system allows

and 7kHz filters, 60 memories, and alarge

2052.

users to customize their views by selecting

LCD readout, it accepts three antennas, bal-

and controlling what they would most like

anced wire, whip and 50O, and weighs less

to see—without affecting the view seen by

than 3 lbs.

I

the other participants.

For more details, contact Electronic Equip-

For example, during afootball game on tele-

ment Bank, 323 Mill St. NE, Vienna, VA

A Hex Base has been added to Mouser Elec-

vision, one person could watch the action on

22180, (800) 368-3270, FAX (703) 938-6911.

tronics' panel mount phono jack, allowing

the field, another person could watch the

a9mm nut driver to secure the jack from the

band practice in the end zone, while athird

front of the panel, and preventing it from

could look around the stands.

PHONO JACKS

turning while it is being tightened from the

The electronic panning camera incorpo-

back. The nut driver minimizes damage to

rates Bellcore-created technology that allows

delicate panel finishes. The new phono jack

users to visually scan aremote scene while

mounts in a single /
4 "hole.
1

the camera and lens remain stationary.

I

JUST THE FAX

Allied Electronic Services announces the

addition of the Tempo Fax Line Eliminator,
which answers incoming calls on the first

Contact Mouser Electronics, 2401 Hwy.

According to Bellcore, an electronic pan-

ring and routes the call to the appropriate

287 North, Mansfield, TX 76063, (800) 346-

ning system çould span 280° or even 360°

device, thus eliminating the need for dedi-

6873.

so that, fully realized, this technology would

cated phone lines.

mh.

permit one to check on rush hour traffic or

Three models are available, with prices

the children at school without leaving home.

ranging from $225 to $750. For further de-

Bellcore (Bell Communication Research) is

tails, contact Allied Electronic Services,

located at 290 West Mt. Pleasant Ave., Liv-

Stonybrook Rd., Lebanon, NH 03766, (603)

ingston, NJ 07039-2729.

448-3572.
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A COMPACT SPIRAL T/R HF
ANTENNA
This is a short, efficient,
horizontal indoor spiral
transmitting/receiving
antenna, using 139 feet
(approx. 42 m), that can be
compacted into a length of
about 15 feet (approx. 3 m). It
is based on a pair of Slinkys.
And, quite reasonably, you
may ask "and what on earth is
a Slinky?"

end. The long double Slinky was hung diagonally across aroom, and end-fed with
ashort single feedline plugged into asuitable ATU (antenna tuning unit) which
would resonate it on all amateur bands between 10 m (28 MHz) and 80 m (3.5 MHz).
It was anticipated that the voltage and current distribution would be relatively uniform over the whole length, and that a
sizeable section of each band could be
used without retuning the ATU. As two
coils weigh about 1lb (approx. 0.9 kg), the
whole spring was supported by thin nylon

cord, enabling the antenna to be length adjusted, and compressed into a few inches
when not in use. Also, it could be discreetly hidden in acorner of the room.
The final operating arrangement is
shown in Fig. la, and the non-operational
arrangement, in Fig. lb. The 5-ft long feedline drops down from the room corner
end, located over the equipment, the ATU.
Various ATU types were tried, but the
simple 'T' type shown in Fig. 2proved to
be the most effective. The earth connection
was taken with about 15 ft (4.5 m) of stout

By Richard Q. Marris, G2BZQ
15'4" (4.6m)

S

LINKY was first met, by courtesy of the
two sons of a colleague, while the author lived and worked in the U.S.A. for
several years during the 1970's. Slinky is
manufactured in the U.S.A. by James
Industries Inc., Hollidaysburg, PA 16648.
It consists of 90x2% in (90x7 cm) diameter
turns of spring made of 67 ft (approx.
20 m) of flat bright steel wire. Each Slinky
weighs about 'A. lb (approx. 0.45 kg), and
can be extracted to about 15 ft (4.5 m).
However, it comes compressed into a21
/
1
in (5.7-cm) length in arobust red carton on
which we read that Slinky is 'a walking
spring toy' for 'ages 6 and up!'. It was
demonstrated to the author as a fascinating toy which would, among other things,
walk down stairs!

A

»»»»»»

WIRE SPIRAL
23/4" DIA

JOIN

Jho

CORD

NYLON CORD

5'0"
(1.5m)

0

ANTENNA EXTENDED

•
ATU

T/R

Design background
It so happens that as aSlinky is expanded,
it resonates as aI/4X between 7and 8MHz.
In fact, the retailers (Antenna West) offer
suggestions, and kits of parts, for using it
as a7-MHz or 14-MHz delta matched dipole. Each dipole can be resonated by expanding or contracting the spring coil. It is
estimated that the bandwidth would be
comparatively narrow. Each kit comes
with a Slinky, a transparent messenger
line, transparent coil positioning tabs, ceiling hooks with hardware, transparent suction caps and white coaxial feedline.

5'0"
(1.5m)

Antenna description
The requirement was for a short efficient
indoor multiband T/R antenna, which can
be slung diagonally across a room, and
used on most of the H.F. amateur bands.
As the primary, and lowest, frequency
was for the 80-m (3.5-MHz) band, two
Slinky coils (without accessories) were obtained, and electrically secured end-to-

NYLON
CORD

A

0

ANTENNA RETRACTED

•
ATU

T/R

920141-11

Fig. 1. The spiral loop hangs on a nylon cord attached to the apartment ceiling. Note: length
difference between extended and retracted antenna is not to scale.
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A COMPACT SPIRAL T/R HF ANTENNA
flex to a convenient water pipe. Though
the final antenna is only 15'4" long (approx. 4.6 m), plus the 5-ft (1.5-m) dropdown feeder, there is actually a total of
139 ft (41.7 m) of wire, i.e., 2x67 ft plus 5ft.
The diagonal space across the room was
18 ft (5.4 m). The drop-down feedline is
part of the antenna.

ping clips, but some of you may prefer a
ceramic wafer rotary switch. The method
of locating the taps is described below.

Setting up, testing and
operating

With the antenna extracted to 15'4"
(4.6 m), and plugged into Sktt, and Skt2
connected to the transceiver with a short
Antenna construction
length
of
coaxial
feedline,
an
earthing/grounding connection should be
A length of 1
46-in (1.6-mm) diameter white
made to the ATU. Here, about 15 ft (4.5 m)
nylon cord is now suspended diagonally
of stout wire flex is firmly connected to a
across the room, at least 9 ft (2.7 m) away
convenient metal water pipe. Other convefrom the ceiling, and carefully avoiding
nient grounding arrangements may be
electric light fittings. Here, the length from
used depending on individual circumcorner to corner is 18 ft (5.4 m). The wire
stances.
coil is now slipped over one end of the
Do not connect the ATU to plastic
nylon cord, before it is securely fixed at
water pipes, metal gas pipes, or metal elecone end. A stout 5-ft (1.5-m) long singletric wiring conduit. Do not connect it to
core flex feeder lead is soldered to one end
the AC mains earthing pin either. Even
of the coil, and dropped down to the ATU,
though the mains earth will, no doubt, be
as shown in Figs. la and lb. A piece of
connected to the transceiver, it must not be
nylon cord is tied to the other end of the
used as an RF earth connection to the
coil, and terminated with aplastic ring or
knob. By using this short nylon cord as a ATU.
Tune the receiver to aconvenient spot
tow line, the coil can be expanded to a
on the 80-m (3.5-MHz) amateur radio
length of 15'4" (approx. 4.6 m), and afew
band. Set Ci and C2 to 50% capacity, and
turns of nylon cord wound and knotted at
move the tap along the coil, L, for maxithis point form an 'anchoring stop' for
mum signal. Adjust C2 for maximum sigquickly expanding the antenna coil when
nal — this will match the ATU to the
in use. The last turn of the coil is slipped
receiver's input impedance. Next, repeat
over this 'stop'.
the adjustment of Ci for best antenna
When not in use, the coil can be pulled
matching. Switch on the transmitter, and
back to a discreet compressed coil at one
carefully re-adjust CIand C2 for best loadend (see Fig. lb). The horizontal length of
nylon cord is nearly invisible against a ing and lowest SWR. Once you are satisfied with the results, secure the 80-m
white ceiling.
tapping point by either solder, switch or
clip connection, depending on what has
ATU construction
been decided. An SWR of 1:1 is obtainable
with care. Repeat the process for the other
Possibly the reader has asuitable existing
bands selected.
ATU, and this can be tried. Several ATU
It is also possible to match the ATU/anconfigurations were tried with the 'T'
tenna combination to Top Band (1.8 MHz),
type, shown in Fig. 2, which was also the
final design adopted. The inductor, L, is a but it is presumed that performance
would be suitable for the shorter range oplength of B&W coil stock (see Components
eration. It has not been tried.
List), and Cl and C2 are both 250-pF good
As an example, the author has used this
quality air-spaced variable capacitors. The
spiral antenna quite extensively, in the
whole is built into aconvenient metal box,
early morning, on the 80-m band, using a
the maximum size of which will depend
14 watts input CW transmitter. An SWR of
mainly on the type and size of the variable
1:1 has been achieved; no harmonics radiacapacitor used. At least one diameter
tion or TVI detected, and the CW section
clearance should be left around L.
of the band between 3.5 MHz and 3.6 MHz
The spindles of Cl and C2 must be isolated from all metalwork. A convenient
way of doing this is to mount Ci, C2 and L
on a sheet of perspex, or non-metallized
fibre-glass board, which is mounted on
four short pillars, just behind the metal
front panel. Large clearance holes will be
required in the metal box panel, so that the
spindles of CIand C2 do not touch the
metalwork. Sockets Skti and Skt2 are coaxial types of convenient type to the user.
Taps should be made on L, for each
band to be used. The ATU will match the
antenna to the transmitter/receiver on the
80-m (3.5-MHz), 40-m (7-MHz), 20-m (14MHz), 15-m (21-MHz) and 10-m (28-MHz)
Fig. 2. Type 'T ATU used.
amateur radio bands. The author uses tapWorldRadioHistory

COMPONENTS LIST
Antenna:
White nylon cord, approx. 1mm diameter. DIY Stores (trade name in UK:
Winchester).
Qty. 2Slinky 234" diameter coils. Antenna
West, 1500 North 150 West, Provo,
UT 84604, U.S.A.
Note: at the time of writing, aSlinky coil
(2V dia.) costs $10 each, plus $10 air
mail (total $30). VISA and Mastercard
accepted.
ATU:
L=26µH indutance. B&W no. 3059
(available in the UK from RF
Engineering, Main Street, Coln-St.
Aldwyns, Cirencester, Glos GL7 5AN.
Cl and C2 =good quality 250-pF singlegang variable capacitor, with knob.
SKtl, Skt2 =see text.
Perspex or fibre glass board (see text).

can be used without retuning Ci and Cz.
The antenna appears to be omnidirectional, with near uniform current/voltage
distribution along the whole spiral coil.
Tests on other bands have been similar.
The results with the antenna diagonally
across the room, in afirst floor room, have
been very satisfactory. For anyone who
has not the full required length available,
it is suggested that part of the far end of
the spiral be dropped down, or taken off at
an angle.

Final considerations
The spiral antenna has been designed for
use indoors. It could, of course, be used
outside, but being made of bright steel,
would quickly corrode. This problem
could probably be eliminated by any
reader who has facilities to degrease and
marine varnish each turn, inside and outside, and between turns. At least two coats
of varnish would be necessary for protection. An expensive, and, alas-,somewhat
specialized, alternative would be to chromium-plate the whole spiral coil.
Assuming that this antenna will be
used indoors (as designed and intended),
in the interest of safety, only low transmitting power should be used. Good quality
air-spaced receiver-type variable capacitors for Ci and Q should be satisfactory
with transmitter output levels of up to
25 watts.
Useful reading
Antennas — 2nd edition, 1988, by John. D.
Kraus (McGraw-Hill Book Company).
Antenna Book — 16th edition, 1991
(American Radio Relay League).
W1FB's Antenna Notebook — by Doug De
Maw, 1987 (American Radio Relay
League).
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PRINTER SHARING UNIT

A printer is an essential peripheral device for nearly every one
using a PC. However, since a printer will rarely be used all the
time, it is not necessary to have one with every PC within a
range of, say, 10 m. The circuit described here is an
automatically operating switching unit that allows up to four
PCs to make use of asingle printer.

Design by A. Rietjens

I

N particular with fairly expensive printers it is common practice to set up some
kind of sharing arrangement where there
are several PCs. Not surprisingly, printer
switching units are found in many small
offices these days.
The basic operation of the printer sharing unit is illustrated by the block diagram
given in Fig. 1. There are up to four

Centronics inputs, each of which is connected to abus that conveys the signals to
the printer connected to Ki. The block
marked 'select' connects each of the four
inputs to the output, at arepeat rate of A
second. If acomputer connected to aparticular input does not send data at that
time, the circuit switches to the next input.
If the computer does send data during the
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time it is connected to the printer, this responds by making the BUSY line high.
This event triggers a monostable multivibrator (MMV) which immediately disables
the oscillator and the select block. As long
as BUSY remains high, or goes high again
within the MMV's monotime, the printer
will remain connected to the computer
that sends data. However, as soon as the
computer is found waiting longer than the
set monotime, the circuit starts to scan its
inputs again for activity, i.e., another computer that may have data ready for the
printer.
Some of you may wonder at this point
why the BUSY line of the printer is used
rather than the strobe pulse of the computer to detect if data is being conveyed.
At first glance, using the strobe pulse
would appear much more logical since
that signal is supplied by the source of the
data, i.e., the computer. There is, however,
a snag: some computers may block the
printer switch when they are switched off,
because the strobe output then forms a
low level (remember, the strobe pulse is
active
low).
By contrast,
a 'true'
Centronics strobe output is an open collector driver without a pull-up resistor, and
does not cause problems in this respect because it 'floats' when the PC is switched
off. Unfortunately, not all printer card
manufacturers abide by the Centronics
standards, so that it is very well possible
that the strobe line forms a 'low' level
when the PC is switched off. Obviously,
this causes problems on the printer sharing unit since in that case an active
Centronics port is detected.
The above problems are prevented by
using the printer's BUSY line. This allows
the circuit to respond to the fact that data
have already arrived at the printer, and
this data can only originate from a computer that is switched on.
Still, the printer switch is not quite perfect. As far as we have been able to ascertain, there are two cases in which things
can go wrong. This has to do with the
structure of the software that runs on the
computer.
In the first case, we refer to programs
that check beforehand if aprinter is available. In most cases, this check lasts long
enough to allow the printer sharing unit to
finish its input scanning cycle until it
reaches the computer that wants to print at
that time. By contrast, there are also programs that insist on finding aprinter right
at the first check. If the computer that runs
such aprogram happens to be not selected
during the check, the program will refuse
to print (on some computers this occurs,
for instance, with the 'print screen' routine). Fortunately, this can be solved manually: the scan rate of the printer switch
inputs is indicated by LEDs, and slow

PRINTER SHARING UNIT

II

enough for you to launch the print job at
the right instant. The only proviso for this
little trick is that you can see the printer
sharing unit from your workplace.
The second problem arises when aprogram interrupts its printer output routine
to calculate the next data to be printed. If
this calculation lasts longer than the set
MMV time on the printer sharing box, another computer may 'throw in' its data. If
you are using such software, there is no
option but to ask your fellow printer users
not to send data before your PC is finished.

How it works
The circuit diagram, Fig. 2, shows five subcircuits. The bus that connects these subcircuits is a length of flatcable with five
IDC sockets inserted into the even numbered headers. The use of the flatcable bus
will be reverted to when we talk about the
printed circuit board.
Four of the five sub-circuits are identical. They represent the four PC input connectors (K3, Ks, K7 and K9) with the
associated electronic switches. Here, the
switches are formed by buffers with threestate outputs (IC6403). When aparticular
input circuit is not selected, its buffer outputs are switched to high impedance,
which means that all signals from the computer to the bus and the printer, and from
the bus to the computer, are disconnected.
Also, the bus-to-computer lines are then
pulled to a logic level that tells the computer that the printer is not ready to receive data. This is achieved with the aid of
pull-up and pull-down resistors. A normal
Centronics link between computer and
printer exists only on the selected input,
since there the buffer outputs are switched
to their active state.
The most interesting section of the circuit is the fifth sub-circuit. Electrically, this
sits between printer connector K1 and bus
connector K2. This is the central control of
the printer sharing unit. Assuming the
printer is not busy, and none of the PCs offers any data, the printer's BUSY line
(pin 11 on KO is logic low, and monostable
IC4a is not triggered. In this condition, the
pulse generator built around IC2d is enabled, and produces a short pulse every
0.33 s. The trailing edge of the oscillator
pulse clocks two J-K bistables, IC5a and
ICsb, which function as a counter. The
counter continually cycles through states
0, 1, 2 and 3. The counter state is sent to
four individual lines by decoders IC3a and
IC3b. The four outputs of IC3a are used to
select the buffers in the input circuits. This
selection runs at a rate of 0.33 s. Decoder
IC3b functions similarly to IC3a, but it controls LEDs instead of input buffers. These
LEDs indicate the currently selected input.
IC3a also controls LEDs fitted with each
input connector. The purpose of these
LEDs will become evident when the construction of the unit is discussed.

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the printer sharing unit. Four inputs are continuously monitored for
the presence of printer data.

Gates IC2a, IC2b and IC2c are essential to
prevent timing problems. Their logic function is
BUSY (out) =BUSY (in)

+

CLK •Q\

which means that the BUSY signal supplied by the printer (BUSY (m) )is always
conveyed directly to the connected computer (BUSY (.0). However, it is also readily seen that the circuit, when it is not
active (Q\ at '1') supplies a 'BUSY' signal
to the computer when the clock pulse is
high. From that moment on, the selected
computer can not send data any more. But
what happens if the computer has just before sent its first byte, and the printer has
not responded to it by pulling the BUSY
line high? Fortunately, the clock pulse is
long enough to ensure that this first BUSY
signal arrives before the end of the clock
pulse. In that case, the circuit will keep the
active computer 'hanging on'. i.e., selected. If no BUSY signal arrives from the
printer in the mean time, the circuit can
safely switch to the next computer input,
which happens on the trailing edge of the

clock pulse. After this edge, the selected
computer is immediately supplied with a
low (inactive) BUSY signal (neither the
printer nor the circuit was busy). This is
taken to indicate that new data may be
sent. Since this data will not be ready for at
least 0.5 us, input switching can safely
take place.
The moment the printer responds to the
data with aBUSY signal, monostable multivibrator IC4a is triggered. The setting of
the monostable determines how long the
circuit waits for new data after the printer
has stopped printing. Because ICU is triggered, Q\ goes low. During the monotime,
the clock generator and the counter are
disabled, and gates IC2a, IC2b and IC2c
simply convey the printer's BUSY signal.
As long as the BUSY line remains high, or
goes high again within the monotime, the
MMV is triggered again. The monotime
can be set to between 0.45 sand 23 swith
the aid of preset Pi. If the monotime
passes without aBUSY signal arriving, Q\
reverts to high, and the counter and oscillator are enabled again. The circuit is then
back in its stand-by state, scanning the
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COMPUTERS AND MICROPROCESSORS
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Fig. 2. The circuit diagram consists of five blocks: four identical input circuits, and a control/output circuit.
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four inputs for data.
The power supply for the printer sharing
units may be realized in two ways. With
switch Si set to the position shown in the
circuit diagram, the supply voltage is obtained from the printer. Unfortunately, not
every printer furnishes a suitable supply
voltage, whence the external power supply option. Any external power supply
may be used that supplies an unstabilized
direct voltage between 8 V and 20 V.
Regulator IC1 reduces this unstabilized
voltage to astabilized 5-V rail for the circuit. Incidentally, do not be surprised if
you find that the circuit works perfectly
with no power supply connected at all —
in some cases, it can draw enough current
from the computer outputs to build up its
own supply voltage. Convenient as it may
be, this situation does not guarantee reliable operation!

A large circuit board

c
-u
c

IC3a

IC2

9

19

IC5
TOOn

DI

920011 - 12

The printed circuit board designed for the
printer sharing unit consists of five
smaller boards, which are interconnected
via a flatcable (the previously mentioned
bus). In spite of the 'modular' layout of the
large PCB, it is by no means necessary to
separate the sub-boards from another.
Even when they are left together, they
form a compact printer switch. However,
if you wish to separate them, this is no
problem at all — all that has to be done is
to adapt the length of the flatcable as required.
A number of options are available for
the LEDs that indicate the currently active
input. An LED may be fitted next to each
input connector. Alternatively, LEDs may
be fitted next to the output connector. The
decision on fitting or not fitting a certain
LED depends on the way the printer
switch is built into a case. For instance,
you may fit aLED next to each connector
on the rear panel (particularly useful for
faultfinding purposes), and the other four
LEDs on the front panel, for all users to
see.
Apart from the flatcable, the Centronics
connectors and the LEDs next to the input
connectors, construction of the unit is all
plain sailing. As always, fit the wire links
first so that these are not forgotten later.
Pins 1to 18 of the connector are at the side
of the associated LED. Before you start soldering the connector pins, fit the connectors on two 7.5-mm (0.3 in.) high pillars.
Alternatively, if you can not find
Centronics sockets for PCB mounting, you
may use connectors with solder pins, fit
these at the required height, and connect
them to the PCB via short wires.
Assuming that you have not cut the
PCB into modules, the next step is to make
the flatcable. This is precision work, since
the spacing of the IDC sockets on the cable
is critical. If you fit them too close together, you will be unable to plug them on
to the headers on the board. Likewise, if
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Fig. 3. The printed circuit board may be cut into five separate parts.
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COMPONENTS LIST
Resistors:
5 33012

1 500k12 preset H

Rl;R9;R14;
R19;R24
R7;R8;R12;
R13;R17;R18;
R22;R23
R2
R3
R4
R5;R6;R10;
R11;R15;R16;
R20;R21
Pl

Capacitors:
1 100µF 16V radial
1 470nF
1 330nF
11 100nF

Cl
02
03
C4-C14

Semiconductors:
8 LED

D1-D4,D6-D9

9

4ki27

1 10k.S2
1 22k1-2
1 1M12
8 41(527 8-way SIL

you fit them too far apart, the cable will
bulge. That is not aproblem in itself, however it does not look very good.
When the completed PCB is to be fitted
behind afront or rear panel, this will have
to be done from the inside. Note that the
Centronics sockets used here are not really
suitable for panel mounting, but it can be
done. First, drill the holes for the fixing

A

1
1
1
1
1
1
8

1N4148
7805
74HCT132
74HCT139
74HCT123
74HCT73
74HCT541

D5
IC1
102
IC3
104
105
IC6-1C13

GND
GN D
GND
ONO
GND
GND
GND
GND
GN D
GND
GND
INPUT PRI MERET URN (GND)
WE
S
-U7(INPUT PRIM E)

STROB
E

DATA
DATA 1
DATA 2
DATA 3
DATA 4
DATA 5
DATA 6
DATA 7

Miscellaneous:
1 SPST switch for PCB
mounting (raster: 7.5 mm)
Si
5 36-way PCB-mount
Centronics socket,
straight pins
Kl;K3;K5;K7;
K9
5 26-way box header,
straight pins
K2;K4;K6;K8;
K10
5 26-way IDO flatcable
socket
17cm 26-way flatcable
1 Printed circuit board 920011

Kek
BUSY
PE
SEL ECT
AUT O FEED
N.C.
LO GIC GND
CHASSIS
+5V

EniVe

LOGIC CND
N.C.
+5V
SELECT IN

Fig. 4. Centronics connector pinning.

screws. Next, cut and file a rectangular
clearance that is long and wide enough to
pass the connector and the clamp springs
(approx. 58x15 mm). The locations of the
holes are easily pencilled out on the panel
by making use of the (empty) printed circuit board, or a photocopy of the component layout.
The circuit has only one adjustment:

preset Pi. This has to be adjusted such that
the printer sharing unit is capable of
'bridging' the longest time your software
needs for calculations before it sends new
printer data. In case you are not sure about
what sort of times to expect, simply set Pi
to maximum resistance (wiper towards
IC4).
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OUTPUT AMPLIFIER FOR
RIBBON LOUDSPEAKERS

Block diagram

PART 1
Design by T. Giesberts

This article describes an out-of-the-ordinary amplifier for
driving very-low-impedance transducers such as ribbon
loudspeakers. The amplifier is able to deliver 20 A rms (with
peaks up to 30 A) into a load of 0.4 Q with low distortion.

T

he modern ribbon loudspeaker is among
the most efficient transducers available.
Its construction is very simple: the diaphragm
consists of an aluminium foil ribbon suspended between the poles of amagnet—see
Fig. 1. The nominal flux density in the gap is
about 1.0 Tesla. A practical ribbon is 5-7 mm
long, 8-12 mm wide, 3pm thick and has a
mass of 3-4 mg. Its resistance is 0.2-0.5 Q. Such
aunit is eminently suitable for use as atweeter.
However, over the past few years wide-range
ribbon loudspeakers using much longer ribbons have become available, such as those
of Strathearn (50 cm or 2in) or, among others,
Gold Ribbon and Speakerlab that measure a
metre or more.

Low impedance
Unfortunately, ribbon loudspeakers have such
alow impedance that they are normally connected to the output stage via a suitable
impedance transformer. This is, however,
not beneficial for the reproduction of the
higher audio frequencies.
The present amplifier enables direct driving of aribbon loudspeaker: it can deliver
up to 160 W into 0.4 Q. The larger part of the
transfer resistances in the connections are compensated by two separate sense lines. Although
it is designed primarily for the Strathearn
speaker, it is equally suitable for other transducers that have an impedance of 0.2-1 Q
(higher is possible, but the available power
may then be insufficient owing to the low
supply voltage used).

Fig. 1. Principle of ribbon loudspeaker.
The result is that the amplifier compensates
for virtually all resistance between its output and the loudspeaker.
Problems also arose in the choice of the

The concept
A current of 20 A
corresponding to a
power of 140 W into 0.4 Q, was deemed sufficient for most applications. The output transistors are Sanken types which offer acombination of high current amplification, good
bandwidth, and ahigh peak collector current.
To nullify the transfer resistances of the
output connections (a cable resistance of 0.05 Q
is not negligible if the load impedance is only
0.4 Q), the feedback point is as close to the
loudspeaker as possible: asort of sense input.
ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS USA NOVEMBER 1992

power-on delay that obviates the clicks resulting from switching the amplifier on. For
anumber of reasons, relays were discounted
from the onset. Of the various electronic means,
an optocoupler-triac solution was found to be
the most efficient and satisfactory.
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The block diagram of the amplifier given in
Fig. 2clearly shows the symmetrical design.
Differential amplifiers T1and T3,each giving
an amplification of about x100, form the input
stage. They are followed by differential amplifiers T2and T4respectively, each of which
has an amplification of x20.
The optocouplers in the collector circuits
of T2and T4serve to suppress clicks resulting from switching the amplifier on or off. The
power-on delay ensures that the LEDs in the
optocouplers light up slowly. Intially, therefore, impedance matching transistors T12 and
T13 ,and thus drivers T16 and T17 ,are off so
that no current flows in the output stage.
Since in this way the opto-transistors are
driven into conduction slowly, power to the
output stages rises gradually. This arrangement effectively suppresses switching-on
clicks.
Since the impedance matching transistors are current-driven by the differential
amplifiers, any non-linear behaviour of the
opto-transistors has no effect on the reprodcution quality.
Transistor zener Ti4 -T 15 between impedance
matching transistors T12 and T13 arranges the
quiescent current through the output stages.
Each of the output stages consists of a
driver, T16 and T17 respectively, which drives
two parallel-connected output transistors,
Titi-T i9 and Te T21 respectively.
The current through the output transistors
is monitored by the current limiting stage; if
it rises above 30 A (dependent on the baseemitter voltage of T22 )and the mains fuse

OUTPUT AMPLIFIER FOR RIBBON LOUDSPEAKERS -PART 1
does not blow, the optocouplers are switched
off instantly and the fuses in the power supply
lines blow because the protection circuit switches
on two heavy-duty triacs between those lines
and earth. The protection circuit is also actuated if adirect voltage should appear at the
amplifier output.
The loudspeaker is connected to the output stages by four wires: two heavy-duty
ones through which the high currents flow,
and two sense lines that carry the feedback
signals.

Circuit description
The input signal, normally provided by a
preamplifier or active cross-over network, is
applied to C1.This capacitor and R1form a
high-pass filter with acut-off frequency of
9Hz (this frequency may be lowered by giving C1ahigher value). This is followed by a
high-pass filter, R2-C 2,
with acut-off frequency
of 280 kHz, to prevent transient intermodulation distortion (TID).
The signal is then fed to differential amplifiers T1and T3. Since the thermal stability
of these amplifiers depends on the coupling
between the two transistors, the types shown
are ideal because the two transistors are housed
on one chip. Unfortunately, there is adearth
of double transistors, so that the choice here
is very limited.

Frequency compensation for these amplifiers is provided by 12 9-C 3and Ri0 -C 4respectively. The values of the emitter and collector resistors shown give an amplification
of around x100.
The constant-current sources for the amplifiers are formed by T5and T6,which use
LEDs (D 1and D2)as reference. The current
throught these diodes is held constant by
ancillary current source T9-R 15 .
Since the amplification of T1differs from
that of T2, it is important that the offset voltage of the amplifier is kept is small as feasible. To this end, the base currents of these transistors are compensated by anegative voltage
derived from regulator IC ivia R55 and R74.This
negative voltage holds the base voltage at virtually 0V. Any other drift, such as caused by
temperature variations, is nullified by an integrator based on IC 3.This stage readjusts
the base voltages of T1and T3 if required. The
supply lines of IC 3are additionally buffered
by C18 and C19, which ensure that the stage
remains operative for ashort while after the
amplifier has been switched off.
Then follow differential amplifiers T2 and
T4 (a=20), whose frequency compensation is
provided by C9 and C10 .Transistors T7 and
T8,together with diodes D3 and D4, form the
constant-current sources for the amplifiers.
The current through the LEDs is held stable
by ancillary current sources T10-R 17 and T11 -R

Ea

Because of the arrangement of the ancillary current sources, it is essential that diodes
D1-D 4have aforward voltage of 1.55-1.65 V.
The signal is then applied via the transistors in the (power-on delay) optocouplers to
impedance matching transistors T12 and Ti;
that drive current amplifiers T16 and Tr.The
collectors of T12 and T13 are linked by transistor-zener Tir T15 .
The voltage across this zener,
and consequently the direct current through
power transistors 1) 8T19 and TI-T2i ,is preset
with P1.
The emitter resistances of the power transistors consist of parallel combinations of resistors. This is not because of dissipation,
but rather to divide the large currents over a
number of soldering points. Moreover, the arrangement lowers the spurious inductance,
which is important with low-impedance loads.
Transistor T,, is switched on when the
peak emitter current of T19 or T21exceeds 30 A,
whereupon the protection circuit is actuated.
Although fuses F1and F2 are rated at 7.5 A,
they can withstand currents of up to 30 A,
since they carry only one-half of the output
signal. The +and -terminals in series with
them are connected to the protection circuit.
If one of the fuses blows, the LED in parallel
with it lights.
Resistor R47 and C 12form aBoucherot network. Inductor L1is for use only with traditional loudspeakers; if only ribbon types are
used, it may be omitted.
The sense lines are connected to potential
divider R*.-R50, of which RI
,and 12 ;0 determine the feedback factor, while R48and R;1
ensure that the feedback remains functional
if the sense lines are not connected. The feedback signal is taken from junction R4,-R ;o to the
bases of T16 and T3b .Network 1Z 75 -1Z r,-C 23 -C 24
serves to equalize the impedance at the bases
of T18 and T36 with that at the inputs of Tla
and T. This arrangement improves the common-mode behaviour of the amplifier. The
network does not affect the feedback.

Protection circuit
The diagram of the protection circuit is shown
in Fig. 4. When the power is switched on, capacitor C3 is charged slowly via R4. It takes,
therefore, afew seconds before darlington
T7-19is switched on, whereupon the LEDs in
the optocouplers (connected to B1 and B2)
begin to light. When the potential across C;
has risen to 1.7-1.8 V, the LEDs light at maximum brightness. The darlington then operates as aconstant-current source, since D;holds
the voltage across RI;and that across the
base-emitter junction of T7and T9stable.
Since Tiis connected to the secondary of
the mains transformer via diodes DIand D2,
it is switched on every half period as long as
the mains voltage is on. Transistor T2, and
consequently 13, is then off. When there is
no voltage across the secondary, for instance,
when the power is switched off, T2, and, consequently T3,is switched on after half aperiod.
This results in Schmitt trigger T4-T,-Dichanging state, whereupon T7and 18, and thus the
optocouplers, are switched off. This is indicated by the lighting of Dn.

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the output amplifier.
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Current monitoring transistor L2 is conlines are short-circuited to ground. If this option is not required, that is, the switching off
nected to terminal A. When the load current
of the optocouplers is deemed sufficient, D8
gets too large, T2 2 begins to conduct, so that
may be omitted.
T3 is switched on and the optocouplers are
Protection against high temperatures is
switched off. Darlington T11 switches on triprovided by T12(connected as diode) and
acs Tri iand Tri 2via D 9,whereupon the supply

Fig. 3. Circuit diagram of the amplifier.
ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS USA NOVEMBER 1992
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IC ia .
Through the transistor, which is mounted
on the common heat sink for the power transistors, flows adirect current via R18and R19 .
The voltage across T12 is applied to the inverting (—) input of IC I„which operates as a
comparator with hysteresis (provided by

OUTPUT AMPLIFIER FOR RIBBON LOUDSPEAKERS -PART 1
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R21 ). That voltage is compared with a
reference potential provided by R20 -P i.
If it drops below the reference potential,
the output of IC I,changes state, whereupon the optocouplers are switched
off via D 6. After the temperature has
dropped some degrees, the amplifier
is switched on again. The temperature
at which the protection circuit becomes
active is set with P1.
Any direct voltage at the output of
the amplifier is detected by low-pass filter Rn-C 9.If the direct voltage exceeds
±0.6 V, transistor 1, (positive) or 110
(negative) is switched on. The inverting
input of IC ib goes low and its output
goes high, whereupon triacs Tri iand Tri 2
are switched on via D9and I. At the
same instant, the optocouplers are
switched off via D7. Options here are
to omit Dy, so that only the optocouplers
are switched off, or to fit D,, but omit
D7,so that only the supply lines are
short-circuited.

The construction of the amplifier will he
described in next month's instalment.

Fig. 4. Diagram of the protection circuit.
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DIFFERENTIAL THERMOMETER
Design by J. Ruiters

Temperature is a physical property of a body that determines
the direction of heat flow when the body is brought into
contact with another. Heat always flows from a region of
higher temperature to one of lower temperature. A standard
thermometer measures the temperature of a body with respect
to an arbitrary point—usually 0 -C (or, in the USA, 32 F) which
is the temperature at which pure water freezes, or 0 K, that is,
absolute zero or —273.15 C. It is, however, not always
convenient to measure the temperature with respect to these
arbitrary points; many measurements are required to indicate
the difference in temperature between two regions or bodies.
This may be done with a differential thermometer such as the
one described here.

B

asically, the differential thermometer consists of two sensors that convert temperature into potential, adifferential amplifier
that magnifies the difference between the two
sensor output voltages, adisplay which indicates that difference, and two switching outputs that may actuate acircuit or circuits if the
difference exceeds apredetermined level.

plification, if needed, simpler.
An incidental advantage of making the
values of the resistors equal is that the formula
for Uosimplifies to
U.= 2( 1+R n/Ro )
11d,
where Rn=RI=R2= R3= R4.
A drawback of this type of differential
amplifier, in contrast to the one-opamp and
three-opamp types, is that the first opamp
magnifies not only the signal, but also the common-mode voltage. Assuming thet R1-12 4are
equal, the common-mode signal in the output, U1,of the first opamp is amplified by a
factor of x2. The level of 1.11is given by
U1=-(1+R/R 0)Ud+2U nin .

from:
u

= R4[ 1+ 1(R2
°

R3

2 Ri

+ R4 (R3
R3

R3 )

R4

R4

R0

(-4

d

R2 ju
Ri

cm

From this it is evident that suppression of
the common mode signal is an optimum if
The simplest differential amplifier is one deR2/R I=R 3/R 4.Anu deviations are amplified
signed around one opamp and anumber of
by afactor R4/R 3.
To obviate this, R1may conresistors. This is often expanded by two buffer
sist of afixed and avariable resistor so that
opamps to obtain ahigher input impedance,
the common mode rejection can be set to
resulting in the familiar three-opamp differmaximum. However, if matters such as the
ential amplifier. However, the present dedynamic range of the amplifier and the temsign is based on atwo-opamp differential amperature coefficient of the resistors are taken
plifier—see Fig. I.
into account, it is better to make resistors
The input signals are applied to the nonR1-R 4equal. The term Ri/R 3is then 1and, since
inverting (-) inputs of the opamps to ensure
all resistors change equally with temperature,
ahigh circuit input impedance. The potenthe balance between R2/R iand R3/R 4is retial at the inverting (+) input of the first opamp
tained.
is Ilan -Lid/2, while that at the inverting input
The amplification of the difference signal
of the second opamp is U+Un/2, where Uen, may be adjusted with the value of Ro.
It is clear
is the common-mode voltage and Ud is the diffrom the foregoing formula that Roaffects only
ference between the two sensor output voltthe difference signal and not the common
ages. The output voltage, Uo,is calculated
mode signal. This makes adjusting the am-

Differential amplifier

The maximum drive to the second opamp
must, of course, also be borne in mind. Suppose
that the differential amplifier has an amplification of x10 for amaximum differential voltage of ±1 V. The ratio Rn/Rois then 4and the
maximum output voltage is ±10 V. Potential
U1is ±5 V+21.4. If the maximum output voltage is equal to the maximum drive level (that
is, =supply voltage), the level of the commonmode voltage must not exceed ±2.5 V to prevent the first opamp being overdriven.

Supply/reference voltages
The power supply for the thermometer, shown
in Fig. 2, is fairly unusual in that the reference voltage regulator is integrated in the
display driver, although for clarity's sake it
is shown separate.
The unregulated 8-15 V supply voltage
is stabilized by the reference voltage source,
which is preset with the aid of R18 and R19 to
give an output of 6.3 V. Since the differential
amplifier requires asymmetrical supply, an
articificial 'earth' is concocted with the aid
of opamp IC 2o and resistorsR 15-R 12,R20 and
R21. This does not, of course, result in atrue

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS

Fig. 1. Basic two-opamp differential amplifier.
ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS USA NOVEMBER 1992

Sensors

Silicon diodes (e.g., 1N4148) with maximum junction
temperature of 200 °C.

Switching outputs

Open-collector type (BC517: max. 400 mA;
7; max 150 °C; Pto,max 6.25 mW; R a200 K/W

Supply voltage

8-15 V, unregulated

Display

LED bar (10 LEDs)

Sensitivity

Preset (standard 0.25 °C per LED)
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must not vary much. For this reason, the regulator action is 'enhanced' by transistor T1.
However, since the output voltage of the regulator is also used as reference for the display, T1is not in the feedback circuit. The
transistor, therefore, cannot influence the
quality of the regulator. It means, however,
that the positive supply voltage for the differential amplifier is 3.6 V instead of 4.2 V it
is no longer so well regulated, but this is of
no consequence here.
The reference voltage for the regulator is
derived from potential divider Rir Ri9 .
To ensure that the display indicates the same magntitude irrespective of whether the temperature difference is positive or negative, the voltage across the resistive divider in the display driver (about 12 kW must be symmetrical with respect to earth. This is arranged
by using 100 kIl resistors, R1 6 and R17-R,0 respectively, between earth and reference inputs RHI and RL0 of the display driver (note
that the +input of IC 2,is at ground potential). The reason for using two resistors, R 17
and R20 instead of asingle 100 IcS2 will be discussed later on.

Circuit description
Fig. 2. The internal voltage regulator of the display driver is the source of all required
supply voltages.
symmetrical supply: the 'earth' potential is
2.1 Vabove true earth and 4.2 Vbelow the output level of the regulator. Raising the level
of the positive voltage more than that of the
negative voltage with respect to true earth
increases the drive capability of the differential amplifier.

The supply voltage so created still cannot
be used, however. This is because the output
current of the regulator determines the current through the display LEDs. Since the current through each LED is about ten times as
large as the output current of the regulator,
the latter must not be too large and, moreover,

The temperature sensors in the prototype
are Type 1N4148 diodes, DIand D2in Fig. 3.
Silicon diodes are used because their threshold
voltage has atemperature coefficient of about
2mV K-1 .
The diodes are connected in abridge
circuit that, when their temperature is the
same, is balanced by P1.
The signals from the sensors are applied
to differential amplifiers IC I., and IC 3b via
low-pass filters R3—C 4and R1.,—C, respectively.

Fig. 3. Circuit diagram of the differential thermometer.
WorldRadioHistory
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The output of the amplifier is fed to 1C 2t,
which, with the aid of P3,corrects the offset
of the amplifier. The signal at the output of
IC 2k,is then suitable as input for display
driver IC I.
The driver has two switching outputs, of
which one operates when the positive peak
is reached, and the other when the negative
maximum is about to be exceeded.
In the case of positive levels, as soon as
D3 has been switched on by the driver, T2
will also be on. This transistor in turn switches
on T4,
resulting in the load (relay) being switched
on. In the case of negative levels, the input
voltage to IC Iis compared with the potential at junction Ri2—R 28 at which D12 just goes
out. When the measured temperature is sufficiently negative, the output of IC 4goes low,
whereupon D13 lights, T3is switched off, and
T5is switched on, so that the associated load
(relay)is switched on.
The relays are shunted by free-wheeling
diodes D14 and D15 .If relays are not required,
terminals Land H may be interlinked to form
awired-OR connection.
The circuit without relays draws acurrent of about 30 mA from an 8-15 V supply;
when either of the relays is switched on, the
current increases to well over 400 mA. If the
thermometer is not used constantly, a9V
PP3 battery may be used as supply.

Construction and calibration
The thermometer is best constructed on the
printed-circuit board shown in Fig. 4. Sensors
DIand D2may be linked to it via acable up
to 1m (3 ft) long. The diodes may be replaced
by transistors, for instance, Types BC107 and
BC547, whose base and collector are linked
together: the base—emitter diode serves as
the sensor.

The brightness of D13 may be somewhat
less than that of the other LEDs; this may be
rectified by varying the value of R22 by trial
and error.
Before the circuit can be calibrated, both
sensors must be at the same temperature and
all potentiometers set to the centre of their
travel.
Connect ahigh-impedance voltmeter between the anodes of DIand D2,and adjust PI
for zero reading (no LED lights). Next, adjust P3until the centre LED (D8)
just lights. The
magnification of the differential amplifier is
then x185 (gain=45 dB). Assuming atemperature coefficient of 2mV °C' and an input
sensitivity of the display of 88.8 mV per LED,
the overall sensitivity is about 0.25 °C per LED
(88.8/2x185).
If greater precision or adifferent scale is required, the two sensors should be kept at the

desired temperature difference and P2adjusted
until D13 just lights. Another method is to
multiply the maximum temperature difference by 2and take the result as avoltage in
mV. With avoltmeter between the anodes of
DIand D2,adjust PIuntil the meter indicates
that voltage. Next, adjust P, until DI1 just
lights and readjust PIfor zero reading of the
meter.
PARTS UST
Resistors:
R1, R2 = 1.8 ki2
R3, R14, R16 = 100 k12
R4-R7 =47.5 KS2
R8 = 390 12
R9-P11, R15.= 471(12
R12, R13, R21 = 22 k12
R17 = 76.81,
12
R18 = 1I<S2
R19, R31 = 3.9 ks2
R20 = 23.2 kl2
R22 =680 12
R23 = 100 U
R24 = 18 k12
R25, R26 = 5.6 kU
R27 = 2.2 MS.2
R28, R29, R32 =681(12
R30 = 12 kU
P1 = lkS2 preset. horizontal
P2 = 250 S2 preset, horizontal
P3 = 10 kl2 preset, horizonta.
Capacitors:
Cl = 1011F, 16 V, radial
C2 = 100 µF, 16 V, radial
C3, C7, C8 = 100 nF
C4, Ca = 470 nF
C5 = 330 nF
C9 =10 uF, 25 V, radial
Semiconductors:
D1, D2 014, D13 = 1N4148
D3, D4 D12, D13 = LED, 3 rnm, red
D5, D6, D10, D11 = LED, 3 mm, yellow
D7-D9 = LED, 3 mm, green
Ti, 13 = BC547C
T2 = E3C557B
14, T5 = BC517
1C1 = Lk13914
IC2, IC3 = TLC272
IC4 = TLC271

Fig. 4. Printed circuit board for the differential thermometer.
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Miscellaneous:
Enclosure 57x142x23.5 mm (2 1/
4x5 9/
16 x15/
15 in)
PCB Type 920078 (see page 70)
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THE WHEATSTONE BRIDGE
Any time a device produces a
resistance (or resistance
change) as the transducible
property for a measurement,
we can use the Wheatstone
bridge to make the measure-

CCS
Constant
Current
Source

«r
Ue I

ment easier. The bridge is
probably the most common
form of resistive sensor circuit.

920101 -12

Fig. 1. (a) Basic half-bridge circuit; (b) half-bridge circuit based on aconstant current source
(CCS).
By Joseph J. Carr

M

ANY sensors used in electronic instruments use electrical resistance as
the transducible property. For example, a
thermistor produces aresistance that is a
function of the applied temperature. Strain
gauges are wire or semiconductor elements that change resistance when deformed in either tension or compression;
this phenomenon is called piezoresistivity, and forms the basis for awide range
of pressure sensors and other instruments.
Photoresistors produce aresistance that is
inversely proportional to the applied light
level. All these resistive sensors can be
accurately measured with the aid of the
Wheatstone bridge.

is stimulating the resistive element).
When the element is stimulated, however,
its resistance changes asmall amount, AR.
The output voltage in that case is:
Lin

= U (R± AR)
e

(R±AR)+Rt

(2)

Another form of half-bridge circuit is
shown in Fig. lb, but in this case the sensor element is connected in series with a
constant current source (CCS), which will
maintain current /at a constant level regardless of changes in the strain gauge resistance. In this case, U. =
± 3,1?). The
LM334 device is an example of a commercial CCS.
Both of the half-bridge circuits suffer
from a serious defect: output voltage 110
will always be present regardless of the
value of the force applied to the sensor.
Bridge circuits
Ideally in any sensor system, the output
voltage should be zero when the applied
Before any resistive sensor can be useful,
stimulus is zero. For example, when agas
it must be connected into a circuit that
will convert its resistance changes into a pressure sensor is open to atmosphere, the
gauge pressure is zero so the output voltcurrent or voltage output; most applications are voltage output circuits. Figure 1 age should also be zero. Secondly, the
output voltage should be proportional to
shows several popular forms of circuit.
the value of the stimulus when the stimuThe circuit in Fig. la is both the simplest
lus is not zero. A Wheatstone bridge cirand least useful (although not useless); it
cuit has these properties. We can use
is sometimes called the 'half-bridge' cirresistive sensors for all of the elements of
cuit, or 'voltage divider' circuit. The senthe Wheatstone bridge, or just one.
sor element of resistance R is placed in
Figure 2a shows the basic circuit for
series with a fixed resistor, RI, across a
the Wheatstone bridge: the circuits to folstable d.c. voltage, Ue.The output voltlow are but variations on this theme. The
age, U. is found from the standard voltage
bridge consists of four resistive arms (Ri
divider equation:
through 124), and an excitation voltage
U.R
source, U,. As can be seen in the redrawn
U,=
circuit of Fig. 2b, the Wheatstone bridge is
R+ Ri
basically two resistor voltage dividers in
parallel with each other. Voltage divider
Equation (1) describes the output voltage
Ri/R2 produces an output voltage U1:
U„ when the sensor is at rest (i.e., nothing
WorldRadioHistory

UI

Ue R2

(3)

RI+R2

while voltage divider R3/R4 produces
voltage U,:
U, =

Ue R4

(4)

R3+R4

Each of these voltages is single-ended,
i.e., it is unbalanced with respect to common or ground. Output voltage U. is balanced with respect to common, and is the
difference between each half-bridge voltage:
=

—U, =U,

R2
\RI+ R2

R-1
R3+R4

)

(5)
When U1 = U,, and U. = 0, the bridge is
balanced, and is said to be in the null condition. This state occurs when:
R
R3
— =—
R2
R4

(6)

Please note that the resistances need not
be equal, only the ratio of the resistances
in the two arms need be equal to establish
the null condition.
One also might notice that knowledge
of three resistance values (say, Ri, R2 and
R3) implies knowledge of the fourth by
calculation when the null condition is present. It is common practice to use fixed
precision resistors for two elements (e.g.,
Ri and R3), and a calibrated variable resistor for the third resistor (e.g., R2), and
then an unknown for the four-resistance
branch. Such a system for measuring unknown resistances is shown in Fig. 2c.
If R2 is adjusted for U, = 0, with unknown Rx connected in place of R4, the
value of Rx is inferred from:
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Fig. 2.

(a) Standard Wheatstone bridge circuit; (b) circuit redrawn to show the two voltage dividers more clearly; (c) circuit for using a

Wheatstone bridge to measure an unknown resistance; (d) alternate circuit for measuring unknown resistances.

R
Rx

R2R3
RI

(7)

or, where RI=R3 (not anecessary condition, but certainly convenient), Rx =R2.
Another operating condition is shown
in Fig. 2d. This method uses adeparture
from null to indicate Rx. With switch Si
open, resistor R2 is adjusted to null (i.e.,
U.= 0). Switch Siis then closed, causing
Rx to shunt R4 to produce anew (lower)
resistance for this arm of the bridge, and
forcing U, 0. The value of U. is an indication of unknown Rx.
Alternatively, switch Si can be an
SPDT type that replaces R4 with Rx,
rather than simply shunting (R4 II Rx).
This 'departure from null' is the basis for
many sensor based instruments.
Figure 3a shows aWheatstone bridge
circuit in which two resistive sensors
(SGi and SG2) are used in two arms of the
bridge, with fixed resistors RI and R2
forming the alternate arms of the bridge.

It is usually the case that SG1 and SG2 are
configured so that their actions oppose
each other; that is, under stimulus, SG1
will have resistance R+AR, and SG2 will
have resistance R—AR, or vice versa.
One of the most linear forms of sensor
bridge is the circuit of Fig. 3b in which all
four bridge arms contain resistive elements. In most such sensors, all four
strain gauge elements have the same resistance (R), which will usually be a value
between 50 LI and 1000 û.
The output from aWheatstone bridge
is the difference between the voltages
across the two half-bridges. We can calculate the output voltage for any of the standard configurations from the equations
given below (assuming all four bridges
have nominally the same resistance, R.

Two active elements:
U AR
U —
°
2R

(9)

Four active elements:
U.=

U AR
e
R

(10)

Where:
U, is the output potential in volts (V);
U, is the excitation potential in volts (V);
R is the resistance of all bridge arms;
AR is the change in resistance in response
to the applied stimulus.

Sensor sensitivity

One active element:
U AR
U = e
°
4R

(accurate to ±5% if h<0.1)

(8)

The sensitivity factor (0) of aWheatstone
bridge sensor circuit relates the output
voltage (U.) to the applied stimulus value
(Q) and excitation voltage. In most cases,
the sensor maker will specify anumber of
microvolts (or millivolts) output potential
per volt of excitation potential per unit of
applied stimulus:
01)=Uo lUe lQ0

(11)

or, written another way:
U.
UeQ0

(12)

Where:
41) is the sensor sensitivity (i.tV/U,./Q);
U. is the output potential (V);
U, is the excitation potential (V);
Q is one unit of applied stimulus.

Fig. 3. (a) Two-sensor bridge circuit; (b) four-sensor bridge circuit.
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If we know the sensitivity factor, we can
calculate the output potential as follows:

THE WHEATSTONE BRIDGE

111

Fig. 4. (a) Bridge balance potentiometer (R3) to compensate for circuit tolerances; (b) injection current method for balancing the bridge.

U. =(13Ue Qo

(13)

Equation (13) is the one that is most often
used in circuit design.
Example
A certain fluid pressure sensor has asensitivity (P) of 5 µV/Ue/T, which means
that 5 microvolts output potential is generated per volt of excitation potential per
Torr of pressure'. Find the output potential when the excitation potential (Us)is
+7.5 V, and the applied pressure is
400 Torr.
U. =(DUe Q

(

U. —

5-V
i

Ue T

x7.5V x400Torr

Un =(5x7.5x400)µV =15,000µV
(which is 0.015 V, or 15 mV).

Balancing and calibrating
a bridge sensor
Few, if any, Wheatstone bridge sensors
meet the ideal condition in which all four
bridge arms have exactly equal resistances at rest. In fact, the bridge resistance
specified by the manufacturer is only a
nominal value, and the actual value may
vary quite abit from the specified value.
There will inevitably be an offset voltage
(i.e., U. is not zero when Q is zero).
Figure 4 shows two circuits that will balance the bridge when the stimulus is zero.
In Fig. 4a the balancing potentiometer
is placed between the excitation potential
and one of the excitation nodes. The resistance balance of the potentiometer is varied between the two legs of the bridge,
nullifying any differences between them.
The potentiometer is usually a precision
type with five to fifteen turns to cover the
entire range.
The purpose of the potentiometer in

Fig. 4b is to inject abalancing current (I)
into the bridge circuit at one of its nodes.
RIis adjusted, with the stimulus at zero,
for zero output voltage.
Another application for this type of circuit is injecting an intentional offset potential. For example, on an electronic
scale, one that uses astrain gauge to measure weight, such acircuit is used to adjust for the 'tare weight' of the scale,
which is the sum of the platform and all
other weights acting on the sensor when
nobody is standing on the scale. This is
also sometimes called 'empty weight
compensation'.

Calibration of a bridge
sensor
Calibration can be accomplished either
the hard way, or the easy (and less accurate) way. The hard way is to set the sensor up in asystem and apply the stimulus.
The stimulus is measured and the result is
compared with the sensor output. For ex-

ample, if you are testing apressure sensor,
connect amanometer (pressure measuring
device containing a column of mercury),
pressurize the system, and then measure
the pressure directly. The result is compared with the sensor output. Similarly,
temperature sensors can be exposed to a
known temperature, and the bridge output
noted. All sensors should be tested in this
manner initially when placed in service
and then periodically thereafter.
The easy (and less accurate) way is to
connect a calibrating resistor in parallel
with one leg of the bridge (R3 in Fig. 4b)
to create an offset that is equal to some
standard stimulus. A CAL' switch (Si)
will insert the resistor in the circuit, unbalancing the bridge an amount R, whenever aquick calibration or test is needed.

Output display devices
The output of the Wheatstone bridge is a
differential voltage, Uo,that is proportional to the unbalance of the bridge. This

Fig. 5. (a) Analog current meter movement used as a bridge circuit display device; (b) zerocenter meter suitable for use in a bridge circuit such as Fig. 5a.

torr. A unit of presssure used in vacuum technology. One Torr equals 54. standard atmosphere pressure (very closely. 1mm Hg or 133.322 newtons per square metre).
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is so small that it is difficult to transmit
for any length in awire or cable. In those
cases, it is sometimes prudent to install a
preamplifier on the body of the sensor. I
constructed such apreamp for the user of
aGrass Type FT-3 gram-force transducer,
which is based on the Wheatstone bridge
circuit that uses strain gauge elements as
the arms. The output signal tends to be
100 µV, or so, at full scale. In order to
overcome interfering hum from the 60 Hz
power mains, I built a gain-of-100 d.c.
differential amplifier (making the output
voltage 10 mV rather than 100 µV) inside
asmall metal box that interfaced with the
mating connector.

Applications of bridges:
circuits that you can build

Fig. 6. DC differential bridge amplifier circuit.

voltage can be either positive or negative,
depending on the direction of unbalance.
In many cases, the output of the bridge
will be displayed on an analogue or digital
voltmeter, an oscilloscope or astrip-chart
recorder.
It is also possible to use acurrent meter
for the output display, as shown in Fig. 5a.
The meter, Mt, is connected between the
output nodes across which Uo appears.
This meter is usually a milliammeter or
microammeter (Fig. 5b), depending on the
best sensitivity required.
It is not strictly necessary to insert the
sensitivity control (R5) in series with the
meter, but it is highly recommended if the
unbalance is large and the meter has alow
current range. Large displacements of the
bridge could generate sufficient current to
damage the meter. It is common practice
to initially set R5 to maximum, or near
maximum, resistance, and then reduce its
resistance as the bridge nears the null condition. A few commercial resistance measuring bridges place a switch in shunt
with R5 in order to remove it from the circuit when the bridge is close to null.

the bridge. If all arms of the bridge are
equal, then the source resistance is the
value of any one arm of the bridge.
The excitation voltage in Fig. 6a is supplied by an IC voltage regulator. Separate
regulation is needed because variations in
the power supply voltage are transmitted
to the bridge, and reflected as changes in
the output voltage. In the case shown, the
voltage for the bridge is +5 V, so a7805
regulator is used. In general, the excitation voltage for typical bridges is low in
order to prevent self-heating of the sensors, so a7805 is areasonable general selection.
In many cases, the output of the bridge

Bridge amplifier circuit
The output potential of most bridges M ob
in Fig. 6a) is avery small voltage that, for
many applications, must be amplified for
practical use. The Wheatstone bridge is a
balanced device, so a differential amplifier is needed to amplify U.. The amplifier circuit uses an operational amplifier
(Al) in the d.c. differential amplifier configuration. In this type of circuit, Ri = R2
and R3 = R4, in order to maintain balance,
and the voltage gain is:
A„ =—
R3
" RI

(14)

The input resistors, RIand R2, should be
at least ten times the source resistance of

Fig. 7.
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The Wheatstone bridge can be used in a
wide variety of applications circuits, only
afew of which can be covered here. The
purpose of the circuits below is to stimulate thinking into these and other applications for which the same principles hold.
Differential Thermometer
A differential thermometer produces an
output voltage that is proportional to the
difference between two temperatures.
Uses for such thermometers include investigations of thermal insulation effectiveness;
control
of heating/cooling
equipment based on temperature differences; simple curiosity as you gaze
through an iced window pane; and so
forth. Figure 7shows the circuit for such a
thermometer based on thermistor sensors.
The thermistor is a device that produces aresistance value that is afunction

THE WHEATSTONE BRIDGE
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tween the light source and R2, and ablood
sample is placed in a standardized tube
between the light source and Ra. The degree of blood 02 saturation in the sample
is thus reflected by the difference in the
bridge reading between the sample path
and filter path. On one model oxygen
meter, aseparate resistor across the Ri/R2
arm is used to bring the bridge back into
null condition, and the dial for that resistor is calibrated in percent-0 2.More modern instruments based on digital computer
techniques provide the measurement in a
more automatic manner.
(2). Respiratory CO 2 Level. The exhaled air from humans is roughly 2 to 5
percent carbon dioxide (CO 2), while the
percentage of CO 2 in normal room air is
negligible. A popular form of 'End Tidal
CO, Meter' is based on the fact that CO 2
Fig. 8. Photocolorimeter circuit.
absorbs infrared (IR) waves at three discrete wavelengths. The 'light source' in
basic circuit of the most elementary form
of temperature. Devices RT1 and RT2 in
that type of photocolorimeter is actually
of colorimeter. Although the circuit is
Fig. 7 are identical thermistors, and are
either an IR LED or a Cal-Rod device
used in two opposing arms of a very basic, this is the actual circuit used in
(identical to the one that heats an electric
aonce widely-used medical blood oxygen
Wheatstone bridge circuit. Resistors Ri
coffee pot!); the photocells are selected
meter.
and R2 form the other two arms of the
for good IR response. In this type of inThe basic circuit is the Wheatstone
bridge. The values for RIand R2 are not
strument, room air is passed through a
bridge, and it uses apair of photoresistor
given because the convenient values decells (R2 and R4) as the light sensors.
glass cuvette placed between R2 and the
pend on the specific thermistors being
Potentiometer R5 in Fig. 8 is used as a heat source, while patient expiratory air is
used. A rule-of-thumb is to make RIand
passed through the same type of cuvette
bridge balance control, and it is adjusted
R2 equal to each other, with a value applaced between the heat source and R4.
proximately the value of RTI and RT2 at a for zero output (U. = 0) when the same
The difference in IR transmission across
light shines on both photoresistors. The
mid-range temperature. Balancing potenthe two paths is afunction of the percentoutput voltage from the bridge (U0)will
tiometer R3 should have avalue of 10 to
age of CO, in the sample circuit.
be zero when the two legs of the bridge
20 percent of the value of RIand R2.
The associated electronics (not shown)
are balanced. In other words, U0 is zero
As in the previous case, the bridge exwill allow zero and maximum span (i.e.,
when Ri/R2 = R3/124. It is not necessary
citation source is a7805 IC voltage regugain) adjustment. The zero point is adlator, which produces a regulated +5 V for the resistor elements to be equal (although that is often the case), only that justed with room air in both cuvettes,
from the +12 V power supply.
their resistance ratios be equal. Thus, a while the maximum scale (usually 5%
The input resistors to Ai, the differenCO,) is adjusted with the sample cuvette
500 kn/so kl2 ratio for 12 1/R2 will protial amplifier, should be at least ten times
duce zero output voltage when R3/R4 = purged of room air and replaced with a
the 'looking back' resistance of the
calibration gas (usually 5% CO,, 95% ni100 ki.
1/lo kn.
bridge. Examination of thermistor catatrogen). This calibration gas must be obThe photoresistors are arranged such
logues reveals that 10 1(0 at 30 °C is a
tained from a local supplier, and be
that light from acalibrated source illumicommon value, so Iset these resistors at
specified as acalibration gas. Otherwise,
nates both equally and fully, except when
ten times that value, or 100 kû. The gain
the quantities may be only approximate.
an intervening filter or sample is present
of ten was set for convenience, and reAlso, be sure of the type of measurement:
in one or both pathways. Thus, the bridge
quires 1 MO resistors for R6 and R7.
Depending on the thermistors used, and can be nulled to zero using potentiometer calibration gases are available by either
weight or volume.
R5 under this zero condition. In most inthe output voltage required, it may be necstruments that are based on this principle,
essary to increase the gain of the amplifier
The uses of colorimeters do not end with
(remember, RI= R2, R6 = R7, and A„ = atranslucent sample is placed between the
the medical laboratory. The clue to looklight source and one of the photocells. The
R7/R5 = R6/R4).
ing for atransducible event is detection of
amount of transmission to light allowed
either adensity change, or an absorption
by the sample is a measure of its optical
Photocolorimetry
differential to one or two wavelengths,
density, and is thus a transducible propOne of the most basic forms of instrument
that is atransducible function of the paraerty. Let us look at a couple of different
circuit is also both the oldest and most
meter being measured; for example. IR is
types of instrument to see how this princicommonly
used:
photocolorimeters.
absorbed by CO,, and acertain 02 saturaple is applied.
These devices are used for such application level passes light at 800 nm wave(1). Blood 0, Level. A once widely
tions as measuring the oxygen content in
length.
blood, CO 2 content of air, water vapour used method for measuring blood oxygen
level is based on the basic colorimeter of
content in agas, blood electrolyte (Na and
Fig. 8. It works because the 'redness' of
K) levels, and ahost of other similar meaConclusion
human blood is ameasure of its oxygenasurements.
The Wheatstone bridge is simple to undertion. This instrument is nulled with neiPhotocolorimetry is basically a comstand, simple to build, well behaved, and
ther standard filter cell nor blood in the
parison measurement technique in which
can form the basis for avery large variety
light path; i.e., when white or red light
light (or IR and UV depending on the purshines on both cells. A standard colour of simple physical instruments that you
pose of the instrument) transmission over
can build.
800 nanometer 2 filter is introduced betwo paths is compared. Figure 8shows the
2

8(X) nm is the isobestic point wavelength at which oxygenated arterial blood and deoxygenated veinous blood have the same transmittivity.
WorldRadioHistory
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DIGITAL AUDIO-VISUAL SYSTEM
PART I(OF 4): SYSTEM OUTLINE AND DISSOLVE UNIT

_

This is the first instalment of an article that describes a highend slide control system based on a Centronics-driven
dissolve unit for four slide projectors. The system allows up to
16 projectors to be controlled automatically or by hand. Music
or comment to accompany the slides can be synchronized with
the aid of an advanced pulse or timecode registration unit. The
timeccde option enables you to record all control ac/ions in a
complete slide show, whereby all relevant data are safely
stored, along with the parallel sound track.

(FRONT COVER
PROJECT

Design by A. Rietjens

A BOUT four years ago we published a
..computer-controlled slide fader for
four projectors (Ref. 1). Together with a
Centronics interface published alittle later
(Ref. 2), this fader allowed photography
enthusiasts to put acomputer in control of
up to 16 slide projectors. The software
written for this system was an MSX BASIC
program with limited features. The designer of the slide fader, Albert Rietjens, a
keen photographer and slide maker himself, has used the intervening years since
this 'early' publication to elaborate the
basic system into what is presented here.
The result is, we feel, definitely up to
scratch: aDiAV (for Digital Audio-Visual)
system that competes on all fronts with far
more expensive commercial equipment

(which appears to be few and far between). In fact, the DiAV will cost you
only about one fifth of any commercially
available product with an equal set of features.

The DiAV system
The drawing in Fig. 1 presents an
overview of the complete system to be described. The central block is formed by the
DiAV main unit, which is based on the
multi-purpose Z80 card (Ref. 3). The main
unit is capable of controlling up to four
dissolve units (slide control units, each
suitable for controlling up to four projectors). This is achieved by connecting the
individual units in series.
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A tape recorder may be connected up
into this system to add amusic channel to
the slide series. The tape recorder used for
this purpose must have the possibility to
record pulses that, on being played back,
are converted into control signals for the
projectors. This is the simple option. The
more advanced is the timecode interface
(Ref. 4), which is capable of reading from,
and writing to, tape either one of two formats: atimecode signal or a'special code'
called Special Data Language, SDL. The
SDL is recorded 'in parallel' with the
sound track (music channel) to ensure absolute synchronicity. In addition to information about the course of the slide series,
the SDL also contains all information on
the current positions of the slide carriers in
the projectors. This synchronization works
so well that the system is capable of moving the carriers in all projectors to the desired positions (i.e., slide) when the tape is
started at any point in the series. Once
running, the whole system is perfectly
synchronized, and the slides appear in the
programmed order from the new start
point onwards.
The main unit puts the user in general
control over all sub-systems, and has a
large number of options for its control.
Those of you who have followed the articles on the multi-purpose Z80 card know
that this sports interfaces for aliquid crystal display (LCD), aPC-XT keyboard and
an infra-red (IR) remote control receiver
module. The keyboard and the IR link are
the primary control elements of the main
unit. The remote control is particularly
useful for 'quick and dirty' control of the
main unit, i.e., if you want to show acouple of slides without bothering too much
about special effects. Although the IR remote control can be used to enter all data,
the PC-XT keyboard will be preferred
whenever a 'real' series is to be programmed.
Owners of an IBM PC or compatible
may also control the main unit via the
RS232 serial interface, or convey control
programs written with a word processor
from the PC to the DiAV, and vice versa.
The main unit has a32-kByte RAM disk
(with battery backup) to hold the program
that describes the slide series. This program can also be read back for editing on
the PC. The RAM allows up to 32 series to
be stored, or fewer if the series are relatively large (the average series will comprise something like 100 slides, and
consume aRAM space of about 1kByte).
For emergency cases, the main unit has
asmall keyboard that allows you to select

DIGITAL AUDIO-VISUAL SYSTEM -1
those basic functions that 'save' you when
you have forgotten the remote control, or
when the batteries are flat.

The electronics
The complete DiAV is acombination of a
number of building blocks published earlier in Elektor Electronics (see references).
However, since the original slide control
unit goes back four years, we thought it fit
to design anew interface for it, taking into
account everything we have learned in the
mean time about its practical use.
Fortunately, this does not mean that constructors of the 'old' interface have another piece of equipment to forfeit. The
'new' interface is compatible with the 'old'
one, provided the latter is controlled via
the Centronics interface developed for it.
Those of you who have a fully-fledged
slide control plus Centronics interface
may, therefore, skip the following sections
on function and construction. Note, however, that the 'new' interface has anumber
of extras and improvements. Also, its
'package' is stylish, neat and attractive
looking — see the introductory photograph.

The dissolve unit

L 11/
)

rfl

V: a slide control system with professional features

Dissolve unit
• Microcontroller-driven
• No special ICs except microcontroller
• interface compatible with slide controller (earlier publication)
• Transistor drivers for carrier solenoids
e No modifications inside projectors
e Simple to connect; only connecting cable depends on projector
• Also usable as a stand-alone unit (with limited functions)
Main unit
• Controlled by multi-purpose Z80 card
• Stand-alone system; independent of computer type
e Operated via infra-red remote control or via PX-XT keyboard
• Battery back-up
• Memory for up to 32 slide series
• RS232 interface for PC control and program exchange
• Direct synchronization by pulse control (connects straight to ITT recorder
'or slide control)
Main unit in combination with timecode interface
• Full tape synchronization possible
e Uses timecode for synchronization
• Slide series program editing using timecode
e Perfectly timed slide changes (accuracy: 10 ms)
Overall performance comparable to £1250+ systems.

The block diagram of the new dissolve
play block and the lamp indicator block,
jector control' blocks shown in Fig. 2.
unit is given in Fig. 2. The most conspicurespectively
In principle, the functions described so
ous feature of this unit is that it is confar would suffice for the target system, betrolled by amicroprocessor rather than by
cause they allow us to do all we want: condiscrete electronics. Here, using a microAbout the projectors
trol lamp brightness, and change slides on
controller allows us to cut down drastiBefore discussing the electrical schematic,
any of the connected projectors. The
cally on external components. The circuit
processor, however, also allows us to conwe have alook inside atypical slide promay be controlled via a Centronics interjector. The crucial part is shown in Fig. 3.
trol adisplay that indicates the slide posiface, which is available on most, if not all,
Broadly speaking, projectors can be ditions in the carriers, the lamp brightness,
PCs. Note, however, that the computer is
vided into two classes: types with one-butand the 'slide change' function. These
required only if you do not use the Z80
ton control, and types with two-button
functions are controlled via the count dismain unit, or if you wish to write your
own system software.
The control signals supplied by the PC
are passed to another dissolve unit (if
used) via aCentronics connector. In addition to a Centronics input, the interface
also has an I
2C connection. This is reserved
IL
DIAV
for future applications, and not impleMAIN UNIT
mented in the current control software.
To enable the processor to control the
DIAV
brightness of the projector lamps directly,
DISSOLVE UNIT
CENTRONICS
it must know when the zero crossing of
the mains voltage occurs. This information
is supplied by azero-crossing detector inRS 232
corporated in the power supply. The zerocrossing detector is common to all
RAMDISK
projector lamps, which means that the disDIAV
TIMECODE
solve unit and all projectors must be powXI
ered from the same mains outlet (via an
KLYBOARD
approved distribution block). Note that
this is not essential in the UK because in a
LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY
ring circuit all outlets have the zero crossing simultaneously. The processor uses
I
920022 I
MINI KEYBOARD
the zero-crossing information and the
NE...01t
1
commands received via the inputs to
arrange the brightness of the individual
projector lamps, and the changing beFig. 1. This block diagram provides an overview of the complete DIAV system.
tween projectors. It can do so via the 'pro-

,
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any further unit(s). This enables all units
to evaluate the received data. The Q\ output of IC13a (pin 6) triggers the INT1 interrupt input of the processor, so that the
received data can be processed immediately. Switches 1 and 2 of Si determine
which bank of four projectors is controlled
(see Table 1).
As already mentioned, the I
2C interface
is not supported by the current software
version. It is, however, used for a simple
manual control that allows two, three or
four projectors to be controlled, with a
variable overflow time between 0 s and
10 s, in steps of 1s(see also Table 1).

Power supply

control. With one-button projectors, the
forward of reverse direction of the slide
carrier is determined by the time the button is pressed. By contrast, the two-button
type has one button for each direction. The
buttons cause electromagnets (solenoids)
to be energized that, in turn, cause the
slide carrier to move forward or reverse
(or turn accordingly in the case of a
carousel carrier). The electromagnets are
powered by a direct voltage which is derived from the secondary of the mains
transformer fitted in the projector.
The electromagnets are usually shunted
by back-e.m.f. suppressor diodes. In some
older projectors, these diodes are not present, and must be retro-fitted to enable the
proposed projector control to function
properly.
Figure 3 also shows the triac as it is
wired in projectors with a straight slide
carrier. By contrast, the triac is connected
externally to most professional 'carousel
carrier' projectors we have seen so far.

Centronics output, K2, via IC12 and IC6.
This means that all series-connected units
receive the same data. Each new databyte
is latched in IC6 at the end of the strobe
pulse, whereupon it can be read via IC7. At
the same time, bistable ICi3a is set, which
produces ahigh signal on the BUSY line of
K. 'Cud passes the busy signal(s) from

CENTRONICS
OUTPUT
11»1•MML

POWER SUPPLY
AND
ZERO CROSSING
DETECTOR

CENTRONICS
INPUT

PROJECTOR
CONTROL

PROJECTOR
CONTROL
CENTRAL
PROCESSOR

I
2C INTERFACE
PROJECTOR
CONTROL

Dissolve unit electronics
The central parts in the circuit diagram of
the dissolve unit (Fig. 4) are a microcontroller (IC3), an address latch (IC4) and an
EPROM (ICs) that contains the necessary
software. The microcontroller is a16-MHz
80C32. Apart from the EPROM, the controller addresses anumber of buffers with
specific functions: IC7 to read the
Centronics input; ICs to set the slide carrier control; and IC9-ICio to control the
display functions. All these ICs are addressed via ICisa.
The Centronics input is formed by connector Ki, which is 'looped through' to the

The circuit is powered from an alternating
voltage source to enable the zero-crossings
of the mains voltage to be detected (this is
necessary for the lamp dimmers). Figure 5
shows the timing relevant to the triac gate
triggering. The signal numbers refer to the
test points in the circuit diagram of the
dissolve unit, Fig. 4.
The alternating voltage applied to Ji is
rectified by Ds-Ds. The smoothing, however, does not take place until 'behind' D9.
The anode of D9 carries signal '1', which
enables components R26, R28, D34, T13 and
IC12a to detect the zero-crossings (signal
'2'). When the voltage drops below the
threshold voltage of D34 plus the voltage
across the base-emitter diode of T13, this
transistor will stop conducting, so that the
collector voltage swings high. This high
level is fed to the processor via buffer

LAMP
INDICATOR
CONTROL

COUNT
DISPLAY
CONTROL

1> <I> 1>

Fig. 3. Block diagram of the dissolve unit.
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ICua. To enable a minimum brightness
level to be set, this signal is also applied to
ICI lb, amonostable multivibrator (MMV).
The negative (falling) edge at pin 9 triggers the MMV, which responds by generating a pulse that starts at the end of the
zero-crossing, and lasts until just before
the next zero-crossing. A preset, Pi, determines how far the end of the pulse is removed from the new zero-crossing. The
processor will fire the triac from the end of
the pulse to the next zero-crossing, which
sets up a minimum brightness level (signal 4a). This setting ensures that the lamp
filament can never go 'cold' between two
successive overflow actions. This enables
the lamp to light up quickly from 'off' to
the desired brightness. Signals 4b and 4c
in Fig. 5 show the gate control with a
partly dimmed lamp, and one that lights at
full intensity, respectively.
Next, let us have alook at the four identical projector control circuits. The functions
of the previously
mentioned
push-buttons on the projector controls are
taken over by combinations of an optocoupler and atransistor. The operation of this
interface can be explained by reverting for
a moment to the internal diagram of the
projector. The common connection of the
forward/reverse buttons is connected to
the highest direct voltage in the projector.
When, for instance, RI is connected to
ground, optocoupler ICla sends base current into Ti, and so causes the relevant
electromagnet in the projector to be energized. The need for a suppressor diode
across the electromagnet coil is evident:
without it, the back-e.m.f. produced when
acoil is switched off would very likely destroy the relevant driver transistor.
If jumper JPi is closed (fitted) at poweron, the interface will control the projectors
as if they were 'one-button' types, and
control the relevant transistor connected
to pin 2of K9-Ku such that the slide carrier moves in the desired direction. This
setting may be changed, via the control,
while the unit is in use.
The second function to be controlled in
each projector is the lamp intensity, or, in
other words, the triac. This is achieved
with the aid of T3 (T6, T9 and T12 have
identical functions). When the circuit is
connected to the projectors, the anode terminal, Al, of the triac is connected to
ground, while resistor Rs is connected to
the gate terminal. By making T3 conduct, a
gate current is established for the triac,
which fires. When the gate current is interrupted, the triac stops conducting. In this
way, the lamp brightness is controlled by
means of the phase angle, as already illustrated in Fig. 5. The gate driver transistors
are controlled directly by the microprocessor. This is achieved by resetting an internal counter at the end of every
zero-crossing, and then enabling the
counter again. Next, the contents are compared with apredetermined value, which
depends on the desired brightness. When

a

Fig. 3. Typical lamp/solenoid circuit in one-button and two-button slide projectors. Mind you:
the triac is not fitted in all projectors!

S1-1

S1-2

S1-3

S1-4

Function

on
off
off
on

on
on
off
off

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

Bank
Bank
Bank
Bank

X

X

on

on

X
X

X
X

off
on

on
off

X

X

off

off

2projectors
2projectors
3projectors
4 projectors

Table 1.

1:
2:
3:
4:

projector
projector
projector
projector
in
in
in
in

1-4
5-8
9-12
13-16

manual
manual
manual
manual

mode
mode
mode
mode

Switches S1-1 and S1-2 set the dissolve unit bank selection, while switches S1-3

and S1-4 set the number of projectors when manual control is used.

the counter state exceeds the preset value,
apulse train is sent to the triac gate. This
train lasts until the next zero-crossing occurs. A simple filter, R3-0, is fitted to prevent excessive 'pollution' of the dissolve
unit power supply voltage. The projector
connections of all four projectors are gathered on K7, from where alength of flatcable takes them to K13. This connector, in
turn, is wired to DIN connectors for the
four individual projectors.

The display
The display consists of two parts: a
counter display (eight 7-segment displays)
and the lamp display (24 LEDs). Both displays are multiplexed in asimple way by
software that varies the data applied to IC9
and ICIo. In both cases, the addressed display section is determined by apart of the
latched dataword (the two highest bits on
IC9, and bits D4, D5 and Do on ICIo). A de-

coder IC is used to produce numbers on
the display. The decoder converts a 4-bit
number into a 7-segment code. The remaining bit, D7, is used to drive the decimal point.
LEDs D15, D2I, D27 and D33 indicate the
slide changing operations, while the remaining LEDs indicate the set lamp
brightness.
A switch, S3, on the main board allows
the display to be switched to a lower intensity in case the light it emits is distracting (in the dark, during aslide show).

The control protocol
Those of you who wish to build the complete DiAV system can make use of the extensive control software developed for it.
Alternatively, you may wish to have ago
at producing your own control software,
for which it is, of course, necessary to
know the programming details of the
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Fig. 4. Circuit diagram of the dissolve unit. At the heart of the circuit is a 16-MHz 80C32 CPU.
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Centronics interface or the manual control.
As already mentioned, the present dissolve unit uses the same protocol as the
Centronics interface described in Ref. 2. A
control cycle consists, in principle, of two
databytes sent one after another: the projector control byte and the databyte
proper. The first selects the desired projectors and the associated bank of four projectors, while the databyte determines the
way the selected projectors are controlled.
The functions of the bits in the projector
control byte and the projector databyte are
given in Tables 2and 3.
A projector control byte always has two
'ones' in the two highest bit positions. In
the databyte, these positions form separate
indicators for the carrier forward/reverse
control. The remaining six bits in the databyte determine the lamp brightness in the
selected projector. The bank selection bits
in the projector control byte must match
the settings of switches Si and S2 for the
selected unit to be addressed. In principle,
it is possible to select all four projectors in
acontrol byte, after which only one databyte is required to issue the same command to all four projectors. This can be
done without problems when the 'old'
Centronics interface is used. The present
interface, however, responds differently:
on receiving a 4-projector selection word
(control byte 1100 00xx), it switches the
dissolve unit to its set-up (initialization)
mode. If the command is followed by a
databyte '0', the four projectors will not
only have their lamps dimmed completely, but the display is reset also. Next,
a number of settings can be selected. The
set-up mode is left on receipt of acarriage
return (ODH) or a line feed (OAH) command. Table 4 shows an overview of the
set-up options.

07

1

06

1

D5
D4
D3
D2

P4
P3
P2
P1

0selects
0selects
0selects
0selects

D1

X

bank selection

DO

X

Table 2.

control word ID

projector
projector
projector
projector

4
3
2
1

Bit functions in the projector con-

trol byte.
IC12b

[I
>

LAMP
DISPLAY

716_119

BC557B
920022

•
19

07
D6

1=change forward
1= change reverse

DO-D5

lamp intensity

Table 3.

Bit functions in the projector data-

byte.
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The listing in Fig. 6is an example of a
simple
BASIC
program
containing
LPRINT statements to control the dissolve
unit. Note the use of the semicolon (;) after
each control byte. If you forget this character, the CR/LF sequence that follows it is
taken to be a databyte. The semicolon is
not required after databytes, because the
projector selection is reset after each databyte. Just for the sake of completeness,
Fig. 7shows the wiring of the Centronics
cable between the PC and the dissolve
unit.
The manual control is connected to one
of the I
2C inputs as shown in Fig. 14.
Switches S4 and S5 select between forward
or reverse overflow respectively, or, after
pressing S6, between lengthening or shortening the overflow time.

ri

c>

11111
c>

11

10

c>

Connecting the projectors

1

ti

It was already mentioned that some projectors have an internal triac to control the
lamp brightness, while others require the
triac to be connected as an external part.
Those of you who feel less confident about
modifying the electrics of the slide projector are best off with an 'internal triac' type
of projector. In case such aprojector is not
available, there is no other option than to

1 1 111 1

HQ1 Il 01 1 1 1

920022-1-14

Fig. 5.

Timing diagrams to illustrate the relation between the zero-crossings and the gate

control signal.
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=

00.0
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IF

LOCATE

560

IF

1S=CHR$(13)
IS='f

addresses

oor.s%ar-.'.s

big:'
a-

I$='F'

THEN

D=S

IF

590

LOCATE

600

IF

IS="1'

OR

IS="1,"

610

IF

1$='g°

OR

IS="() . THEN CLS

OR

13,8

:PRINT

cenu,red

bar

e!bre

r
1:0

i;511RS15,,

1.1+111':

R5

'

450

X.=0:

7=5:

465

CS."

rRfl7.11:11..W.CHR$Ciii

470

1.6=INVEYI."

480

CHAP=0

490

FOP

500

IF

1=1

1.=-I111(1-.$,- -.:
a II

S."'

510

NEXT
IF CHAP

530

IF

•

4/5

10 LEN1CSi

iS=MID$1C$,1,

520

,111.R,

:

1HLN

<-1

1111-11

THI'N

1

/

THEN GOSUB

:LOCATE

11,8:

/30:

COTO 470

PRINT

" •

IS="N"

THEN

D=2'S

:LOCATE

12,8:

PRINT

:LOCATE

13,8:PRINT

'
THEN

13=3'S

630

'

610

FIRST

.."

END

Next

650

Y=X

660

X=ASCILEFTS(BS,1))

670

AS=RIGHTS(AS,LI.LEFTS(AS,11

680

BS=RIGHTS(11$,L).LEFTS(B$,11
840

/00

LOCATE

17,10:

/10

DA=128:

C=-F:

720

RETURN

/30

'

/40

IF

N

r,g1nq

projector

=0

PRINT
GOSUB

'Projector

";RIGHT$1AS,11;"

Previous projector

FIRsr

=1

THEN

830

150

Y=ASC1141D$18$,L,lii

760

DA=64:

C=R:

GOSUB

910

110

Y=X

180

AS=RIGHTS1AS,11.LEFTS(AS,L1

790

BS=RIGHTS1135,114-LEFTS(BS,L)

800

X=ASC(RIGHTS1135,111
840

820

LOCATE

830

RETURN

17,10:

PRINT

'Projector

;RIGHTS1AS,1/;'

is

on'

Dissolve

8(10

FOR

860

LPRINT CHRS(X);

CHR$11-1

810

LPRINT CHR$(71;

CH11$(63-1*(63-I=91)

880

FOR

890

1=0

TO 63

NEXT

900

RETURN

J=0

TO

D:

TO

100

910

'

920

FOR

1-0

910

FOR

J=0 TO W

940

NUT

.

(1=911

NEXT

Change
'

wait

slide

before change

NEXT

950

IPPINT CHR$IY);CHRS(DA1

960

FOR

910
980

FOR J=5 TO C: NEXT: '
11/2X0changing

990

IPPIN1' CHP$171;CHK:101

1000

is on'

910

840

445

1$="R"

LOCATE

1$='n'

: PRINT

ÛR

570

810 GOSUB
=- 7sr.. ay

1$="r"
• '

OR

12,8

OR

a PRINT

580

690 GOSUB

'ay

11,8

620 COTO 470

dissoive"

-=

540
550

1=0

MP

TO

1=0

1010

I,11 , J-0

1020

NEXT:

150

RETURN

1540

CLS:

100

10

100

10 T-C

'..

time

Wait

IfSiWIE

NEXT
bi5lore

9,10:

next

II:) NO

dissolve

Error

in

is allowed

line

50

adjust

AS'

410
r,

Fig. 6. A simple BASIC program to get you started with the dissolve unit. The projectors used (here: 1 to 4) are identified in line 50.
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tem. On the projector, the overflow or AV
socket is usually marked by two small triangles (see Fig. 9). Figure 10 shows the
construction of the connecting cable for

41

the 6-way DIN and the 10-way DIN versions.
Projectors with an RTG22 connector require aseparate triac module to be made.

Fig. 8. Overview of the most commonly used slide projector connection systems. Figure 8a
shows the 6-way version which is also used for the DiAV. In addition to this connection, you
may also come across 10-way DIN (8b) and 12-way RTG22 (8c) versions (the latter nearly always on carousel type projectors).

Fig. 7. Overview of connections between the
PC's

Centronics

output

and

the

dissolve

unit.

00h

reset display and gate triggering

01h

single button projectors:

t
•

change on pin 2of K9-K11
02h

double button projectors:
forward change on pin 2 of K9-K11
reverse change on pin 1of K9-K11

03h
04h

S3 switches display on/off
S3 switches between high and
low intensity

05h

set display high intensity

06h

set display low intensity

07h

lamp indicator as linear bar

08h
09h

lamp indicator as centred bar
—

0Ah

setup end

ODh

setup end

Table 4.

Fig. 9. Showing the AV (audio-visual) legend on projectors with an internal triac.

These setup comands can be is-

sued to the dissolve unit after sending a
setup control byte (1100 00xx).

install the triac yourself as an upgrade to
the projector. Here, we show you how to
do this — it is not very difficult.
Unfortunately, there is a hardware
compatibility problem to begin with: manufacturers of slide projectors use different
connectors for the triac control input.
Figure 8 shows the three most commonly
found connector types. Still other connectors and pin assignments exist, so you are
well advised to consult the user manual
that came with the projector. The 6-way
DIN connector (Fig. 8a) is used for our sys-

Fig. 10. Construction of the connecting cables.
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GENERAL INTEREST

Fig. 11. Those of you who wish to make use
of a carousel slide projector will have to connect the triac as an external module. The
necessary parts and connections are shown
here.

Fig. 14. This photograph illustrates how the triac module is constructed. Do not forget to fit
the triac with a thermal insulation set.

This module is connected via a6-to-6-way
cable as illustrated in Fig. 11. The module

Fig. 12.

Illustrating the internal triac up-

grade. The triac is fitted as close as possible
to the fan to ensure it is adequately cooled.

is a small diecast aluminium case drilled
to accept the connectors, the triac and a
heat-sink. Its construction is illustrated in
Fig. 14. In view of the high currents (up to
10 A), the Al and A2 terminals of the triac
should be connected with short lengths of
fairly thick wires (1.5 mm 2 or SWG17).
Bend the anode terminals around the wire
ends before soldering, so that the junction
can never come loose even when very high
temperatures are reached.
So far, we have assumed that the triac is
contained in the projector. However, this
is not usually the case with inexpensive
projectors, which must be upgraded. If
you do so, stick to one of the connection
diagrams shown in Fig. 8, preferably 8a or
8b. The reason is obvious: compatibility!
Mount the triac on asmall heat-sink, close
by the fan (see Fig. 12). Do not forget to
use an insulating washer and mounting
bush. For 150-W projectors, use aTIC236
triac, or a TIC263 for 250-W types. The
triac may be tested by connecting its gate
terminal to the 24-V a.c. source via a1-ka
resistor, whereupon the lamp should light.

To be continued...

Fig. 13.

Construct this simple connecting

cable if you wish to use the dissolve unit as
an independent control for your slide projector. This is achieved by making use of the I2C
interface on the unit.

This is the first of four instalments. The
next instalment will discuss the construction and testing of the dissolve unit. Also,
details will be given on the use of the
multi-purpose Z80 card as the main unit in
the DiAV system. For this purpose, some
components on the Z80 card need to be
changed with respect to the original design.
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Although the DiAV is a modular system, some of you may want to built it as a
self-contained, compact unit. Part 3of this
article series will, therefore, show how the
timecode interface, the main unit and one
dissolve unit may be fitted into a single
enclosure.
The last part of the article will describe
the software and the user options created
in the system.
References
1. 'Computer-controlled slide fader'.
Elektor Electronics March and April 1988.
2. 'Centronics interface for slide fader'.
Elektor Electronics December 1988.
3. 'Multi-purpose Z80 card'. Elektor
Electronics May and June 1992.
4. 'Timecode interface for slide controller'.
Elektor
Electronics
July/August
and
September 1991.
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8051/8032 ASSEMBLER COURSE
PART 8 (FINAL): LCD AND KEYBOARD INTERFACING
By Dr. M. Ohsmann

In this last instalment of the course we
first deal with an ever popular subject:
how to connect a liquid crystal display
(LCD) to the 80C32 single-board computer. LCD modules with one or two text
lines are available at relatively low cost
these days, and are simple to drive from
the 80C32 SBC, as will be shown below.

LC displays
Many stand-alone microcontroller applications require an output device to display
texts, numbers and measurement data. An
LCD module is ideal for this purpose. For
instance, it allows asequence of user entries to be given a menu-like structure
which uses only a couple of keys as the
hardware.
To keep the connection of an LCD as
simple as possible, a special interface is
provided on the 80C32 extension board.

(Hitachi),
LM016L
and
LM1612A
(Sharp), and VK2116L (Vikay). The pinning of LCD connector Ki (on the 80C32
extension board) is given in Fig. 50. This
information must be used to make the
cable to the connector on the LCD. The
LCD enable signal is generated after a
read (RD=1) or write (WR=1) operation
to address 00009H or 00001 respectively.
The level of address line I0A3 then determines whether the read/write operation
concerns display data (RS=I0A3=0; address 00009H), or a display command
(RS=I0A3=0; address 00001H). The
R/W\ terminal of the LC display is connected directly to the RD output of the
80C32 SBC.
Commands and data are exchanged via

Connections
The electrical connections between the
extension board and the LCD are established by a14-way flatcable. It is assumed
here that the LCD has a Hitachi Type
HD44780 controller, or a direct equivalent. Unfortunately, the pinning of the
connectors on the LCDs that can be used
is not standard, so you are well advised to
ask for adatasheet when purchasing adisplay. Suitable types include the H2570

insiniction

the bidirectional databus. The display itself can work in 4-bit mode (bits 0-3) or 8bit mode (bits 0-7). Since we are working
with an 8-bit microcontroller, and the display is wired to the databus, it is self-evident that the LCD is programmed to
operate in 8-bit transfer mode. However,
if you wish to interface the LCD to, say, a
PORT, it may be wiser to use 4-bit transfer mode, since this reduces the number of
PORT lines used.
Voltage VO on Kt terminal 3serves to
set the LCD contrast. The setting can be
adjusted depending on the ambient light
intensity and the viewing angle. Before
connecting the LCD, make sure that it is
properly connected — when in doubt,
consult the datasheets.

Code
RS

R/W 007

0136

085

DB4

DB)

002

OB1

Description

DI30

Execution Time
(when I,„ or
1... is 2513KHz)

Clears all display and returns

Clear Display

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Return Home

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

l

*

Entry
Mode Set

00000001

1, u

s

I

the cursor to Me honre position
(Address 0)

82 uS ••• 164ms

Returns the cursor lo the home
Position (Address 0) Also returns the
display being shifted lo the orignal
position OD RAM contents teman
unchanged
Sets the cursor move direction and
specifies or not to shift he display
These operations are Performed

40 us ".• I6ms

40 us

during data write and read
Display
ON/OFF
Control

o

o

o

o

Cursor or
Display Shift

0

Fund on Set

0

0

0

0

Sel CG RAM
Address

0

0

0

1

Set OD RAM
Address
Read
Busy Flag

0

0

0

o
0

or
1

oce

SIC

R/L

*

*

Sets ON/OFF of all display (D). Cursor
ON/OFF IC). and Wink of cursor
position character (B)
Moves the cursor and Shills
the display witho utchanging

40 as

40

us

DD RU conlentS
1

DI.

*

N

2.

*

Sets interlace data length (01.1.
number Of display lines (L).
and character loft (F)
Sets Me CG RAM address
CG RAM data is sent and
received alter this selling

0

0

0

1

1

BF

Ann

Sels the DD RAM address
DO RAM data is sent and
received after INS Selling

z.c.

Reads Busy flag (EIF) indicating
internal operation is tieing performed

8 Address

and reads address counter contents

Mile Data
lo CG or
DO RAM

1

Read Data
to CG or
DD RAM

1

PO
S

0

Write Data

I

Read Data

. I Increment

OD

y 0 Decrement

. I Accompanies display shin

SIC - 1 Display shift
R1L . I SIMI to the right
RIL Shill to the lett

S/C • 0 Cursor mOve

DL
N

. l• 8 bits
. I 2 lines

DL
la

F
BF

. 1 5 a 10 dots
F
. I Internally operating

BF

a 0 Can accept instruction

Writes data into OD RAM

• 0 4 bits
• 0 Iline
• 0 5 4 7dots

40

us

40

us

1 us

or CG RAM

40 us

Reads data from DO RA NI
or CG RAM

40 us

DD RAM Display data RAM
CG RAM Character generator RAM
ACC
CG
address

RAM

Ann

e

40 us

AC

DO RAM address
Corresponds to CurSOf
address
Address counter used lor
both of DO and CG RAM
address

Execution time
Changes when
frequency changes
IE 'temple)
When 40 or tOSC is
270 KHz
250
40.s x Fè) . 37,5

ni care
910109 -8 -12

Fig. 50.

Connecting the LCD to the 80C32

SBC extension card.

Fig. 51.

LCD controller command set.
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8051/8032 ASSEMBLER COURSE -

MCS-51 PROGRAMMING
A COURSE IN 8 INSTALMENTS

Hardware/software requirements:
• a8032/8052AH-BASIC single
board computer as described in
Elektor Electronics May 1991.
The preferred CPU is a8051 or
80C32. Alternatively, any other
MCS51-based microcontroller
system (but read part 1of the
course);
• acourse diskette (IBM: order
code ESS 1661; Atari: order code
ESS 1681) containing
programming examples, hex file
conversion utilities, and an
assembler;
e a monitor EPROM (order code
ESS 6091);
• an IBM PC or compatible
operating under MS-DOS, or an
Atari ST with amonochrome
display.

Fig. 52.

Flowchart of the LCD driver program.

LCD commands
The Hitachi LCD controller databook devotes some 30 pages to a full description
of all possibilities offered by the controller-plus-LCD combination. Hence, we
are, forced to limit ourselves to the most
important commands, in the knowledge
that more extensive information is available from the manufacturer.
Many LCDs capable of displaying the
ASCII character set have the same LCD
controller IC, and thus the same command
set. The one listed in Fig. 51 is valid for
the popular LCD modules Type H2570,

LMO16L and LM1612A.
To begin with, a few words about the
basic operation of these displays with integrated controller. The display has an internal
buffer
with
a capacity
of
80 characters. This is the Display Data
RAM, DD-RAM. at addresses 000H to
()4FH. A display with one line of 16 characters displays the characters contained
between 0011 to OFH, starting at the left
side of the screen. In this way, a kind of
window is created, which can be shifted
by the Display Shift command. This
works in asimple manner: while the characters remain stored at the same address in
WorldRadioHistory
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Overview of publications:
Part 1: Introduction (February 1992)
Part 2: First 8051 instructions (March
1992)
Part 3: Hardware extensions for
80C32 SBC (April 1992)
Part 4: Flags, bit addressing, PSW,
conditional jumps, logic
operators (June 1992)
Part 5: Arithmetic instructions (July
1992)
Part 6: Analogue signal processing
and stack management
(September 1992)
Part 7: Serial interface programming
(October 1992)
Part 8: LCD and keyboard interfacing
(November 1992).

the DD-RAM, the window in the DDRAM is given adifferent start address.
With a two-line display such as the
LM 16255. the top line displays the characters starting at 000H, and the second
line displays the characters starting at
040H. This is what makes two-line LCDs
alittle more difficult to program than oneline types.

COMPUTERS AND MICROPROCESSORS

Then there is the cursor, which detergramming D=1 and D=0 respectively.
mines the position (in the DD-RAM) of Similarly, C=1 and C=0 switch the cursor
the next character. This position is called
on and off, and the same goes for the
the address counter in the following de'blink (B) bit.
scription. The cursor may be visible or invisible, depending on the way it is
Cursor or Display Shift
programmed. It may also flash, if desired.
000 1S/C R/L**
By appropriate programming. you can select between a display shift and a cursor This command is used to move the cursor
movement when acharacter is transferred
or shift the display. It is essential if you
to the LCD. This enables a horizontally
want to program a horizontally scrolling
scrolling text to be displayed relatively
text. The options are:
easily.
Finally, the LCD has an on-board charS/C R/L
acter RAM, designated CG-RAM, in
0
0
Cursor left
which you can store the pixel outlines of
0
I Cursor right
ASCII codes 0 to 7. The exact organizaI
0
Display left, cursor
follows display
tion of the CG-RAM is given in the
datasheets. This RAM allows you to deI
1
Display right, cursor
fine your own characters.
follows display
Commands are sent to the LCD by outputting the desired code to address OCOOH
Function Set
(i.e., RS is low, and R/W\ also).
001DLNF**
After this brief introduction follows a
short description of the various LCD comDL= I: 8-bit interface
mands. The asterisk in the examples
DL=0: 4-bit interface
below stands for 'bit level irrelevant'.
N=0: one line
N=1: two lines
Clear Display
00000001
Only on some types:
F=0: 5x7 dot matrix
This command causes all DD-RAM locaF=1: 5x10 dot matrix
tions to be filled with 20H (= ASCII
'space'). The cursor is set to position 0, as
This command sets the display's mode of
is the display window, which negates the
operation after the reset at switch-on. We
effect of any previously given Display
will be using the LCD in 8-bit mode with
Shift command.
one line.
Return Home
000000 1*
Resets the cursor to position 0, and resets
any previously given Display Shift. The
contents of the DD-RAM are not changed.
Entry Mode Set
00000 11/DS
This command serves to determine what
happens after a databyte has been transferred to the display. The increase/decrease (I/D) bit determines whether the
internal DD-RAM is automatically increased (I/D=1) or decreased(I/D=0)
when a character is read or written. The
value of this address is stored in the address counter, AC.
The shift bit, S, indicates if a display
shift is to occur automatically in the direction set by the I/D bit. This shift occurs
when S=1, and does not occur when S=0.
During the shift, the cursor retains its position inside the display window.
Display ON/OFF Control
00001 DCB
This command enables us to switch the
display and the cursor on and off without
changing the contents of the DD-RAM.
The display is switched on and off by pro-

Set CG RAM Address
01 a5 a4 a3 a2 al a0

45

d7 d6 d5 d4 d3 d2 d1dO
(where R/W\=0; RS=1)
Depending on whether a CG-RAM address or aDD-RAM address was sent, this
command takes abyte into the respective
memory area. The mode defined with the
aid of the Entry Mode command determines whether the AC is increased or decreased after the byte has been conveyed.
Read DATA from CG or DD-RAM
Data:
d7 d6 d5 d4 d3 d2 d1dO
(where R/W\=1; RS=1)
This command allows bytes to be read
from the CG-RAM or the DD-RAM.
Before this command, the address must
have been conveyed by SET CG ADDRESS or SET DD ADDRESS.

Display test
The flowchart and assembly listing of a
simple LCD test program are given in
Figs. 52 and 53 respectively. The function
of the program is simple: first, a text is
written to the display. Next, the display
contents can be shifted to the left or to the
right by pressing akey.
The example program on your course
disk (XAMPLE12.A51 )contains anumber of subroutines which you may use in
your own programs. The operation of each
of these routines will be discussed below.

LCD subroutines

Subroutine RCOM fetches the state of the
LCD into the accumulator. This is
This command prepares the LCD for a achieved by setting Port P2 to the high
data transfer to the character RAM by fixbyte of the display address, OCO1H. The
ing the CG address for the next byte to be
lower address byte is loaded into register
conveyed. Bits a0 and a5 form the address
RO. Next, aMOVX instruction is used to
to be loaded into the address counter, AC.
read out the LCD's BUSY flag, which appears in accumulator bit position 7. As
Set DD RAM address
mentioned earlier in this course, Port P2 is
1a6 a5 a4 a3 a2 a1a0
used as the high address byte with indirect
addressing of the external memory.
This command prepares the LCD for a
Subroutine LCDRDY waits until the
data transfer to the display data RAM
LCD BUSY flag is at O. RCOM is used
(DD-RAM) by fixing the DD-RAM adfor this function. LCDRDY is used during
dress for the next byte to be conveyed.
the relatively 'slow' LCD initialization
Bits a0 to a6 form the address to be loaded
commands, to make sure that the LCD has
into the address counter, AC.
actually accepted the command conveyed.
Subroutine WT1 waits 100 ¡is. Since
Read Busy Flag
most LCDs have adisplay command exeRead back:
cution time shorter than 100
this subBF a6 a5 a4 a3 a2 al a0
routine may be used to wait for adisplay
command to finish.
(where R/W\=1)
Subroutine LCDCOM conveys acomWhen BF=1, the display is busy processmand (RS=0) to the display. The addressing the previous command, and can not
ing method is the same as that used with
accept a new command or data. When
the MOVX instruction in the RCOM subBF=0, the display is ready to accept anew
routine. The command is followed by a
command, or new data. At the same time,
100-gs delay.
the value of the AC is read.
Subroutine LCDCHR sends acharacter to the character RAM (DD-RAM) of
Write DATA to CG or DD-RAM
the display (RS=1), and then waits 100
Data:
Before calling LCDCHR, it may be necesWorldRadioHistory
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LINE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

LISTING of EASM51 (XAMPLE12)
LOC
OBJ
T
SOURCE
FILE XAMPLE12.A51
0000
EQU
OAOH
; for higher address
0000
82
EQU
OEOH
0000
ACC
MOB of LCD address COO1H or COO9H
ICON
0000
Addrhi
EQU
LCD LS byte of address with RS=0
0000
addrRSO EQU
001H
LCD LS byte of address with RS=1
009H
0000
addrRSI EQU
0000
ORG 41008
0000
initialize LCD
4100 31 2F
[2] START
ACALL LCDSET
R3,080
80 characters
4102 7B 50
[1]
MOV
R2,0'A'
starting with A
4104 7A 41
[1]
MOV
A, 92
4106 EA
[1] SETL
MOV
display on LCD
4107 31 4F
[2]
ACALL LCDCHR
R2
next character
4109 OA
[1]
INC
93, SETL
repeat
410A DB FA
[2)
DJNZ
wait
410C 31 24
[2] NEW
ACALL WAIT
read keys
DPTR,00C000H
410E 90 CO 00 [2]
NOV
4111 EO
[2]
MOVX
A,@DPTR
ACC.7,RIGHT
: test bits 7 and 6
4112 30 E7 05 [2]
JNB
4115 30 E6 08 [2]
JNB
ACC.6,LEFT
NEW
; nothing to do
4118 80 F2
[2]
SJMP
A,00001100013 ; shift display S/C-1 R/L=0
4119, 74 18
[1] RIGHT
MOV
; send as LCD command
411C 31 47
[2] OUT
ACALL LCDCOM
NEW
411E 80 EC
[2]
SJMP
A,0000111008 : shift display S/C=1 R/L-1
4120 74 IC
[1] LEFT
NOV
4122 80 F8
[2]
SJMP
OUT
4124
•
4124 78 FF
[1] WAIT
MOV
R0,0255
; wait a while
4126 79 FF
[1] WAIT1
NOV
R1,0255
; 255+4 microsec
4128 00
[1] WAIT2
NO?
4129 00
[1]
NO?
RI,WAIT2
412A D9 FC
[2]
DJNZ
412C D8 F8
[2]
DJNZ
RO,WAIT1
. 255
approx. 65500.4 microsecs
412E 22
[2]
RET
412F
•
LCD driver routines
wait for last command to complete
412F 31 41
[2] LCDSET ACALL
LCDRDY
4131 74 30
[1]
NOV
A,100110000B
DL=1 N=0 F-0 : 8 bit , one line , 6+7 dots
as command
4133 31 47
[2]
ACALL
LCDCOM
A,0000011009
D-1 C-0 B=0, display on, cursor/flash off
4135 74 OC
[1]
NOV
4137 31 47
[2]
ACALL
LCDCOM
4139 74 06
[I]
MOV
A,00000011013
I/D=1 S-0 : increment w. display shift
413B 31 47
(2)
ACALL
LCDCOM
A, *00000001B
; reset Display
4130 74 01
[1)
NOV
413F 31 47
[2]
ACALL
LCDCOM
; wait until LCD ready
4141 31 5A
(2) LCDRDY ACALL
RCOM
ACC.7,LCDRDY
; bit 7 = BUSY-Flag
4143 20 E7 FB [2]
JB
4146
4147
4147
414A
414C
4140
414F
414F
414F
4152
4154
4155
4157
4159
415A
415A
4150
415F
4160
4161

82
addrRS1
RIGHT
WAIT1
LCDCOM
RCOM

Fig. 53.

22
75 AO
78 01
F2
80 06

[2]
CO

[2]
[1]
[2]
[21

75 Al CO
78 09
F2
78 32
D8 FE
22

[2]
[1]
[2]
(1]
[2]
[2]

75 Al

[2]

RET
LCDCOM NOV
NOV
MOVX
SJMP
LCDCHR

NOV
NOV
MOVX
RET
END
SYMBOLTABLE (21 symbols)
:00A0
ACC :00E0
:0009
START :4100
:411A
OUT :411C
:4126
WAIT2 :4128
:4147
LCDCHR :414F
:415A

78 01

E2
22

CO

WT1
WT2

EQU 5
NOV
MOV
MOVX
NOV
DJNZ
RET

[1]

RCOM

[2]
[2]

92,0Addrhi
R0,11addrRSO
@RO,A
WT1

send command to LCD
RS=low <=> command
output at address ?2,R0
wait

92,0Addrhi
RO,MaddrRS1
@RO,A
R0,050
RO,WT2

output character via LCD
MS address
RS=high <=> data
output at address 92,110
100 microseconds
wait

82,0Addrhi
R0,0addrRSO
A,@RO

Addrhi
SETL
LEFT
LCDSET
WTI

read LCD
RS=low
fetch

addrRSO
NEW
WAIT
LCDRDY
WT2

:0000
:4106
:4120
:112F
:4155

status

:0001
:410C
:4124
:4141
:4157

Assembly code listing of the LCD driver.

set the new RAM address with the
aid of SET DD-RAM ADDRESS.
Subroutine LCDSET arranges the
basic settings of the LCD. First, it calls
LCDRDY to make sure that all previous
commands have been processed. Next, the
LCD mode is set to: 8-bit; one line;
5x7 dots. This is done with the aid of
LCDCOM. After the mode setting operation, the display and the cursor are
switched off (lines 39 and 40), and the
Shift mode is set (lines 41 and 42). Next,
the display is cleared. Since this command
may take up to 1.6 ms, it is followed by
subroutine LCDRDY. Those of you who
have studied the listing carefully will have
noted a useful programming trick. When
`subroutinel' ends with the instruction sequence

sary to

LCALL subroutine2
RET

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS USA

this can be replaced with asingle line instruction
LJMP subroutine2
and so make use of the RET command of
`subroutine2' (line 52 in the listing).
Although this trick saves afew lines of assembly code, it should not be used too
often since it easily causes confusion.
Here, it is only shown in the interest of the
example.

The main program
The main LCD driver program starts by
calling LCDSET to set up the display.
Next, it writes 80 ASCII characters
ABCDEFG.... into the display RAM before entering an endless loop starting at
NEW. In this loop the state of keys S2 and
S3 is tested. When one of these is pressed,
a left or right Display Shift command is

NOVEMBER 1992
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sent to the LCD via LCDCOM. To make
sure that the display contents scrolls
slowly, subroutine WAIT is called in
every loop iteration. WAIT simply idles
0.26 s(255x255x4

Assignment: road diversion
The last assignment in the course is to
write a program that displays text and
numbers (decimal and hexadecimal) on
the LCD. To get started, have alook at the
character output routine (V24 serial interface driver) in the system monitor,
EMON51, and work on routeing the characters to the LCD.

Further outlook
This brings us to the end of the 8051/8032
Assembler Course, which has covered the
most important programming aspects of
the MCS-51 family of microcontrollers.
The knowledge gathered during the
course should enable you to start your
own projects based on one of the processors in the family, or any of the follow-up
types that are currently available.
To avoid awkward problems arising
later,
microcontroller-based
projects
should have afairly long planning phase.
Always give a good deal of thought to
questions such as: which part of the project is realized by software, and which by
hardware? How are the necessary hardware extensions connected (ports or bus)?
Is battery backup required? Does the
processor used have enough speed and
computing power to handle the desired
task? Are interrupts required to deal with
'fast' events? What are the sub-problems
into which the overall program and project can be divided?
Answering the above questions requires quite some experience, which, as
we all know, can only be acquired 'the
hard way', i.e., by practice. In not a few
cases, an apparently simple task may
prove quite tangled when looked back
upon, or will eventually appear to be over
your head. In general, agood start can be
made with simple hardware projects that
can be built from acouple of TTL ICs: a
die, adigital clock, amorse code generator, and so on. The functions of such devices lend themselves very well to
software implementations that yield a lot
of practical experience.

Keyboard interfaces
Most hardware projects you may come up
with will require some kind of data input
device. To offer you some insight into the
problems that may crop up, we will
briefly discuss six ways of interrogating
the state of a keyswitch, i.e., determine
whether it is pressed or not. As will become evident, the proposed circuits differ
in regard of hardware as well as software.

COMPUTERS AND MICROPROCESSORS

Fig. 54.

47

Six possible ways of connecting switches or a keyboard to the 80C32 single-board computer.

Also, each circuit has its own advantages
and disadvantages.

number of keys can be read using relatively few lines: only 16 to read 64 keys.
There is also a disadvantage: keys may
not be pressed simultaneously. However,
this may be overcome by fitting decoupling diodes at the matrix crosspoints.
Unfortunately, the software for the matrix
keyboard is fairly complex.

a. Direct port connection
The connection shown in Fig. 54a is the
simplest of all: each key pressed takes a
port line to ground. Current limiting is not
even required because the 8051 contains
pull-up resistors. The software is simple,
too: each switch can be interrogated by a c. Shift register connection
bit test instruction (JB or JNB). The disadThe circuit option given in Fig. 54c revantage of this circuit lies in the number quires remarkably few lines. A load pulse
of port lines used. This makes it difficult
is used to copy the switch state into the
to implement, say, an ASCII keyboard inshift register. Next, the switch state is
terface, since there some 60 keys (= port
shifted into the 8051 by eight clock pulses
lines) are involved.
sent via port line P1.2. Note that only
three port lines are required, and that the
control software is fairly simple. Where
b. Matrix port connection
In this circuit (Fig. 54b), the keys are
more keys need to be read, shift registers
arranged in rows and columns that form a may simply be cascaded (connected in sematrix. The state of any individual key in
ries). Note, however, that this results in a
the matrix can be interrogated by putting a longer 'read' time.
'wandering low' on to the row lines. The
position of the pressed key is then easily
d. Multiplexed connection
The switch circuit in Fig. 5d requires four
found by scanning the rows. The advanport lines, of which P1.0, P1.1 and P1.2
tage of the matrix circuit is that a large
WorldRadioHistory

select one of keys Si-S6 via an 8-to-1
multiplexer. The state of the selected
switch is fed back to the controller via
port line P1.3. This circuit can make do
with simple control software, and is simple to turn into a cascade to allow more
keys to be connected.
e. BUS connection
The circuit drawn in Fig. 5e uses the
processor bus to convey switch states. It is
particularly useful when there is no free
port line available. The keyboard address
is selected via an address decoder, and the
read signal is used to transfer the state of
the keys on to the databus via athree-state
buffer. Although the software for this option is relatively simple, the hardware is a
bit on the complex side, particularly because we need to connect both the address
bus and the databus.
f. Multivibrator interface
The last keyboard input circuit to be discussed here, Fig. 5f, works with only one
port line. An oscillator based on two in-
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8051/8032 ASSEMBLER COURSE -8

Ref. 2 simulate the operation of the 8051
building a fairly large program, the hobCPU running a program selected by the
byist will often be able to manage quite
user. An in-circuit emulator is also afine
well without alinker utility.
tool to track down hardware errors caused
Those of you who find assembly language programming too arduous may
by, for instance, timing problems.
avail themselves of higher programming
languages such as C or Forth, for which a Follow-up processors:
number of 8051 compilers and inter80535 etc.
preters are available, albeit at acost.
Although this course may have been your
first acquaintance with the 8051 family of
8051 emulators
microcontrollers, remember that these de8051 emulator programs are available that
vices are relatively old already. Their success, however, is mainly due to their
allow 8051 software to be tested by quasihaving been endowed with the status of
running it on aPC. Some emulators allow
'industry standard'. Whatever that may
the program under test to be executed in
The way ahead
single step mode, while the register conmean, these processors are found in
countless applications. However, when
To be able to make the best possible use
tents are displayed. As such, emulators
deciding to develop amicrocontroller apof the experience gathered from simple
are excellent tools to trace and solve softplication, do not forget to have a serious
programs and projects, teach yourself to
ware problems and errors. They, are, howlook at some of the derivates of the 8051,
ever, less useful when the problem is
write program sections in such away that
which include some very interesting
they can be used later for other applicacaused by incompatibility between softprocessors like Siemens' SAB80C535 and
tions. In the course of time, this method of ware and hardware. The limitations of the
SAB80C537, OKI's MSM80C154, and
working will yield a collection of items
emulator are, therefore, often keenly felt
Philips Components' PCB83C552. These
that can be used over and over again to
when the program is used to 'mimic' amiprocessors are basically upwards compatibuild larger programs. Also, the better crocontroller connected to hardware extensions
(peripherals).
Fortunately,
ble devices, which means that they can do
your documentation on each subroutine,
everything a 8051 can, when the same
the easier it becomes to fit one into a emulators come at quite low prices, which
larger program.
makes the decision to buy one, and so exsoftware is used.
Contrary to common belief, assembly
tend one's programming tools, alittle easThe follow-up processors have exier than with an expensive assembler. For
tended features such as additional timers,
language programming is not all juggling
and applying one trick after another. In
the beginner, too, an emulator can be
on-chip A-D converters, an on-chip
watchdog timer, more ports and enhanced
the author's opinion, assembly language
quite useful since the workings of individ(faster) arithmetic units. Our course asdoes allow structured programming just
ual instructions can be traced with great
sembler supports these new features belike any other higher language, since the
accuracy on the PC screen. However, an
cause they are accessible via additional
program structure is mainly the result of EPROM emulator will be much more useSFRs. An 800535 controller board will be
the programmers's thinking. In this conful when it comes to the real thing, i.e.,
testing the real program in actual use.
published in a forthcoming issue of
text, it is perhaps useful to advise beginElektor Electronics.
ners to read as much as possible about
assembly language programming.
EPROM emulators
In spite of the different sources availFinale: small hardware
able for learning purposes, assembly lanDuring this course, all programs are run
projects
guage programming is never easy, and is
under the control of the EMON51 system
Although this course is now finished, it is
quite demanding in regard of discipline.
monitor, and loaded into RAM. In many
Fortunately, life is made alittle easier by
cases, however, it is desirable, from a really open-ended since there is no limit
a number of programming tools, which
point of view of cost, to omit aRAM, and
to what you can program on an 8051. We
will be discussed briefly below.
run the program from an EPROM. To
have up our sleeve anumber of small procomplicate things even further, such a jects that serve to show you the diversity
of the possible applications. The projects
system may not even have a serial interMacro-assembler
themselves will be small, and based on
face. The absence of aRAM and aserial
interface would appear to limit the possivery simple hardware. The idea is not so
During this course we have used asimple
assembler which is, none the less, perbilities of testing the software under realmuch to elaborate on the project itself, but
fectly adequate for the beginner. The prorather to demonstrate the wide variety of
istic circumstances, as no data can be
fessional user with alarge budget will, of downloaded to, or called back from, the
applications you can develop once the basics of assembly language have been accourse, want to use more powerful tools.
system under test. In these cases, an
Well, these are available: a number of EPROM emulator can be great help, since
quired. If you have ideas, let us know! •
it allows the most up to date version of the
commercially available assemblers have
'extra' features such as the ability to hanprogram (in object code) to be downdle macros. A macro is a 'shorthand'
loaded into the system. An excellent deReferences:
identifier for a long, frequently used, sesign for an EPROM emulator is described
1. "EPROM Emulator II." Elektor Electronics USA, September 1992.
in Ref. I.
quence of instructions or other texts. The
2. "8751 Emulator." Elektor Electronics
assembler recognizes the macro identifiUSA, March 1992.
cation, and automatically translates it into

verters operates at a frequency which
changes when one of the keys is pressed.
The 'key identity' is then established by
the software, which measures the frequency of the rectangular signal on P1.0.
Although this circuit requires the fewest
port lines of all variants (except, of
course, the bus connection), its suffers
from two disadvantages: first, it requires
fairly complex software and, second, it is
not so easy to extend the number of keys
since the frequency differences then become too small to be resolved reliably by
the processor.

the text it represents.
Apart from this possibility, many assemblers allow the separate assembly of
chunks of assembly code, which can be
'stitched together' later, along with items
from asubroutine library. This is achieved
with the aid of alinker. Although working
with 'bits and pieces' is most useful when
ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS USA

In-circuit emulators

An even more difficult situation arises
when an 8051 with internal ROM is to be
used in aproject of which the software is
as yet under development. Obviously, an
EPROM emulator is useless here, simply
because there is no EPROM. In-circuit
emulators such as the one described in
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LE
FOUR-TERMINAL NETWORKS

many overseas readers, while alist of interest

Ienjoyed reading Mr. Knight's two-part ar-

American readers. For those reasons, Idecided

ticle entitled "Four-Terminal Networks,"

to omit any references from the article.

to Mr. Lutowski might not have been so to non-

(EEUSA 10-11/91) but Ihave some comments.
1. On page 48 (10/91) of "Finding the At-

Editor replies:

tenuation," paragraph 2should read: "A desired value of Ro can be obtained with nu-

Iam pleased to read that Mr. Lutowski enjoyed

merous combinations of 11 1 and R2 depend-

these two articles; they were presented in as sim-

ing on the value of the attenuation, N. Look-

ple amanner as possible in an effort to clarify

ing at Fig. 7, for instance, both sections

asubject that is difficult for hobbyists and tech-

shown have a characteristic resistance of

nicians to grasp.

Ro = 302 (check on this for yourself!), but
the network on the right will provide a
greater degree of attenuation than the one

BUILD A CD PLAYER

on the left. A desired value of N can be obtained with numerous combinations of R,

Iread with great interest the project "Build

and R2,depending on the Ro chosen. If, for

aCompact Disk Player" in the January issue

instance, in Fig. 8, R1 = 202, R2 = 12.5S1,

and look forward to the promised "add-ons."

and N = 14dB,R1 = R,, = 302; if N is kept

Ishould be grateful if, in addition to the

at 14dB, and R1 is made 802 and R2 502,

optical output module, you would consider

= Ro becomes 12011.

the design of avariable pitch control (to in-

2. Many attenuator designs are tabulated

crease and decrease the pitch of the music

in the literature for various values of N for

by, say, ±12%, and the addition of acueing

aspecific value of Ro.For instance, if N =

system. Both of these features can be found

20dB and Ro = 5002, R1 = 409.12 and R2 =

on the Revox/Philips and Technics profes-

101.0(2 for the symmetrical Tattenuator. For

sional broadcast players and would be useful

any new 110'requiring 20dB, R,' = R,(R ol

in the Hospital Radio or Community Radio

500) and R2 = R2(1(01500).
3. There should have been abibliography

environment. Iappreciate that this request
is bound to anger hi-fi purists, but some of

and/or references of related material listed

us get our enjoyment from playing music to

for interested parties, since Isurmise that

others—in my case with hospital radio.

your readers range from hobbyists to technicians to engineers.

FREE CATALOG

TEST INSTRUMENTS &
HARD-TO-FIND TOOLS
Packed with over 10,000 quality products tor testing,
repairing, and assembling electronic equipment. Afull
selection of test instruments, power protection equipment, precision hand tools, tool kits, soldering supplies, and much more. Products are shown in full color
with detailed descriptions and pricing. All products
come with a 100% satisfaction guarantee. SAMEDAY shipment program.

In ahurry to receive your catalog?
Call (800) 225-5370
In Massachusetts call (508) 682-2000
Contact East, Inc., Dept. R497
335 Willow St., No. Andovei, MA 01845
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Martin Clarke
Great Dunmow, United Kingdom

Rack Mount

Split Case

Joseph A. Lutowski
USA
Steve Knight replies:

Editor Replies:
The first add-on for the CD player (which can
also be used with other equipment) is the AF

1. Ithink Mr. Lutowski has simply rephrased

digital-to-analogue converter published in our

the paragraph without affecting its content. The

July-October 1992 issues, which we trust will

Complete line in Aluminum, Steel &
ABS; also Hardware, Silkscreening,
Hand Tools, Custom Fabricating
Call for our FREE Full Color Catalog
(800) 800-3321 (216) 425-1228 Fax

object was to show that different attenuations

be of interest to many readers. As far as pitch

can be obtained for identical values of charac-

control is concerned, have you considered "Pitch

teristic resistance Ro.The actual attenuations

Control for CD Players" in our December 1988

o•
•

were not stated, but this was not necessary at

issue which, according to our Design and De-

Universal

this point: a basic fact was being stated.

velopment Department is still going strong.

2. Iagree that such tabulated scales are to

(Photocopies of the December 1988 article

be found in a number of reference books and

are available for $5 each from the Old Col-

are useful to adesigner. There was obviously

ony service department. —Ed.)

./.
Cage &Preamp
Enclosures

no space in ashort article to provide alist. The
Linear
COMPUTERSCOPE

reason.
3. It is always aproblem providing bibliog-

ABS

Knobs

two expressions Mr. Lutowski gives for any alternative Ro were not included for the same

-- __--

Although Ido not build the projects you pub-

raphies, especially for short articles, and again

lish, Ihave learned alot from them; you are

there is amatter of space. A list of British ref-

streets ahead of the competition. My scope

erences might not have been suitable for the

recently died and as Ihave a286, 20MHz PC,
WorldRadioHistory

& Parts

(Project Pro)
1710 ENTERPRISE PKWY TWINSBURG OH 44087
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Ithought acomputer scope would be good,

LETTERS

but the one you published in 1986 has no software for aPC and it has asmall bandwidth.

using asignal generator (with NBFM modulation) as opposed to requiring aSECAM
video TV Signal Pattern Generator?

Would it be possible for you to update that
N.G. Douglas

design to include more advanced technology
with abandwidth of, perhaps, 5-10MHz and
include PC software? Or, maybe produce a
new design from scratch?

ateur world hear about industrial solutions?

Burnham, United Kingdom

Computers exist to save human time. It is
awaste of time re-inventing the wheel. You

Editor Replies:

Also, would it be possible to run acourse

could design, build and debug your own

on programming in assembly language for,

computer from scratch, but it would swal-

Your letter has been passed to our Design and

say, Z80-based hardware and software, as

low vast amounts of time.

Development Department, who have taken up

8051s don't grow on trees, you know.

If you really must publish designs for

the matter with Mr. Reelsen (since none of the

single-board computers, make it a STEbus

prototypes are in our possession). Unfortu-

A. Sutton

one. Your readers can then buy hundreds of

nately, at the time of preparing this issue of the

Leicester, United Kingdom

boards off the shelf from arange of suppli-

magazine (mid-September), they have no clear

ers: from an 8031 to an 80386, digital I/O,

solution to the problem. As soon as we have,

Editor replies:

analogue I/O,

SCSI, Ethernet, modems,

power supplies, signal conditioners, and
We have asked our design department, as well

we shall be in direct personal contact with you.
Sorry for the delay.

many more.

as some of our regular freelance contributors to
report on the possibility of updating the "Com-

Keith Howell

puterscope" series published in our September

Cambridge, United Kingdom

FREEWAY CORDLESS PHONE
Iwonder whether any fellow readers can

(EEUK 9/86 p. 60) and October fEEUK 10/86
Editor Replies:

help. Recently my (owned, not rented) Free-

Since Iam agreat advocate of standardization

ning strike. Trying to get it repaired has

with the Z80 have been noted. Bear in mind,

on, aworld-wide basis (particularly where com-

proved very difficult.

though, that our research, and that of our asso-

puters and television are concerned), Iagree with

In the end, Iattempted the repair myself

ciate companies world-wide, indicates waning

you and have passed your letter to our chief

and after hours of work finally found one

interest in Z80-based equipment. Moreover, we

design engineer. Many discussions will, no doubt,

dud transistor (No. 15, a2SA1015) in the base

do not get many offers, if any, from free-lance

ensue!

p. 411 1986 issues. Their findings will be pub-

way phone was disabled by anearby light-

lished in this column in afew months' time.
Your comments on the 8051 in comparison

unit. Replacing this has restored all functions but one, namely ringing to indicate an

contributors on this type of equipment. Never-

incoming call. Outgoing calls are OK, and if

theless, there is atwo-part article on a "Multipurpose Z80 card" in this (EEUSA 6/92, p. 41)

S-VHSICVBS TO RGB CONVERTER

and our May fEEUSA 5/92, p. 141 issues.

the phone is picked up after another parallel phone rings, the call is there. The base-to-

As to your remarks regarding the price of the

A colleague and Isuccessfully built two work-

handset paging system works, so Ibelieve

8051, why not use a8032? The course is geared

ing versions of the S-VHS/CVBS to RGB con-

the remaining fault must be very minor,

to both devices without any reservations, but the

verter. Currently you are running aseries on

even though Ihave been totally unable to

8032 is considerably cheaper than the 8051.

ELV's Audio Video Processor Type AVP300.

locate it.

GROWING DISSATISFACTION

Iwish to upgrade the PAL decoder TDA

Iunderstand this model of phone is par-

4510 (on the converter) to the multi-standard

ticularly susceptible to lightning damage.

TDA 4650 for PAL/SECAM operation on sat-

Can anyone help; is there asympathetic tele-

ellite channels. Using the circuit of Fig. 4in

phone engineer out there?

As ahobbyist, Iread many magazines with

the June '92 issue (7.15MHz crystal not fit-

I noticed several mistakes in the July/

growing dissatisfaction. Although many proj-

ted) we replaced the TDA 4510 chip. There

August issue, particularly the circuit diagram

ects are of astand-alone nature, computers

was no problem in decoding PAL, but alas

given for the "Audible Fluid Level Indica-

and digital equipment cry out to be con-

no SECAM, even if the (Mullard) TDA 4650

tor" on page 63 is the same as that for the

nected to each other in clever ways. But

was forced into the SECAM mode by haul-

Smartec temperature sensor on page 79.

everyone had different design ideas on how

ing Pin 27 above 9V. Replacing the chromi-

to make the computer. ETI had the 68000-

nance filtering by afilter from aTDA 3591

I.M. Tasker

based Cortex, Wireless World had the Z80-

based SECAM surplus board supplied by

Grantham, United Kingdom

based SC84, Elektor had the 6502-based

SENDZ again allowed us to decode PAL, but

Junior, and so on. Noting that people like

no adjustment of R102 would allow us to de-

souping up computers (like cars), some sen-

code SECAM. Note that the TDA 3591 board

Editor Replies:

sibly had expansion buses: Quarndon Qbus,

when supplied with asandcastle pulse would

We regret that of the various engineers and tech-

Tangerine Tanbus, Interak, Acorn Atom bus,

successfully detect on Pin 6(of the TDA 3591)

nicians we have approached, none has any ex-

BBC Micro, ZX81, Spectrum, PCbus; unfor-

the presence of aSECAM signal.

perience with Freeway phones; we hope, there-

tunately, all completely incompatible with

Such aproject would be of interest to many

each other. When the product became ob-

of your readers who have built, or are con-

fore, that one of our readers may be able to
help—sorry we cannot in this instance! The few

solete, so did the add-ons.

sidering building, the original project; could

regrettable mistakes in the July/August issue
were caused by amix-up in photographic plates

Iworked as a technical author, writing

you possibly breadboard the modification, or

manuals for the makers of the STEbus, for

at least comment on any problems envisioned

between prepress and printers—sorry! They

four years. The STEbus has solved alot of

with the design? If it is purely aset-up prob-

have been put right in the September issue (see

problems for industry. Why doesn't the am-

lem, is there asimple adjustment procedure

page 58).
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TEST EQUIPMENT

COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR SALE

the test equipment you want at reasonable
prices. We buy, sell, and trade HP, Tek, GR., etc. Call
or FAX Monday thru Friday 9to 5, (314) 423-1770, or write
to FEITEK, Box 3423, St. Louis, MO 63143.
T11/92

PCB LAYOUT & ELECTRONICS IBM SHAREWARE

FEITEK HAS

YOU'VE HEARD ABOUT THEM
WE'VE GOT THEM HERE!
13005 TER FOR MINIATURE TRANS NUTTER 5

PROGRAMS $3 for S&H for 2disks full, plus DISKALOG,
plus free $3 gift certificate. AMERICAN SOFTWARE,
Suite M-17, POB 509, Roseville, MI 48066-0509. T3/93

RF POWER AMP BOOSTS 88-108 M hz MINIATURE
FM TRANSMITTERS'RANGE - GUARANTEED I
COMPLETE KIT W /
SCHEMATICS
IMPC-RE2 $26.00
EZ TUNE (25 TURN )STABLE Fen FM MIC -SURF.MNT

For Sale: Hewlett Packard, Ballantine,
Dumont and Tektronix, 2MHz to 50MHz, $65 to $200. Also
in stock, extensive inventory of other types of test equipment. AIRFIRST, 15308 Robert Ave., Oklahoma City, OK
73165, (405) 794-7280, (405) 282-8573.
11/92

OSCILLOSCOPES

Prototype it

(
MEDIUM RANGE ,SUPER SENSITIVE )IMPC-RM5 $44.00

LONG RANGE FM MIC -SMALL BUT VERY POWERFUL
1" SO ,NON SURFACE MOUNT KIT IMPCRM52 $39.00

FINALLY AN ASSOCIATION FOR YOU

TOUCH TONE DECODER DISPLAYS PHONE NUMBER S
AS HEARD FROM RADIO TAPE OR PHONE LINE .
BUILTIN 200 DIGIT MEMORY IMPCTDD $169

WORKING TEC HS/ STUDE NTS/ ENTHU SIASTS
ANN UALCATALOG GOOD I
EPACK
DI
SCOU NTS
CONTESTS
BI- MONT HLY NEW SLETTER
CAREER GROW TH, TEC H TI
PS ,
COMPANY PROFILES ,SOUND OFF COLUMN ,NEWS

.win, FAST!

International MicroPower Inc.

NATI
ONAL ELECTRONICS 6 COM PUTER TEC HNI
CI
ANS Assoc
8401 GREELEY BLVD .SPRINGFIE LD,VA .22152 703-559-3549

Prof°Oulck 8051 or Z8

Comm pnea ooed corepAers
Ul
YR0.4 orr
RAY
2 or on parr looker POP era

+ $3.50 S.H.

65 Palm Drive
Camarillo, CA 93010

CALL OR WRITE TODAY

1-800-992-3511

($
7. " IF " J.)
MC or VISA Accepted CA residents odd Sales Tax

PS132 C seer, Don r 0815 core

LE srs OEPROM* sarro ore
Asanemo warn, n.m 350w

KITS

•AS DOS cross asseseer ',wad
ProloOadtk 28 and 8051

$99.00 .
•

s, qs=

Pr0 ,0,11. apOSCaSons or e• Os' r-e—a.
'torn Me senal part WIAIOUT PROGRAMMING ,

c.

s.,

CLUBS

KITS! FREE catalog of fantastic electronic products that
you can build. Microprocessors, test instruments, digital
speech and more! LNS TECHNOLOGIES, 20993 Foothill
Blvd., Suite 307E, Hayward, CA 94541-1511.
T11/92

gss.

ow eels USA

(513)561-2060

RADIO ASTRONOMY. For information: Write "Society
of Amateur Radio Astronomers," Vincent Caracci, 247
N. Linden St., Massapequa, NY 11758.
11/93

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS CLASSIFIED ORDER FORIVI
RATES

HOW TO SUBMIT YOUR AO

75 cents per word. Deduct 10% for a 6x contract. $10.00 minimum for

Type or print your ad clearly on form. Check thc category you wish your
classified to appear under. Indicate number of insertions. Enclose check

charge card orders.

with order or include credit card number and expiration date.

HOW TO COUNT WORDS
Definition of aword: A series of letters with aspace before and after. Count

Mail to:

words, not letters. Hyphenated words count as one word (Lc. first-rate).

Elektor Electronics, Classifieds, PO Box 876, Peterborough, NH 03458.
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Books & Periodicals

•

Business Opportunities

CI

Cable & Satellite

•

Conferences, Fairs, Seminars

•
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Computer Hardware For Sale
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COMPUTER HARDWARE FOR SALE
CHRISTMAS CHIPS & other Music ICs. Musical Xmas
lights, & more. 5chips/$11 postpaid. Outside USA please
add 2 ounces 1st class postage to your country. SASE
for info. THUMB ELECTRONICS, Box 344E, Marysville,
MI 48040.
T12/92
DIGITAL C.L. Meters. 0.001pF and 0.00 1/
2H
resolution,

+ 0.3% basic accuracy. 4-digit

LED display, test frequency 1MHz down to
500Hz sinewave, many more features, several models to chose. Portable, accurate instruments made in the USA. 30 days/3 years
warranty. Prices start from $345.00. For more
info call 607-659-3030 or write to: TBE Electronics, P.O. Box 42, Candor, NY 13743.

NEW, USED (guaranteed) and "AS IS" Radio Shack
items. Computer hardware, software, books, "force-feed,"
R/C cars, etc. 20% to 80% off list. B & B ENTERPRISES,
2028 S. Pulaski St., Dept. EL, Baltimore, MD 21223.
(Please send $2 for list).
11/92

VIDEOCIPHER II/Satellite/Scanner/Cable/Amateur/
Cellular/Repair Manuals, Modification Books & Software.
Catalog-$3. TELECODE, PO Box 6426-EK, Yuma, AZ
85366-6426.
T1/93
MICROCONTROLLER applications notes/software catalog. Temperature logger plans, $10 U.S. TENSOR, 342
Roberta St., Ontario, Canada P7A 1A3.
111/92
FREE CATALOG, laser, optics, laser power supplies,
plans, light show. Write MKW INDUSTRIES, 198 Lewis
Ct., Corona, CA 91720 or call toll free 1-800-356-7714. 4/93
PHOTOFACTS: Folders and specialized books; AR, CB,
CM, HTP, MHF, SD, TA, TSM, VCR. A.G. TANNENBAUM, PO Box 110, E. Rockaway, NY 11518, (516)
887-0057.
11/92
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"DISGUISE" AC WALL OUTLET
FM TRANSMITTER KIT
Now! 099.00
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SESCOM INC. 2100 WAFC DRIVE HENCERSCM NV U.S .A

eam4-4249(ORDERS)800-634-3457 (TECHNICAL HELP)
702-565-3400 FAX 702-565-4828

Looks and functions like acomma
outlet; uses power line for power and
antenna (no batteries needed ever)!

SURVEILLANCE CATALOG

$5.00

CALL IDENTIFIER displays callers phone number, stores
phone number with dale 8tune of call...S59.95red
r

MODEL

PRICE

bal.40

ECM DAY NR

P.O. Box 337, Buffalo, NY 14226

1716) 691.3476

DON'T BOTHER ME
CALLER LP. shows AREA CODE & NUMBER of
person calling YOU.
CALLER I.D. is SWEEPING
THE COUNTRY. You elon't have to answer that
phone until you know who Is calling you I

PLANS & SCHEMATICS

Attractive. White, 456-inch model, LCD display, stores
14 most-recent calls w/date -time
MAC-14 865.00
Extra-Memory model stores 50 cols
IMC-50 $79.00

FLAME SPEAKER. Finally, a speaker with no moving
parts! Omnidirectional sound, with higher frequency response than conventional loudspeakers. No diaphragm
or voice coil. Plans, $10. ELECTROMAN, PO Box 24474,
New Orleans, LA 70184.
11/92

Computer-capture
model.
small
circuit
card,
SCHEMATICS & PARTS LIST INCL Ready-to-go.
Uses disk to save calls, computer sanen pop-up"
displays calling number, date, time. IMC-100 45.50.
Unit needs software running on PC-compatible. Write
your own, or buy ours
MAC-SW 7.50
DESIGN YOUR OWN - Caler I.D. guidebook -56
pages -theory and practice. 5 pgs schem's, 3 pgs
timing-waveform diagr's
NIAPC-13K 18.50
(discount it purchased w/other prod.
13.95)

,
1

Calker I.D. service not yet evadable 'everywhere.
Check with your local phone corm:lane

RECEIVING TUBES
OVER 3000 TYPES IN STOCK!

PRINTED CIRCUIT KIT
ER-4 PHOTO ETCH'° kit lets you copy art trom this magazine one your PC
board. inctudes everyting but exposure bulbs. Shipped UPS to your street
address for $43.00.
ER-19 EXPOSURE BULB SET FOR ER-4. Contains 34001(
reflector flood and 4800•K long wave UV lamp for ordinary 120V sodtet.
Shipped UPS to your sleet address for $18.45.
FREE CATALOG of dry transfers and PC supplies. Write or phone
DATAK, 55 Freeport Blvd., Sparks, NV 89431.
702-359-7474 FAX: 702-359-7494

CHASSIS BOXES
14111111111111116
RACK BOXES
MODEL

VISA /MC

,`Pfflits:
BOOKS & PERIODICALS

RACK AND CHASSIS BOXES

Also hard-to-find transformers, capacitors and parts for tube equipment.
Send $2.00 for our 32 page catalog.

ANTIQUE ELECTRONIC SUPPLY

6221 S. Maple Ave ..Tempe. AZ 85283.602-820-5411

International MicroPower Inc.
65 Palm Drive

1-800-992-3511
Camarillo, CA 93010

+ $3.50S.H.
($7.00 IF C.O.D.)

MC or VIM Accepted u residents odd

Sales Tax

INDEX OF ADVERTISERS
STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT AND CIRCULATION. (Required by 39 U.S.C. 3685.) Date of Filing, Sept. 30, 1992.
Title of Publication: ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS USA. Frequency of
issue. Monthly except August.
Annual subscription price $28. Location of the headquarters or general business offices of the publishers: 305 Union St.. Peterborough,
NH 03458. Publisher: Edward T. Dell, Jr., PO Box 876. Peterborough,
NH 03458; Managing Editor: Mary Wagner. Owner: Edward T. Dell.
Jr.. PO Box 876. Peterborough, NH 03458. Known bondholders. mortgagees, and other security holders owning 1percent or more of total
amount of bonds, mortgages or other securities: None.
Average it copies
Single issue
each issue during
nearest
preceding 12 months
to filing date
Total Ccopies printed
14.500
16,000
Newsdealer sales
261
294
Mail subscriptions
12,431
13,701
Total paid circulation
12,692
13.995
Free distribution complimentary
85
98
Total distribution
12.777
14.093
Office use, leftover
1,723
1.907
Return from news agents
Total
14,500
16,000
Icertify that the statements made by me above are correct and
complete.
Publication No 10515690
Edward T. Dell. Jr.. Publisher
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All Electronics Corporation
Audio Teknology Inc.
Baylin Publications
BG Micro
Contact East
Deco Industries
Meadowlake Corporation
Micro Video Products
Mouser Electronics
National Scanning Report
OLD COLONY SOUND LAB
Books
Elektor Item Tracer
EPROMS, etc
Front Panel Foils
Parts Sources
Printed Circuit Boards
Software
Project Pro
Radio Shack
Spy Supply
TANner Electronics
Tapto Corporation
TECI
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CV IV
4
CV Ill
49
6
6
4
4
7
53, 54
21
53
53
6
53
53
49
CV II
6
7
5
25

Tucker Electronics

6

ELECTRONICS SCENE/NEW PRODUCTS
Advanced Electronics
12
Allied Electronics
13
Antenna Specialists
10
Antona Corp.
12
B&B Electronics
12
B + K Precision
..12
Bellcore
13
Circuit Works
12
Communications Specialists
13
Digital Interactive
12
Electronic Distributors
10
Electronic Equipment Bank
13
Fieldpiece Instruments
12
Logical Systems Corp.
13
MFJ Enterprises, Inc.
10
Mouser Electronics
13
Optoelectronics
13
Remote-Console
10
Speaker Designer
10
The Saelig Co.
13
Women's Technet
10

READERS SERVICES
All orders, except for subscriptions, should be
sent to Old Colony Sound Lab: by mail to PO
Box 243, Peterborough NH 03458-0243; Visa/
MasterCard charge orders by FAX to (603)
924-9467 (24 hours) or by voice 8-4 weekdays
to (603) 924-6526 or 6371. Please use the form
opposite for all orders. All prices are postpaid
to customers in the fifty states except for books.
Please add $2.00 for the first book and 75E
for each additional book ordered. Canadians, please add $4.50 US for the first
book, and 75E for each additional one. Outside North America, please add 20%. Canadians may expect Canadian duty charges on
shipments of any items except books and
subscriptions.
SUBSCRIPTIONS
Subscriptions can be provided anywhere in the
United States and its territories as well as
Canada by sending mail subscriptions to Elektor
Electronics USA, PO Box 876, Peterborough NH
03458-0876. Visa/MasterCard orders may be
telephoned directly to (603) 924-9464 between
8 and 4 on business days and to our machine
recorders at other hours and on weekends.
Orders may be FAXed at any time to (603)
924-9467. US subscription rates: $28 for one
year (11 issues); $50 for 2years. Canadian rate:
$38.80 for one year. Student rate to full-time,
registered students, $15 per year (photocopy of
student ID required).

ORDER FORM

OLD
SOUND LAB
PO BOX COLONY
243
PETERBOROUGH, Mi 03458

TELEPHONE CHARGE ORDERS
(603) 924-6371, 924-6526
Answedng machine before 9 a.m.,
FAX: (603) 924-9467, 24 hours

CUSTOMER ADDRESS

SHIPPING ADDRESS IF DIFFERENT

NAME

NAME

STREET 8. NO

COMPANY

CITY

STATE

ZIP

STREET & NO

MAGIC NUMBER (FROM SUBSCRIPTION LABEL)
PAYMENT METHOD
U

CITY

STATE

ZIP

FOR CHARGE CARD ORDERS UNDER $10, PLEASE ADD $2.

CHECK

El MONEY ORDER

III MASTERCARD

El VISA

CARD NUMBER

EXPIRES

/

AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE

DAYTIME PHONE

Price

Part Number and Description

Qty.

Total

PAST ISSUES
Back issues of the British Elektor from July/
August 1987 onward are available from Worldwide Subscription Service Ltd., Unit 4, Gibbs
Reed Farm, Pashley Road, Ticehurst TN5 7HE,
England, United Kingdom. Single copies are
$4.50 surface mail, $7.50 airmail. Back issues
of Elektor Electronics USA from October 1990 onward (except 2/91) are available from Old Colony for $4 postpaid. $6 for July/August or December double issues.
;=[13EEMI
Photocopies of articles from the British Elektor
from January 1979 onward are available from Old
Colony Sound Lab at $5 for the first, $2.50 each
additional. Indexes are available. Send a
stamped (50E), self-addressed business-size
envelope to Old Colony, at the address above,
for EACH YEAR desired. A complete set of indexes for 1979-91 is available for $7.50 postpaid.
Also available postpaid:
Digital model train (13 parts)
$15.00
The following Elektor books are currently available from Old Colony Sound:
301 Circuits
$12.50
302 Circuits
$12.50
303 Circuits
$15.90
304 Circuits
$19.95
Data Sheet Book 2
$16.50
Databook 3
$17.95
Databook 4
$17.95
Databook 5: Application Notes
$17.95
Microprocessor Data Book
$17.90
SHELF BOXES
Blue heavy-duty Elektor vinyl shelf box
(holds 6 issues)

$6.00

WALL CHART
PC Connectors (1/92)
$3 postpaid, 2/$5; 5/$10
FRONT PANEL FOILS
PROJECT

No.

Video mixer
87304-F
The complete
890169-F
preamplifier
All solid-state
890170-F1
preamplifier
890170-F2
LF/HF signal
890183-F
tracer
meter
900031-F
Budget sweep/
900040-F
function generator
High current
900078-F
hFE tester
400W lab
900082-F
power supply
Logic analyzer
900094-F
Variable AC PSU 900104-F
Universal battery 900134-F
charger
Milliohmmeter
910004-F
Wattmeter
910011-F
Digital phase
910045-F
meter
Timecode
910055-F
interface
Digital funct. gen 910077-F
4-megabyte
910110-F
printer buffer
Economy PSU
910111-F

Price

Issue

33.00
15.00

1-4/90
3/91

33.50
18.50
18.50

12/89
1/90
12/89

23.00
20.00

4/90
5/90

28.00

2/91

35.00 10-11/90
17.50
28.00
11.00

6/91
6/91
6/91

28.00
16.50
20.00

12/90
4/91
6/91

15.00

9/91

18.00
19.50

10/91
6/92

18.00

12/91

CALL OR WRITE FOR YOUR FREE OLD COLONY CATALOG!
BECAUSE OF THEIR SPECIAL NATURE, ORDERS FROM THIS PAGE ARE
NONCANCELABLE AND NONRETURNABLE, EXCEPT IN CASE OF DEFECT,

SUBTOTAL
SHIPPING
TOTAL

PLEASE ALLOW 4-6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.
CD player
Measurement
amplifier
FM tuner
LC meter
Guitar tuner
NICAM decoder
Audio DAC

910146-F
910144-F

20.50
15.00

1/92
2/92

920005-F
920012-F
920033-F
920035-F
920063-F

22.50
19.50
15.00
14.00
17.00

3-8/92
3/92
6/92
5/92
7-10/92

EPROMS/PALS/MICROCONTROLLERS
PROJECT

No. Price

Multifunction
561
measurement card
for PCs
MIDI control unit
570
(1 x 27C64)
Digital model train
572
(1 x 2764)
Darkroom clock
583
(1 x 27128)
Slave indication unit
700
for I.T.S. (1 x 8748H)
EPROM emulator
701
(1 x 87481-I)
Microcontroller-driven
702
power supply
(1 x 8751)
Autonomous I/O
704
controller (1 x8751)
Video mixer (1 x2764) 5861
Four-sensor
5921
sunshine recorder
(1 x 27128)
4P-controlled
5941
telephone exchange
(1 x 27128)
RDS decoder
5951
(1 x 2764)
MIDI program
5961
changer (1 x 2764)
Logic analyzer
5971
(IBM interface)
(1 x PAL 16L8)
MIDI-to-CV interface
5981
Multifunction I/O
5991
for PCs
(1 x PAL 16L8)
Amiga mouse/
6001
joystick switch
(1 x GAL 16V8)
Stepper motor board 6011
(1) (1 x 16L8)
4-megabyte printer
6041
buffer (1 x 2764)

17.50

Issue
2/91

20.00

6-7/90

33.50
18.50

2-5,7/894/90
2/90

30.00

3/88

30.00

12/89

95.00

5,6,9/88

95.00

12/88

20.00
20.00

1-4/90
6/90

26.00

10/90

26.00

10/92

26.00

4/91

14.00

1-2,4/91

26.00
14.00

2/91
7-8/91

14.00

12/91

14.00

6/91

26.00

6/92

8751 emulator incl.
6051
system disk 1741
FM tuner
6061
(1 x 27C256)
Connect 4
6081
(1 x 27C64)
EMON51 (8051
6091
assembler course)
incl. system disk 1661
(1 x 27256)
Multipurpose 280 card:
GAL set
6111
(2 x GAL 16V8)
Multipurpose Z80 card:
BIOS
6121
(1 x EPROM 27128)
8751 programmer
7061
(1 x 8751)

50.00

3/92

34.00

6/92

26.00

12/91

34.00

2/92

13.00

B/W video digitizer

1591

19.00

4/91
7-8/91

Timecode interface

1611

13.00

9/91

RTC for Atari ST

1621

13.00

6/91

24-bit color
extension
for video digitizer

1631

19.00

11/91

PC-controlled weather 1641
station (3)

13.00

1/92

8051/8032 assembler
course (IBM)

1661

13.00

2/92

A-D/D-A and I/O for
lrC bus

1671

13.00

3/92

1681

13.00

2/92

1691

13.00

4/92

19.00

6/92

26.00

6/92

70.50

11/90

8051/8032 assembler
course (Atari)
AD232 converter

GAL programmer
1701 19.0C
(3 disks)
Multipurpose Z80 card 1711 13.00
EPROM emulator II
129 11.50

DISKETTES
PROJECT

No. Price

Issue

Digital model train

109 11 50

Logic analyzer for
111
Atari ST (b/w only)
Computer-controlled
113
Teletext decoder
Plotter driver (Lewetz) 117
FAX interface, IBM PCs 119
RAM extension for
123
BBC-B
EPROM simulator
129
RS-232 splitter
1411
Centronics ADC/DAC 1421
Transistor
1431
characteristic plotting (Atari ST b/w)
ROM-copy for BASIC
1441
Multifunction
1461
measurement card
for PCs
8751 programmer
1471
PT100 thermometer
1481
Logic analyzer
software, incl. GAL
IBM
1491
Atari
1501

20.00

2-5,7/894/90
10/89

20.00

10/89

11.50
14.00
10.00

5-6/88

Plotter driver (Sijtsma)
PC-controlled weather
station (1)
PC-controlled weather
station (2)
I/O interface for Atari

1541
1551

WorldRadioHistory

Tek/Intel file converter 1581

11.50
11.50/9
11.50
13.00

13.009/90
13.00

6
7/0
99
8

12
4/8 0
9
5/90
5/90

2/91

13.00
13.00

11/90
11/90

33.00
33.00
19.00
13.00

6/91
6/91
9/91
3/91

1561

13.00

10/91

1571

13.00

4/91

PASCAL library for
MMC

1751

5/92
6/92
9/92
10/92

16.50

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS
PROJECT
JULY/AUGUST 1992
12VDC to 240 VAC inverter
main board
power board
Audio DAC (1)
Optocard for universal
PC I/O bus
FM tuner (5)
keyboard/display
S-meter
RS232 quick tester
Water pump control for
solar power system
Simple power supply
Wide-band active
telescopic antenna

No. Price

920039-1 19.00
920039-2 11.00
920063-1 14.50
910040 22.00

920005-4 26.35
920005-6
6.50
920037
8.50
924007 12.50
924024
924102

8.50
5.50

SEPTEMBER 1992
EPROM emulator II
Audio DAC (2)

910082 17.00
920063-2 32.00

OCTOBER 1992
Audio DAC (3)
Mains sequencer
Wideband active antenna

920063-3 45.00
920013 29.50
924101
5.50

NOVEMBER 1992
Printer sharing unit
Differential thermometer

920011 25.00
920078
9.00
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TERMS

OF

BUSINESS

tinental USA. The minimum order is $10. A $2 service charge will be added to orders of less than $10.

PAYM ENT
All remittances MUST BE IN US FUNDS DRAWN
ON A US BANK. Payment for telephone orders must
be made by MasterCard or VISA. Mail order payment

clude an extra $2 for insured service via Parcel Post.
We cannot accept responsibility for safety or delivery
of uninsured Parcel Post shipments. Absolutely no

Prices are subject to change as our costs change. WE
RESERVE THE RIGHT TO MAKE PRICE CHANGES
WITHOUT NOTICE.

may be made by MC/VISA, money order, cashier's
check or personal check. If payment is made by personal check, allow up to 2 weeks for clearance before

BOOKS, RECORDINGS, CDs, and SOFTWARE
The shipping/handling charge for the US is $2.00, plus
75e each additional item. In Canada, please add $4.50

PRICING
Prices, except as noted, include shipping in the con-

order is shipped. Should check be returned for any
TELEPHONE ORDERS
Telephone orders are welcome between the hours of

reason, there will be a $10 charge.

9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. EDT, Monday-Friday. Orders
for parts are to be made on the ORDER FORM provided. Payment for telephone orders is by MC/VISA
only. Our TELEPHONE ORDER NUMBER IS (603)

SHIPPING
Unless noted, freight is prepaid by Old Colony.

924-6371 or 924-6526. Our answering machine for
MC/VISA orders during non-business hours is (603)

All orders shipped USPS first class mail or by UPS.
Allow two to three weeks for delivery. Please inquire
about appropriate funds for special handling (UPS
next day or second day). UPS requires a street ad-

924-6371

dress. If you cannot receive UPS delivery, please in-

FAX: (603) 924-9467 (24 hours).

COD shipments.

for the first item, 75e each additional. For orders to
be shipped outside North America, add 20% to the
total order to cover shipping. No returns. According
to the Connecticut Dept. of Revenue Services, Regulation #27, Section 12-426-27, in order to sell software
to residents of Connecticut, we must register with the
department as well as collect taxes for the state from
the purchaser. We regret to inform customers that we
will not sell software to anyone from Connecticut.•

BOOKS FROM ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS USA
MICROPROCESSOR DATA BOOK

301 CIRCUITS
This book follows the theme of the first in this series, 300 Circuits (now out of print). It contains over 300 assorted circuits first published in the 1979, 1980, 1981 summer issues of
Elektor Electronics.
The circuits range from the simple to the more complex and are described and explained
in straightforward language. The book is acomprehensive source of ideas and construction
projects for anyone interested in electronics.
ISBN 0-905705-12-2
BKAA11
Price $12.50

302 CIRCUITS
The popularity of this book is shown by its having been reprinted no fewer than three times.
It offers aselection of the most interesting articles from the 1982, 1983, 1984 summer issues
of Elektor Electronics.
In it you will find circuits for audio and video; car, cycle, and motorcycle; home and garden;
receivers and aerials; hobbies and games; measuring and testing; oscillators and generators;
current sources and power supplies; microcomputers and music electronics; and amiscellany
of other interesting subjects.
ISBN 0-905705-25-4
BKAA12
Price $12.50

303 CIRCUITS
Like its predecessors, 303 CIRCUITS offers a comprehensive collection of practical ideas,
concepts, and developments in the gamut of electronics. Unlike its predecessors, the book
is arranged in 11 subject sections to make it easier foc the reader to find that long-sought circuit.
In well over 300 pages, the book offers 32 Audio and Hi-Fi projects; 14 circuits for Car
and Bicycles; 43 Computer & Microprocessor circuits; 11 Electrophonic projects; 24 HF and
VHF circuits; 16 circuits for a number of hobbies and pastimes; 54 projects for Home and
Garden; 29 Power Supply circuits; 29 circuits for Test and Measurement equipment; nine
TV and Video projects; as well as 42 Design Ideas.
ISBN 0-905705-62-2
BKAA13
Price 815.90

304 CIRCUITS
The latest in Elektor's famous "300" series, BKAA18 contains 304 innovative circuits and
descriptions broken down as follows: 36 audio/video, 19 high frequency, 36 hobby, 36 home
and garden, 9 musidelectrophonics, 32 computer/microprocessor, 19 generator/oscillator,
33 test and measurement, 30 power supply, 13 car electronics, and 41 miscellaneous. Arranged by subject for ease of use.
ISBN 0-905705-34-3
BKAA18
Price $19.95

DATA SHEET BOOK 2
Like its predecessor (now out of print), this book offers concise, relevant, and rapidly accessible information, which is both practical (e.g., the pin-out of a device) and informative.
The book contains data on integrated circuits as well as on discrete transistors and diodes.
Moreover, it gives an introduction to fast (HCMOS) devices and a review of the new symbolic logic as laid down in British Standard BS3939: Section 21 (IEC Standard 617-12).
The final part of the book deals with anumber of computer chips, such as memory devices
(including programming information for these) and I/O circuits. This section also includes data
on a number of non-digital discrete and integrated devices, such as op amps, as well as
on some microprocessor peripherals (e.g., the 6522 VIA, the 6580 ACIA, and the 8355A PPI).
ISBN 0-905705-27-0
BKAA14
Price $16.50

DATABOOK 3: PERIPHERAL CHIPS
This book lists the most important design data of peripheral chips whose type numbers and
functions relate them unambiguously to amicroprocessor in the same family. All listed devices
form part of families based on widely used microprocessors or microcontrollers. Their most
evident application will therefore be in conjunction with the associated microprocessor. This
should, however, not be taken to mean that aperipheral cannot be used in another application.
Far from it, as witness the familiar type MC146818A real-time clock and the type MC6845
cathode-ray tube controller. It deserves aplace on the bookshelf of anyone concerned with
the design, maintenance and servicing of microprocessor-controlled electronic equipment.

This book has come about because of a need by Elektor Electronics engineers, technicians,
and editorial staff of a ready reference work on the most important microprocessors. This
implies that it does not only contain information on the latest devices, such as the transputer,
but also on older, wall-established types, such as the Z80 and the 6800.
A general description, hardware block schematic, software structure, DC characteristics,
and instruction sets are given for over 70 microprocessors. To prevent the book from becoming unwieldy (and to keep costs down), timing diagrams and AC characteristics have, however,
been omitted. The detailed information on all manufacturers mentioned will, however, enable
any additional information to be obtained quite readily.
Included in the book are, among others, the 68000 series; the 6502 family; the Z80, 8080,
and 8085; Intel's 8086, 80186, 80188, 80286, and 80386; the NS32)00( series, and the INMOS transputers.
ISBN 0-905705-28-9
BKAA16
Price $17.90

DATABOOK 4: PERIPHERAL CHIPS II
This further volume in Elektor Electronics' Microprocessor Data Book series deals with general
peripheral chips that, at least as far as their type-coding is concerned, do not belong to a
specific family of microprocessors. There are so many of these, however, that only aportion
of them can be dealt with in one book. Those contained in this collection have been chosen
carefully on the basis of their practical application and frequency of use. Complete data are
given for coprocessors from the 80 series (AMD, Cyrix, ITT, Intel, Weitek); real-time clocks
from MEM, OKI, Statek, National Semiconductor, and Dallas Semiconductor; transmitters
and receivers of serial interfaces RS232, 422, 423, 485 from Motorola, Newport Components,
Maxim, Texas Instruments, National Semiconductor, Dallas Semiconductor, and Linear
Technology; UARTS, DUARTS, and QUARTS (i.e., programmable ICs intended for data
transfer); and the CSA221 set of ICs from Chips & Technology that are used in agreat number
of PC mother boards (also included is the data sheet of ag....nriated software LIM 4.0 for the
management of the Extended Memory System).
Apart from the actual data, the book contains much other useful information, such as comparisons between and second sources for all important IC families; addresses of manufacturers and their representatives; and overviews of all peripheral chips (including many that
could not be included in this book) that are available from various manufacturers.
ISBN 0-905705-32-7
BKAA17
Price $17.95

DATABOOK 5: APPLICATION NOTES
This book presents a series of application notes and design briefs that cover awide variety
of subjects. Apart from a number of applications related to specific components, the book
also includes articles on basic design theory and the practical use of certain components.
For example, there is an article reprint from Advanced Micro Devices that provides information on programming the motion of a stepper motor with the aid of a PAL (programmable
array logic). Similarly, an article reprint from Motorola presents an overview of protocols and
conventions used for serial communication between computers.
The application notes complement the theoretical sections by discussing the use of components related to current electronics technology. In a number of cases, this technology is
ahead of the practical application, and the product is so new that an application note has
not yet been published by the manufacturer—for examples, Analog Devices' description of
aContinuous Edge Graphics (CEG) digital-to-analog converter (DAC), and that of a NICAM
(near instantaneous companding audio multiplex) decoder chip developed by Micronas of
Finland. Given the complexity of the practical circuits that could be developed on the basis
of these ICs, all the relevant data sheets are included for easy reference. The book also
includes a short list of manufacturers' logos that should be helpful in identifying unknown
components, as well as a worldwide address list of manufacturers and distributors/representatives for the products which are discussed.
ISBN 0-905705-33-5
BKAA24
Price $17.95

ISBN 0-905705-30-0
BKAA15
Price $17.95

SPECIALS!
BKAAZ/1

BKAA11, 12, 13, 18: all 4 for $49.00 (Save $11.85!)

BKAAZI2

BKAA14, 15, 16, 17, 24: all 5 for $74.95 (Save $13.30!)

BKAAZ/S

Complete Elektor library: all 9 for $114.95 (Save $34.15!)

These books are all available direct from Elektor Electronics USA through the Readers Services, from a number of bookshops and electronics retailers in the US and
Canada, and from selected bookshops throughout the world. Special prices are those of EEUSA only.
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B. G. MICRO
SPECIALS

MAX232
2.30
1488
45
1489
45
DB25-(Solder Cup) M/F
2/1 00
DB25-Rt. Angle PC BD. F
55
DB9-Rt. Angle PC BD. M/F
35

MONITOR
BRAND NEW!
Factory Fresh
IBM
VGA Monochrome Monitor
12" Paper-White
640 x 480
$79.95 plus $9.50 SM
Within the Continental U.S.

DISPLAY DEVICES
FLAT PANEL LCD
GRAPHIC DISPLAY
EPSON EG-7004S-AR
640 •200 dol.. Super twitted nomadic type.
Built in driver. •4 bit TTL Interlace •Capable of
displaying numerics, graphics. •phabotics..pac1.1
characters, graphs, charts, and pelerne
Viewing are. 10-7/16"x 4-5/8".Over.II 11-3/6.6.1/16
14 pins for evils .04 power (.5V, -12V).
Complete 27 page manual

$19.95

6/S100.00

LTP 1157AE
1.2" 507 Matrix Displays
5x7 Array with x.y select.
This Red Orange Matrix Can Be
Stacked Horizontally. Choice of
Two Matrix Orientation-Cathode
Column, Anode Row. Great For
"Moving Message" Signs.
$1.19 Ea.,

8/$6.95, 100/S75.00

74LS

o

LU

Lu
cc
o

LSOO
LSO1
LSO2
LSO3
LSO4
LSO5
LSO8
LSO9
LS10
LS11
LS12
LS13
LS14
LS15
LS20
LS21
LS22
LS26
LS27
LS28
LS30
LS32
LS33
LS37
LS38
LS42
LS51
LS54
LS55
LS73
LS74
LS75
LS83
LS85
LS86
LS90
LS92
LS93
LS95
LS96
LS107
LS109
LS112
LS113

14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
.20
.25
.30
.20
A4
16
16
14
.20
15
14
16
.25
.24
.24
.35
15
.20
.20
.33
.22
.25
.30
.45
.20
.35
.30
.25
.30
.33
.28
.20
.25
.25

LS114 25
LS122 .35
LS123 .45
LS1241.35
LS125 .30
LS126 .35
LS132 .35
LS133 .25
LS136 .28
LS138 .35
LS139 .35
L$145 .75
LS148 .35
LS151 .35
LS153 .35
LS154 .85
LS155 .50
LS156 .42
LS157 .30
LS158 .25
LS160 .25
LS161 .35
LS162 .45
LS163 .36
LS164 .45
LS165 .60
LS166 .75
LS169 .90
LS170 .45
LS173 .60
LS174 .35
LS175 .35
LS1811.25
LS191 .45
LS192 .65
LS193 .65
LS194 .40
LS195 .52
LS196 .55
LS197 .75
LS221 .50
LS240 .50

LS241 60
LS242 .65
LS243 .50
LS244 .55
LS245 .55
LS251 .45
LS253 .40
LS257 .35
LS258 .45
LS2591.00
LS260 .40
LS266 .30
LS273 .75
LS279 .30
LS280 .80
LS283 .35
LS290 .70
LS293 .50
LS298 65
LS299 1.00
LS322 1.30
LS3232.25
LS348 .75
LS3531.00
LS357 .80
LS363 .75
LS364 .75
LS365 .30
LS366 .28
LS367 .35
LS368 .30
LS373 .50
LS374 .45
LS375 .35
LS377 .75
LS378 .80
LS390 .80
LS393 .75
LS399 1.00
LS5411.20
LS645 .75
LS646 .75
LS670 .80
25LS25.9 1.51

P. 0. Box 280298 Dallas, Texas 75228
(214) 271-5546

SUPER BUYS
SSI-202 Decoder
8870 Decoder
5087 Generator
5089 Generator

2.25
2.25
2.00
2.10

THE $25 NETWORK

TEXT TO SPEECH BOARD
PC/XT COMPATIBLE. MAKE YOUR

eS
V
_

Try The lot Truly Low Cost LAN
•Connect 2or 3PCs, XTs, ATs
•Uses serial ports and 5wire
cable
•Runs at 115 K baud
•Runs in background, totally
transparent
•Share any device, any file, any
time
.Needs only 14K of ram
Skeptical.' We make believers!

LITTLE BIG LAN
• Low cost -$75 per LAN, not per nodal
• Hardware independent network
ARCNET, P•r•Ilel. and Serial port
suppol on first release
Serial Speed: 6500(XT)•8500(AT) bytes
per second
Parallel Speed: I3000(XT)-29000(AT) bytes
per second
AR CNET Speed .40000 plus bytes per
second
• Use any PC/XT/AT/366 mix, even laptop.
and PS/2 machine.
Connect up to 254 Computers, can mix
ction
I
methods (Serial. Parallel.
Ar coot
• DOS File and Record locking .upport
• Share any device. any file, any program
• Runs in the background, totally transparent
• Low memory overhead
Typically only 251( I. needed. but will
vary w th various setups
• Work, with most software, Including OSASE
Ill, Microsoft
WORD. LOTUS 123, Windows 3.
AUTOCAD. Word Perfect, all complier..
DWBASIC. and. In f•ct. most .nytNng!
• Works with DOS 2.0 to DOS 5 0 and DR.
DOS
DOS 31 or greater li preferred
• Open network, programmer API provided
Exam', e for low-level link modules you can support special hardware
Full spec. provided on packet level
wolocol.
CABLES & ARCNET CARDS
AVAILABLE - PLEASE CALL

$75.

SOCKETS
Low Profile SOLDER TAIL
6 Pin
14/1.00
8 Pin
13/1.00
14 Pin
13/1.00
16 Pin
13/1.00
18 Pin
13/1.00
20 Pin
13/1.00
22 Pin
13/1.00
24 Pin
8/1.00
28 Pin
7/1.00
40 Pin
7/1.00
BUY $10
GET $1.00 -FREE CHOICE
68 Pin PLCC
.79
84 Pin PLCC
.89

6500/6800
6502
6520
6522
6530
6532
6545
6551
6800
6802
6803
6805
6809EP
6809P
6810

2.00
1.25
2.70
3.00
4.25
2.10
2.40
1.40
2.50
3.00
2.95
2.75
2.50
1.25

6821
6845P
6845S
6850
6852
6860
68681
68A09EP
68A40
68A54
68809
68B10
68B45
68B54

1.00
2.20
2.20
1.75
3.50
3.95
3.00
1.29
4.00
3.00
4.00
2.00
4.95
4.00

VISA

MasterCard

FAX (214) 271-2462

COMPUTER TALK!

$69
;çASSEMBLED

8 TESTED
ADD $3.50 SHIPPING
8 HANDLING

A VERY POWERFUL AND AMAZING SPEECH CARD. USES THE
GENERAL INSTRUMENTS 5P0256-AL2 SPEECH CHIP AND THE
CTS256A-AL2 TEXT TO SPEECH CONVERTER.
THIS BOARD USES ONE SLOT ON THE MOTHERBOARD AND
REQUIRES A COM SERIAL PORT. BOARD MAY ALSO BE USED IN A
STAND ALONE ENVIRONMENT (EXTERNAL POWER SUPPLY) WITH
ALMOST ANY COMPUTER THAT HAS A RS232 SERIAL PORT. TO
USE THE BOARD IT IS ONLY NECESSARY TO SEND ENGLISH TEXT
TO THE RS232 INPUT ON THE BOARD. THE BOARD INCLUDES A
1500 BYTE TEXT BUFFER AND HANDSHAKE LINE TO ALLOW YOU
TO SEND DATA TO THE BOARD; THE SAME AS YOU WOULD SEND
DATA TO AN RS232 SERIAL PRINTER. YOU CAN SET UP BATCH
FILES THAT WILL MAKE YOUR COMPUTER GREET YOU WITH
"GOOD MORNING MASTER," ETC. EVERY TIME YOU TURN IT ON
DEMONSTRATION SOFTWARE AND A LIBRARY BUILDING PROGRAM ARE INCLUDED ON A 5% INCH PC/XT DISKETTE. FULL
DOCUMENTATION AND SCHEMATICS ARE ALSO INCLUDED.
FOR INFORMATION ON A LOW COST SPEECH SYNTHESIZER
SYSTEM FOR THE VISUALLY IMPAIRED, PLEASE SEND FOR FREE
PACKET T.M.1.
STAND ALONE POWER SUPPLY
FOR ABOVE
ADD $2.50 SHIPPING & HANDLING

$19 99

STATIC RAM

EPROM SPECIAL

2016-2KX8 200 n.s.
1.00
2101-1 -256X4 500 n.s.
.75
21L02-1 350 n.s.
.65
2102AL-4 L.P. 450 n.s..49
2111-1 256X4 500 n.s.
1.00
2112A-2
2.50
2114L-3 1K X4 300 n.s.
.45
2125A-2 1KX1 70 n.s.
1.70
2147 4KX1
1.95
6116P-4
1.00
6117
1.20
6264-15
1.40
62256 32KX8
5.75

We bought a large quantity of
2708s, 2716s, 2532s, 2732s,
2764s, 27128s, 27256s and
27512sfrom a computer manufacturer who redesigned their
boards. We removed them from
sockets, erased and verified
them, and now we offer the savings to you. Complete satisfaction guaranteed
Your Choice
2708
1.20
10/8.00
2716
1.75 10/15.00
2532
2.00 10/17.50
2732
2.00 10/17.50
2764
2.00 10/17.50
27128
3.00 10/25.00
27256
3.50 10/30.00
27512
4.75 10/40.00

DYNAMIC RAM
2108-4 8KX1
1.50
2118-4 16KX1-5Volt
70
4027-4KX1-250 n.s.
.80
4116-16KX1-250 n.s.
.40
4116-16KX1-200 n.s.
75
4116 16KX1-150 n.s.
.90
4164 150 n.s. ... .49 or 9/3.50
4164 120 n.s.
1.10
4164-100 n.s
1.40
TMS4416-16KX4-150 n.s. 2.75
4464-150 n.s
1.40
4464-120 n.s
1.45
4464-100 n.s
1.45
4464-80 n.s
1.45
41256 150 n.s.
1.25 or 9/9.95
41256 120 n.s. 1.30 or 9/10.99
41256 100 n.s. 1.30 or 9/10.99
41256-80 n.s.. 1.30 or 9/10.99
41256-60 n.s
1.85
1 Meg -100 n.s.
4.40
1 Meg -80 n.s.
4.40
414256-80 n.s. 256 x 4
4.60
SIPPS & SIMMS AVAILABLE

THREE CHIP SET
B.G. SPECIAL
16450, 1488, 1489 - $6.95
16550, 1488, 1489 - $13.50

8000/80000
8031
2.95
80C32 12 3.95
8035
1.00
8039
1.00
8085
1.55
8086
1.55
8087
87.50
8087-1 167.50
8087-2 127.50
8088
2.20
8088-2
3.25
8155
2.25
8156
2.25
8202A
8.00
8212
1.25
8214
2.00
8216
1.25
8224
1.25
8228
1.75
8237-5
2.80
8243
1.75
8250
2.95
(16450)
6.50
(16550) 13.00

8251
1.10
8253-5
1.75
8254
1.80
8255
1.50
8255-5
1.75
8257
1.50
8259A
1.85
8259C-5 2.10
8275
10.95
8279
2.25
8284
1.49
8286
3.50
8287
2.49
8288
3.50
8530
3.00
8741
7.00
8742
7.00
8748
7.00
8749
7.00
8755
7.00
80286-8 PLCC 8.50
80287-8
125.00
80287-10
135.00
V-20-10MHZ
6.50

TERMS: (Unless specified elsewhere) Add $3.25 postage, we pay balance. Orders over $50.00 add 85e for insurance. No C.O.D. Texas Res. add
8Vin Tax. 90 Day Money Back Guarantee on all items. All items subject to prior sale. Prices subject to change without notice. Foreign order -US funds
only. We cannot ship to Mexico or Puerto Ruco. Countries other than Canada, add 59.00 shipping and handling.
7/31/92
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...but two new products
from ATI have taken the
audio world by storm!
LMS and LEAP have
revolutionized the way
loudspeakers are
designed and tested.
Now you can have audio analysis and electroacoustical measurements
using real data, as well as mathematical simulations.

111

LEAP

Loudspeaker
Measurement System

At last, there is acomplete and affordable analyzer system that provides data suitable for real
electro-acoustic engineering purposes. LMS uses its own
precision calibrated reference microphone, aPC/AT
slot card, and simple menu-driven control software.

Now there is one software program
that can do it all! LEAP is apowerful full-featured system
for electro-acoustic
seem ..
M-Abs
design and analysis.

‘01,101INKR

DGL

Whether your application is loudspeaker development,
automobile audio, room acoustics, industrial environments,
or production testing, LMS is the perfect tool for you. LMS
can gather data for and perform over 50 different acoustic
and electrical tests including SPL Response, Gated SPL
Curves, Rub/Buzz Test, Voltage in dBm (gated or nongated), Auto-Impedance Measurements, Transform Functions in dB, Nyquist Plots, Polar Plots, and Inverse FFT.
LMS generates metering graphics and curve displays, and
Hilbert Transform calculations for Phase Curve generation,
and it can do so much more.
LMS includes alarge number of post-processing features
and tools to allow you to manipulate data to your needs.
Nothing else AT ANY PRICE even comes close! Call us!

Loudspeaker Enclosure
Analysis Program

embus

•

•
•
•
MI
•

Import SPL and Z Data from LMS, MLSSA,
AP System 1, and TEF
Generate 19 pairs of graphs for analysis with
complete print support for Dot Matrix, HPGL,
PCL, and PostScript
Compute freq. dependent Revc and Levc
Derive Phase from Magnitude
Combine system response on Crossover Design
Time Offset Correction
Calculate Voltage/Current/Impedance

Join the distinguished list of LEAP and LMS users: Altec Lansing, JBL, Orion, Yorkville Sound, NEAR, Snell Acoustics, BBC
Speakers, Hartkey Systems, Cerwin-Vega, Radian, Lucasfilm, Standford Acoustics, BEST, SCV Audio, Scientific Fidelity,
Wavefront Acoustics, Peavey Electronics, Clair Bros., Renkus Heinz, Elipson, TAD/Pioneer, Swans Speakers, Sparkomatic,
Rockford/Fosgate, Polk Audio, Joiner-Rose, Sony, Alpine, Bose, Tannoy, Infinity, VIFA, and many more.

7556 SW Bridgeport Road, Portland, OR 97224 TEL: 503-624-0405 FAX: 503-624-0194
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Dial. itam

Sy,tem

LEAP 4.1 features
include Passive Network/Active Filter
Database Libraries,
an Optimizer for
Passive Networks
and Active Filters,
Conjugate Network/
Crossover Network
Designer, Data Import/Export System,
and Speaker Parameter Measurement/
Motor Coefficient/
Impedance Calculator. All this in addition to the basic
Transducer/
Enclosure
System for all TSL, ECL, DGL database functions
and box design capabilities.
Ill
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